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ABSTRACT

Investigation of the Effect of Multiple Scales of Topography on
Hyporheic Exchange

Susa Hardwick Stonedahl

Water and waterborne solutes continuously exchange with the surrounding sediments.
This process is termed hyporheic exchange. The sediments surrounding the stream are rich with
biological activity, which can transform solutes carried in the water.

The amount of

transformation that takes place is related to the amount of time the water spends in the sediments,
the composition of the sediments, and the biological communities present. In this work I
investigated the hydrodynamic and geomorphic controls on exchange flow and subsurface
residence time distributions. I developed a physically based multi-scale model for the
relationship between stream topography and hyporheic exchange. The model predicts the
hyporheic flow paths based on a priori system characteristics such as stream discharge, hydraulic
conductivity, and valley slope, as well as stream channel topography of the system. From this
model we get residence time distributions for water in the subsurface as well as spatially
distributed estimates of the interfacial flux of water into and out of the subsurface. The model
uses a Schwarz-Christoffel conformal mapping of the stream planform to align the topography
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with the direction of flow. Then it approximates a function for head variation based on stream
topography and surface water flow variation using Fourier series and finite difference
calculations. I have applied the model to two stream topographies generated in laboratory
flumes, a small, ditched agricultural stream, and multiple idealized meandering stream channel
planforms. Two simulations were compared with empirical datasets. The solute data compared
favorably for a laboratory flume simulation as did the natural system for the longer exchange
time scales.

The discrepancy at short exchange time scales indicates that the tracer data

characterized shorter exchange times than those captured by our model. The simulations
demonstrated that all scales of topographic features contribute to interfacial flux and residence
time distributions, but that ripple and dune scales tend to both contribute more than and interact
nonlinearly with meanders. Simulations of the natural stream showed that groundwater input
shortened hyporheic residence times and both confined the flux into the subsurface to the center
of the stream and decreased the total amount of water entering the subsurface.
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PREFACE
"AT THIS POINT GRANDFATHER TURNED FROM THE WINDOW. 'CHILDREN, THE RIVER IS SO
BEAUTIFUL. COME LOOK AT IT.'
WE WENT TO STAND BESIDE HIM. 'IT'S A MOVING, BREATHING, LIVING THING,' HE SAID
REVERENTLY. 'IT GIVES LIFE TO OUR TOWN. IT IS DEEP IN SECRETS AND RICH IN DREAMS, AND
IF WE COULD KNOW THOSE SECRETS AND DREAMS, WE'D BE A WISER PEOPLE.' "
~ANN RINALDI (TIME ENOUGH FOR DRUMS)

Each chapter/section of my thesis is accompanied by a water (generally river) related
quote. The preface seems like the place to explain my selection of quotes. They are all by
authors I admire and whole heartedly recommend, many of whom will be familiar to you. I have
enjoyed finding quotes in my favorite books and the presence of these quotes offered amusement
for me during the writing process. They are intended to provide humor for the reader if only by
their curious juxtaposition in this primarily scientific document.
For want of a more appropriate section, I have also included my research related artistic
expressions (drawing and song) in the preface. The song served me well by convincing several
fellow students there was a fictional McCormick Engineering Integrated Arts (MEIA) graduation
requirement on April 1st.
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The Hyporheic Song
Into the subsurface water will flow
How long will it stay there? Where will it go?
How much water will go in and out?
These are questions we wonder about.
In natural systems water's never alone
It brings along friends to the hyporheic zone
Pollutants deposit and nutrients deplete
Here is where ground and surface waters meet
To study these systems first we create
A flume model we can extrapolate
To rivers and streams of different scales
To test if the model succeeds or fails!
We use the Darcy equation and the porosity
To calculate the pore water velocity
We track particles through these velocity fields
And examine the results our model yields
The subsurface journey is full of delays
Traversing meanders can take many days
But a trip through a bedform is fast indeed
An hour or so could be all you need
Into the subsurface water will flow
How long will it stay there? Where will it go?
How much water will go in and out?
These are questions we wonder about.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
"A SILLY WRANGLE OVER THE SIZE OF THE MOON OR THE DEPTH OF A RIVER, MAYBE—IT
MIGHT AS WELL BE, SO FAR AS ITS HAVING ANY REAL SIGNIFICANCE..."
~ELEANOR PORTER (POLLYANNA)

1.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF WORK AND APPROACH
Water flows through networks of rivers and streams, which connect large bodies of water
to trickling drainage ditches and remote mountain springs. As water travels it picks up solutes
from the surrounding environment transporting them through the network. The fate of these
solutes and their concentrations along this journey affect water quality and thus the organisms in
and around these streams (including people). As water flows through this network there is a
constant exchange of water between streams and the subsurface, called hyporheic exchange
[Bencala & Walters, 1983; Packman et al, 2000; Salehin et al, 2004]. Understanding and
modeling hyporheic exchange within stream and river systems is critical to evaluating its effect
on the chemistry of the surface and subsurface system, which affects solute transport and thus
downstream water quality [Harvey & Wagner, 2000].

Hyporheic exchange is critical to

analyzing “the transport and fate of environmentally important substances such as nutrients,
carbon, and toxic contaminants in watersheds” [Wörman et al, 2002].
In spite of its importance there are significant limitations in our current capability to
model stream-subsurface interaction. In many models a complete disconnect exists between
groundwater and surface water modeling, which completely neglects the role of hyporheic
exchange. When hyporheic exchange is considered it usually takes the form of lumped empirical
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exchange coefficients to describe solute transport or a fundamental modeling of an isolated
exchange process [Cardenas, 2009a; Boano, 2006, Harvey and Bencala, 1993].

Available

process-based models represent only one scale of topography, e.g., they either incorporate largescale features such as meanders while ignoring the finer details, or they focus only on fine
features like dunes and ripples [Elliott and Brooks, 1997ab; Cardenas and Wilson, 2007;
Thibodeaux and Boyle, 1987]. A model that can incorporate multiple scales of features is needed
because there are complex interactions between scales, which cannot be captured in single scale
models [Wörman et al., 2007; Cardenas, 2008].
The bedform-induced pumping model for a single bedform (dune or ripple) assumes that
a sinusoidal head distribution results from velocity interactions with the bedforms based [Elliot
and Brooks,1997ab]. This shape comes from empirical observations [Fehlman, 1985]. The
difference in head values across the bedform drives water through the sediments. The advantage
of this approach is that it is a spatially explicit physically based model capable of making
forward predictions from a priori parameters. The limitations of this approach are that it only
includes one scale of topography, while natural topographies tend to be fractal, does not allow
for variations within the system, or three-dimensional variations in the induced velocity fields.
The approach used in my research is to extend the established two-dimensional bedform-induced
pumping model [Elliott and Brooks, 1997ab] for dunes and ripples into three dimensions and to
integrate this with exchange induced by larger-scale topography such as bars and meanders.
This is done through a series of approximations and assumptions. The model is then applied to
flume and field datasets with and without various scales of topography to evaluate their relative
significance. The results of this study provide insights into the exchange induced by each scale of
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topography, the interactions between scales of topography, and the effect of groundwater
discharge on stream-subsurface exchange.
Hyporheic exchange is commonly assessed using tracer injection methods, where a tracer
is injected into the stream and the tracer concentration measured at downstream locations
[O’Connor et al., 2010; Bencala and Walters, 1983]. This concentration data is then fit with
functions representing hyporheic exchange storage [Choi et al., 2000; Harvey and Wagner,
2000]. Limitations of the dataset resolution, commonly assumed first-order exchange processes,
and the inability to distinguish surface water storage from subsurface storage all contribute to the
need for models capable of making independent physically based predictions of hyporheic
exchange. These models (such as the model developed in the thesis) are useful for evaluating the
meaningful information contained in solute tracer results [Harvey et al., 1996].

1.2 OBJECTIVES
The primary goal of this research is to provide a more comprehensive method for predicting
hyporheic exchange in low-gradient streams based on readily measureable system characteristics
and to analyze the effect various stream characteristics have on hyporheic exchange. The results
contribute to our knowledge of hyporheic exchange by quantifying the importance of the
spectrum of topographic features present in streams. The work was organized into three specific
tasks.
Task 1: Create a model that can predict hyporheic exchange over a large spectrum of scales,
and illustrate its use by applying it to laboratory data sets.
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The essential purpose of this model is to predict exchange associated with the spectrum
of stream topography from ripples to meanders from both elevation head distributions as well as
those resulting from flow-boundary interactions. We calculated the head due to flow-boundary
interactions using an approximate method based on generalization of a 2D process-based model
that is applied to arbitrary stream topography by using a conformal mapping and Fourier series
within the transformed domain. The model assumptions and development are discussed in
chapter 3.
Task 2: Broaden the model to include interactions with groundwater inflow, apply it to a
natural stream, and compare model predictions with observations from an in-stream solute
tracer injection.
The model was expanded to include groundwater inflow, imposed by selecting
appropriate boundary conditions on an expanded simulation domain. The resulting boundary
exchange fluxes and residence time distributions were compared directly with those obtained via
transient storage model fits of an in-stream tracer injection experiment. The spectral model
predictions were also transformed with a continuous time random walk model in order to be
compared directly with measured solute concentrations.

This process and comparison is

discussed in chapter 4.
Task 3: Evaluate the contributions of various scales of features (meanders, bars, bedforms) to
hyporheic exchange and examine the complex interactions between flows induced by these
scales of topography.
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We simulated hyporheic flows induced by river meandering with and without
superimposed bars and bedforms. The particular topographies were selected to mirror the scales
found in natural systems. This allowed us to evaluate the individual contribution of each scale of
feature and the additional complexity arising because of interactions between multiple scales.
We also compared our multi-scale results to those generated by summing results from single
feature. We found that interactions between topographic scales produced nonlinearity when
multiple scales contributed significantly to hyporheic exchange flows and that bedforms
typically contributed more to hyporheic exchange than larger features. These simulations are
presented in chapter 5.

1.3 CHAPTER SUMMARIES
Chapter 2 provides background information on rivers, their contribution to our lives, and
a variety of river classification schemes. It also motivates the study of solute transport in rivers.
Hyporheic exchange and terms used to describe this process are presented, along with an
introduction to models that have been used to investigate this process. I also introduce some of
the mathematical concepts used in future chapters.
Chapter 3 provides a description of the model I developed to evaluate hyporheic
exchange. Components of the model such as the interfacial head calculation, such as Fourier
fitting and then shifting the small topography as well as the use of a Schwarz-Christoffel
conformal mapping are discussed. The model is applied to two stream channel morphologies
generated in laboratory flumes: first a two-dimensional characterization of a dune-ripple field,
and second a meandering channel. An evaluation of the effect of small topography on interfacial
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flux and hyporheic residence time distributions for the meandering case is also presented. This
work is presented in Stonedahl et al. (2010).
Chapter 4 extends the model to a natural system, a small, ditched agricultural stream. In
this stream we performed a solute tracer experiment and collected detailed topography
measurements. In this chapter I present these experimental methods. The model was modified
for field application by including groundwater inflow and implementation of a procedure for
generalization of low-resolution field measurements of channel topography. The effects of
various groundwater levels both with and without the presence of small topography are
presented. This work is intended for publication as a journal paper.
Chapter 5 presents a theoretical study of the effects of various physical stream
characteristics on hyporheic exchange. Five different meandering channel planforms, each with
a different sinuosity, were used in order to assess the relative effects of dunes, ripples, bars, and
meanders in these systems. The channel slope was held constant between cases so that the
nonlinearity of the interactions between the scales of topography could be quantified. This work
is intended for publication as a journal paper.
Chapter 6 summarizes and synthesizes the conclusions of the previous chapters. Chapter
7 lists references, and chapter 8 is an appendix showing the NetLogo model used as part of a lab
and for educational outreach.
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Chapter 2 BACKGROUND
"HAVE YOU EVER NOTICED WHAT CHEERFUL THINGS BROOKS ARE? THEY'RE ALWAYS
LAUGHING."
~L. M. MONTGOMERY (ANNE OF GREEN GABLES)

2.1 WATER, RIVERS, AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE
Before delving into the wet, intriguing, and submerged world of hyporheic exchange, I
must provide some elementary background. The purpose of this is to situate my research into a
broader scientific context.
Flowing bodies of water have been given many different names in the English language:
brook, creek, ditch, river, and stream, to name a few. Rivers are commonly the largest, but no
clear scientific difference exists between these appellations. These can collectively be referred to
as riverine, fluvial, or lotic systems. I will simply call them all rivers or streams interchangeably
throughout this document.
Rivers are an important part of our lives. Everyone has some experience with rivers,
each of us has swam in them, canoed them, cruised down them, walked along or driven over
them. Rivers provide geographical boundaries for many of the United States as well as for many
countries. The Wabash, Ohio, and Mississippi rivers form a significant portion of Illinois’s
borders. Rivers are or have created some of nature’s most beautiful sites, be it a reflection on a
river itself, a secluded waterfall, or a canyon carved by large flows or many years. They are
homes to many fish and aquatic species like otters, trout, crayfish, and turtles.

Rivers’

considerable impact on people and society is reflected in art, movies, and music. There are even
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popular lyrics referencing the interactions between water and the channel morphology as
evidenced by “to laugh like a brook when it trips and falls over stones on its way” (The Sound of
Music) and “like a stream that meets a boulder, halfway through the wood” (Wicked). Rivers
also provide significant hydroelectric power, like the Colorado River as it travels through the
Hoover Dam. They are sources for drinking water and irrigation. Rivers also provide a network
of transportation. Due to all of the services rivers provide for us, a disproportionate number of
large cities are positioned on these majestic waterways.
In order to appreciate rivers, one must have an understanding of the role rivers play in the
environment.

As part of the water cycle, water evaporates and precipitates, more water

evaporates from the oceans than precipitates onto the ocean, and the network of rivers and their
tributaries makes up the difference by returning water from the land to the oceans. Rivers also
carve the landscape. They pick up loose sediments, erode river banks, and deposit sediments.
These mechanisms allow channels to move and grow over time [Morisawa, 1968].
As water within rivers is always moving, river channels are also always changing.
Various criteria exist to classify rivers including channel shape, age, flow speed, sediment type,
and morphology [Tonina and Buffington, 2009; Buffington and Tonina, 2009; Rafferty, 2011;
Morisawa, 1968]. Rivers may change types with location or over time. There are three primary
types of channel shapes, straight, meandering, and braided [Richards, 1982].

As the term

implies, straight channels flow primarily in one direction. Straight channels tend to be unstable
and quickly develop pool-riffle features or other types of boundary morphologies [Rafferty,
2011]. Meandering rivers oscillate back and forth, the meanders grow with time as faster
velocities at the outer curves pick-up and erode sediments from the outer bends and deposit them
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on the inner curves [Knighton, 1984; Einstein, 1926]. This continues until the meanders meet
each other or more commonly a large flow event occurs, which cuts off the meander resulting in
a straightening of the channel. In this process the cut-off portion of the meander sometimes
forms ox-bow lakes. The sinuosity of the channel is a measure of the degree of meandering and
is calculated as the ratio between the channel length measured along the channel and the valley
length, a straight distance from start to finish. Braided rivers have many different channels,
which separate and recombine with each other.

Braided streams are common where the

sediment input is high and the discharge low, such as alluvial fans [Rafferty, 2011].
Stream channels do not always contain water, which leads to another stream
classification scheme of perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral.

As these names suggest

perennial streams always have water, intermittent streams sometimes have water, and ephemeral
streams only have water briefly after rainfall [Rafferty, 2011; Morisawa, 1968].

Rivers have

also been classified as young and mature. Young streams are common in mountains. They are
fast, small, clean, and fairly straight with a discharge capable of carrying significant sediment
load. As the stream grows and matures they move slower and start to erode the banks forming
meanders [Burnham, 2007; Morisawa, 1968].
Another way to classify rivers is through their discharge, morphology, and sediment size
distribution, which are linked characteristics [Buffington and Tonina, 2009; Morisawa, 1968;
Knighton, 1984]. Rivers travel through all types of sediments, they carve rock and move sand
and gravel [Petts, 1983]. However, the speed of the river determines the sizes of sediments that
are mobilized by different hydrodynamic shear. This ultimately leads to predictable patterns of
sediment size and channel morphology. The sediment transport leads to formation of complex
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patterns of morphology, which in turn influence the flow [Raudkivi, 1998]. This strong network
of feedbacks explains the high correlation observed between fluid flow, sediment type, and
channel morphology. Specifically, small topographical features like dunes and ripples are most
picturesque in sandy streams with relatively low discharge, but can occur to some extent in
coarser gravel bottomed streams. Alternating bars are made up of large crests and troughs that
alternate between banks. These occur primarily in gravel streams and tend to move over time.
Bars are commonly found in gravel beds in rivers with enough velocity to transport some gravel
and develop into pool-riffle topography if the velocity is high enough [Marzadri, 2006]. In these
channels alternating riffles (shallow) and pools (deep) portions arise as gravel is deposited on the
riffles [Tonina and Buffington, 2007]. Bars are also commonly found in sand-bed rivers, though
usually as a secondary feature that occurs around meanders or form episodically in dune-ripple
fields following high flow conditions [Parker, 2004].
People have been evolving methods to try and control river water through engineering for
millennia. In Ancient Egypt the annual flood of the Nile filled irrigation ditches, this in turn
watered their crops [Kelly, 1916]. The Romans are credited with building the first arch dams in
the first century BC [James and Chanson, 2002]. Today, to control the flow of the Mississippi,
provide hydroelectric power, and keep the river deep enough for boat navigation a series of locks
and dams control the Mississippi’s water levels [Scott, 2010]. Another significant engineering
feat occurred in Chicago in 1900. The Chicago River was reversed through a series of canal
locks, so that it flowed into the Illinois River thus removing pollution from Lake Michigan,
Chicago’s drinking source. Instead the pollution was sent down the river eventually reaching the
Mississippi and causing problems for downstream municipalities, like St. Louis, MO [Hill, 2000;
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Solzman, 1998; Walker, 1960]. The inadvertent effects of controlling nature have lead to many
of the environmental water problems we have today [Rafferty, 2011], spurring the need for more
research in this field of river engineering.
One of the most pressing environmental problems relating to river networks comes from
the vast amount of farmland that has been created from wetlands and tallgrass prairies
throughout this country. The bulk of the land in the Midwestern U.S. (as well as many other
areas) was dewatered for agriculture by the digging of ditches for water drainage, the
straightening of natural streams to more quickly drain these ditches, and the construction of
levees to control flooding. The intentional quick drying of the fields is good for the crops
[Wesseling and Feddes, 2006], but causes problems for the rivers and oceans [Goolsby et al.,
2000].

Straight streams induce less hyporheic exchange than meandering shapes and the

shortened surface water time scales extenuate the decreased amount of water entering the
subsurface [Hancock, 2002]. In the subsurface nutrients are absorbed, used, and removed by the
natural environment, so decreasing the time spent in the subsurface has a large impact on
downstream nutrient concentrations [Stream Solute Workshop, 1990; Triska et al., 1993; Valett
et al., 1996; Mulholland et al., 1997; Jones and Mulholland, 2000]. To add to this problem there
was a six fold increase in nitrogen applied as fertilizer in the latter half of the 20th century
[Donner et al., 2002; Goolsby et al., 2000]. Farming in the Midwestern United States sends over
1.5 million tons of nitrogen down the Mississippi River, which reach the Gulf of Mexico each
year [Goolsby and Battaglin, 2001]. The nutrients stimulate phytoplankton growth, contributing
to eutrophication [Rabalais et al, 2002, Diaz and Rosenberg, 1995]. When the phytoplankton
dies, heterotrophic bacteria metabolize it using the oxygen in the water, causing massive hypoxia
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[Lohrenz et al., 1997; Sklar and Turner, 1981]. On average the “dead zone” reaches over seven
thousand square miles, which is roughly the size of Lake Ontario [Rabalais et al, 2000]. This
increasing problem is a large motivating factor for studying solute transport in rivers and streams
[Turner and Rabalais, 1997; Rabalais et al. 2002; Goolsby et al, 2001;Turner and Rabalais,
1994].

2.2 HYPORHEIC EXCHANGE
The exchange of water between surface and subsurface, known as hyporheic exchange, is
the result of hydraulic head gradients in and around streams [Williams and Hynes, 1974; Bencala
and Walters, 1983; Jones and Mulholland, 2000]. Hyporheic comes from the Greek hypo
meaning below and rheos meaning flow, so it literally means the beneath the flow [Orghidan,
1959; Dahm et al., 1996]. Hyporheic exchange occurs within the hyporheic zone (or hyporheos),
which consists of the sediment under and around the surface water through which water from the
stream flows and eventually returns to the stream as is shown in Figure 2.1. Many factors affect
hyporheic exchange and the size of the hyporheic zone, such as sediment properties,
groundwater levels, flora, and topography [Boano et al. 2009; Salehin et al., 2003; Cardenas et
al., 2004]. In some cases the size may extend tens of meters horizontally from the channel and a
meter or more beneath it [Wondzell and Swanson, 1996; Tonina and Buffington, 1997; Stanford
2006]. The lateral portion of this exchange is sometimes referred to as riparian exchange and the
zone in the banks as the riparian zone. The volume of water exchanged with the subsurface is so
large that within several kilometers of a small stream all of the surface water may have been
exchanged with pore water [Harvey and Wagner, 2000].

Hyporheic exchange provides

organisms in these areas with nutrients and dissolved gases necessary for their survival [Triska et
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al, 1989; Harvey & Fuller, 1998; Triska et al., 1993] and affects the transport and distributions of
a wide array of solutes and particles throughout each watershed [Winter et al., 1998; Harvey and
Wagner, 2000; Packman and Bencala, 2000], all of which has an effect on the water quality of
the system.

Figure 2.1 The hyporheic zone and both large and small scale hyporheic exchange flow paths
When we attempt to quantify solute transport and hyporheic exchange we frequently
report residence time distributions.

Residence time, however, can refer to two different

properties. Primarily I will be discussing hyporheic residence times, which is the amount of time
water spends flowing through the hyporheic zone. A stream residence time is the amount of time
it takes water to travel from an upstream location to a downstream location within a stream. The
flow through the sediments is significantly slower than the flow of water above the sediments,
and thus travel times through the hyporheic zone are normally much longer than travel times in
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the stream itself. Water flowing in the stream may enter one of these hyporheic flow paths and
then later reenter the stream. Interfacial flux represents average rate at which water flows into or
out of the subsurface. Some measure of the interfacial flux (average, total, etc.) entering the
stream subsurface is also necessary for meaningfully comparing residence time distributions.
Higher interfacial flux leads to greater hyporheic exchange, and thus more water enters the
subsurface and experiences long residence times. This increases the mean travel time through a
stream reach (considering both the surface and subsurface flows to be part of the reach). The
spatial distribution of fluxes are of interest because they demonstrate the relative effects of
individual features on interfacial flux and spatial heterogeneity in habitat is known to be
important to ecosystem diversity and community metabolism [Valett et al., 1997]. The primary
outputs of my model are spatial distributions of interfacial fluxes, the spatially explicit porewater
velocity field, hyporheic flow paths, and hyporheic residence time distributions.

2.3 RELATED MODELS
2.3.1 TRACER STUDIES AND THE TRANSIENT STORAGE MODEL
The most direct experimental method available for quantifying hyporheic exchange is a
tracer injection experiment. Whole-stream tracer injection experiments involve releasing a trace
element, dye, or other traceable substance into a stream. This method takes advantage of the fact
that solutes travel primarily downstream, are transferred into the sediments and then slowly
released over a period of time. Hyporheic exchange residence times are generally at a longer
time scale that the surface water residence times, so an attempt can be made to separate the instream and hyporheic signals. The tracer concentrations reflect advection in the propagation of
the peak solute concentration, dispersion due to in-stream longitudinal mixing in the spreading of
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the peak, and long-term delays associated with hyporheic exchange and in-stream dead zones in
the tail [Choi et al., 2000; Harvey and Wagner, 2000; Bencala and Walters, 1983]. This is shown
for a simple pulse of tracer in Figure 2.2. Dispersion is a symmetrical process, but delays due to
slower surface water regions and time spent in subsurface flow paths creates an asymmetrical
concentration curve as is shown in the second panel of Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 (Top) Advection and dispersion break-through curves observed at three downstream
locations resulting from a pulse input. (Bottom) Asymmetric tail resulting from delays in
transport (anomalous diffusion)
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Unlike the pulse injections shown in Figure 2.2, tracer is generally released into the
stream for many hours in order to achieve a stable plateau that allows groundwater inputs to be
identified (i.e., the plateau decreases in proportion to dilution by groundwater) as is shown in
Figure 2.3 and to increase the mass of tracer delivered into the subsurface, which improves the
characterization of the tail. The injection location is selected to be far enough upstream of the
first collection point that the tracer is uniformly mixed throughout the stream at the beginning of
the study reach. In order to create breakthrough curves water samples are taken at multiple
locations to observe how the tracer propagates downstream. The USGS’s Transient Storage
Model (TSM) [ Bencala and Walters, 1983] is the most commonly used model to analyze this
kind of tracer data. The purpose of a model like TSM, with regards to the hyporheic zone, is to
extract hyporheic residence times from stream residence times in order to study hyporheic
exchange. Advection dispersion theory predicts symmetric spreading in the shape of the tracer,
but recently anomalous transport has been an object of study due to observations of asymmetric
tailing [Cortis and Berkowitz, 2004; Boano et al., 2007; Haggerty et al., 2000]. A single tracer
injection although useful in characterizing advection, dispersion, and longer term delays, does
not provide all of the hyporheic exchange information about a system [Harvey et al, 1996;
Haggerty et al, 2002]. The uncertainty surrounding the results makes direct comparison between
sites difficult [Harvey et al, 2003]. Hyporheic residence times can be estimated from subsurface
tracer data by monitoring the arrival time of the tracer at wells [Triska et al, 1993] or with
surface water sampling [Harvey et al, 1996; Harvey and Wagner, 1997]. TSM calculates tracer
concentration using a differential equation, which characterizes the change in concentration
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associated with advection, longitudinal dispersion, groundwater influx, and one or more storage
zones.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of tracer injection data from tracer study at Sugar Creek. (The region of
interest is shown again in Figure 4.4)
Tracer data reflect the combination of surface and subsurface storage.

It is not

straightforward to separate the information about the hyporheic tracer storage from slow instream transport, e.g., recirculation regions or stagnant surface water storage zones [Harvey and
Wagner, 2000]. Thus, the reliability of the stream tracer approach in evaluating hyporheic
exchange is uncertain [Harvey et al, 1996]. Tracer analyses, like TSM, have been shown to only
characterize hyporheic flow paths over a relatively short range of timescales determined through
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experimental design [Haggerty et al, 2002]. This is partially due to the concentration of the
tracer reaching levels that are too small to be separated from the background noise as time
increases, which limits the amount of information that can be gained about long residence times.
It is also impossible to separate delays due to hyporheic exchange from long term surface water
delays.

2.3.2 MEANDER-SCALE PREDICTIVE MODELS
Many investigations have focused on hyporheic flow due to meanders and channel
bends. Hyporheic exchange occurs on the meander scale due to elevation gradients along the
stream channel, which produces a head gradient for groundwater flow through meander bends as
are shown in Figure 2.4. Peterson and Sickbert (2006) found a steep hydraulic gradient across the
neck of the meander. There have been a number of attempts to model aspects of this
process. Boano et al. (2006) modeled hyporheic exchange as a two-dimensional system using
boundary conditions from four planforms of an evolving river. The boundary conditions were
calculated and then the Laplace equation was solved in order to calculate hyporheic flow. This
model also demonstrated that steep hydraulic gradients occurred in more sinuous
meanders. Revelli et al. (2008) investigated how meander-driven exchange was affected by the
evolution of channel morphology in meandering streams (specifically, the change in sinuosity of
the channel over time). Taking a different approach, Cardenas (2009a) investigated lateral
hyporheic flow and the effect of sinuosity using finite element analysis on a simple sinusoidal
geometry. This study found that volumetric flux could be roughly estimated from sinuosity and
valley slope. These studies, and the associated modeling efforts, each provide valuable insight
into the process of hyporheic exchange at the meander scale. However, these meander-scale
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studies neglect bedform-scale topography, which has also been shown to have a large effect on
hyporheic exchange, as described in the next section. Furthermore, these models have not
investigated the interactions between large (meander-scale) and small (bedform-scale)
topography.

Figure 2.4 Hyporheic flow paths based only on an elevation gradient, which slopes with the
stream channel

2.3.3 BEDFORM-SCALE PREDICTIVE MODELS
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Pressure gradients caused by surface-water flow patterns over and around obstructions,
such as bedforms produce high-pressure regions upstream (stoss side) of the obstruction and
low-pressure areas downstream (lee side) of the obstruction. Naturally this causes water and
solute to enter the subsurface from these high-pressure regions and exit at low-pressure regions
as is shown in Figure 2.5 [Thibodeaux and Boyle, 1987; Elliott and Brooks, 1997ab]. Flow over
any obstruction on permeable sediments induces such flow through the subsurface, which is
known as pumping.

Models, which use these head fluctuations as a means of modeling

hyporheic exchange, are referred to as bedform-induced pumping models and have been shown
to successfully model laboratory flume experiments [Elliott and Brooks, 1997b; Packman et al,
2000].

Figure 2.5: Schematics of pumping flow patterns from Wörman et al. (2002) illustrate the basic
pressure zones (left), which cause the particle flow paths (right).
Thibodeaux and Boyle (1987) observed porewater flow under a bedform, and Elliott and
Brooks (1997a) observed patterns of exchange associated with complex naturally formed dune-
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ripple topography and developed a quantitative, process-based model for exchange. The model
developed as part of my dissertation has its roots in a two-dimensional bedform model presented
by Sandy Elliot [Elliott, 1990; Elliott and Brooks, 1997a]. In this work Elliott showed that the
interfacial head of a single bedform with amplitude, H/2, and wavelength, λ , could be
approximated by the shifted sinusoidal head distribution shown in Equation 2.1,

h( x ) = h m sin k ( x +

λ
4

) = h m cos kx

(2.1)

where h(x) represents the variation in velocity head associated with flow-boundary interaction, λ
is the wavelength of the bedform, k is the wavenumber, and the amplitude , hm, is defined by
Equation 2.2.
 H / d  3 / 8
 H / d ≤ 0.34

 V 2  0.34 

hm = 0.28
3/ 2
 2 g  H / d 
 0.34  H / d ≥ 0.34


(2.2)

where V is the mean stream velocity (m/s), d is the mean stream depth, H is the height of the
bedform (from trough to crest), and g is the acceleration due to gravity. A visualization of this
scaling and shift is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Topography and velocity head perturbation function
Equation 2.2 was developed by Elliott based on a combination of analytic calculations of
drag over an object and empirical studies conducted by Fehlman [Fehlman, 1985; Chen et al.,
1990; Elliott, 1990]. This equation is closely related to the drag force equation because hm is
roughly proportional to the drag force due to a bedform. The equation for drag force, Fd, is
given in Equation 2.3,

Fd = 12 ρV 2 A1Cd

(2.3)

where ρ is the fluid density, V is the velocity, A1 is the reference area (in this case height of
bedform), and Cd is the coefficient of drag. ρ=γ/g, where γ is the specific weight of water. This
substitution gets us to Equation 2.4,
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hm ∝

V2
γA1Cd
2g

or hm = β

V2
Cd
2g

(2.4)

where β is a constant later estimated to be 0.28. Shen et al. (1990) found an empirical function
for Cd, and Elliott used this to convert Equation 2.4 into Equation 2.2.
Elliott assumed an infinite bed depth found a Laplace solution for head throughout the
subsurface, given in Equation 2.5,

h( x, y, z ) = hm cos(kx)(e ky + e k ( −2 Bd − y ) )

(2.5)

This equation satisfies Laplace’s equation ( ∇ 2 h = 0), where ∇ is the del operator. Elliott then
applied Darcy’s law, qs = − K∇h , where qs is the specific discharge and K is the hydraulic
conductivity, to the head distribution function, h, given in Equation 2.5 yielding Equations 2.6
and 2.7,

u = − Kkhm cos(kx)e ky

(2.6)

v = − Kkhm sin(kx)e ky

(2.7)

where u is the longitudinal Darcy velocity, v is the vertical Darcy velocity, K is the hydraulic
conductivity, k is the wavenumber, and hm is the amplitude of the head distribution (Equation
2.2).

Dividing Equations 2.6 and 2.7 by porosity yields porewater velocity, which is the

observed velocity of the water. The success of this method at modeling hyporheic flow paths was
confirmed by comparison against measured solute exchange and subsurface solute propagation
in flume experiments [Elliott and Brooks, 1997b].
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Recent researchers have continued this investigation of hyporheic exchange under
unidirectional flow conditions. Particular studies include the effects of bedform shapes [Marion
et al., 2002], heterogeneous sediments [Salehin et al., 2003], gravel beds [Packman et al., 2004],
and armored and stratified beds [Marion et al., 2008]. Other purely analytical studies have
investigated the effect of various parameters on hyporheic exchange. Cardenas and Wilson
(2007) studied flow above and below triangular bedforms using finite element analysis to solve
the Navier-Stokes and continuity equation on this idealized geometry. Boano et al. (2007)
included unsteady surface water flow in their analytical hyporheic exchange model.

2.3.4 MULTI-SCALE PREDICTIVE MODELS
In Wörman et al. (2006), we expanded on Elliott’s approach by using a three-dimensional
spectral method to approximate both the topography and the head function. The topography
function was fit with a three-dimensional Fourier series and each term of the Fourier series was
shifted by a constant amount in the longitudinal direction. The subsurface velocities were
calculated using Darcy’s equation, much as Equations 2.6 and 2.7 were calculated. As opposed
to the infinite bed depth assumed in Elliott’s calculations, here a lower boundary was included in
these derivations through an additional exponential term. This three-dimensional spectral model
showed that there were significant differences in residence times between those predicted by
two-dimensional and three-dimensional flow fields, that the affects of small scale topography
were significant, but decreased quicker with depth than those due to larger features, and that
subsurface flow paths due to natural topography were fractal in nature. While Wörman et al.
(2006 and 2007) made significant progress towards modeling hyporheic exchange, the Wörman
Spectral Model still had many limitations. For instance, the analytical solution did not take into
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account the system bathymetry, but instead applied the head function to a smooth bed, the
upstream phase shift from topography to head is in the longitudinal direction, rather than in the
direction of stream flow, making it unreasonable for meandering topographies, and the head
calculation itself did not take into account local variability in the system.

2.4 MATHEMATICS USED IN THE MODEL
Several mathematical concepts are essential to the model developed in this dissertation.
The purpose of section 2.4 is to provide an introduction to these concepts and motivation as to
why these methods were used in order to ensure the reader has enough of a mathematical
background to approach the concepts in the later chapters.

2.4.1 CONFORMAL MAPPINGS
Conformal mappings are angle preserving maps used to transform domains while
maintaining local relationships between points in the domain. For domains of two dimensions
the complex plane is frequently used, making this a topic of complex analysis, referred to as
holomorphic mappings. The defining characteristics of these maps are that they are differentiable
everywhere within the domain and the derivative never equals zero. An example of a conformal
mapping is w=ez because (ez)’=ez and ez is never equal to 0. Schwarz-Christoffel conformal
mappings traditionally map a half-plane to the interior of a polygon and they can be adapted in a
numerical procedure to map finite shapes into other finite shapes. I used the Schwarz-Christoffel
MATLAB Toolbox (T. A. Driscoll, 1996) to convert stream planforms (polygons) into
rectangles. The purpose of this transformation is to roughly align the direction of flow, which
allowed Elliott and Brooks 2D model to be applied everywhere within the stream, with
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additional modifications due to local system variations. The application of this procedure is
discussed in detail in section 3.2.1.1.

Figure 2.7: Conformal mapping of an idealized stream onto a rectangle

2.4.2 FOURIER ANALYSIS
Any finite or periodic function can be decomposed into a series of harmonic sinusoidal
functions, called Fourier series. Fourier Transforms are used to decompose a function into
Fourier series.

For our system, a finite number of data points rather than a function is

represented with Fourier series, using a discrete Fourier transform. The specific method used in
our model is a three-dimensional extension of the method described in Fink and Matthews (1999
Ch. 5.) as the trigonometric polynomial approximation method. We used Fourier series as part
of the transformation from topography into head distribution, which is described in detail in
section 3.2.2.2.
The Fourier transform takes in an evenly spaced grid of data points and calculates twodimensional and three-dimensional sinusoidal curves, which together sum up to the original data
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points. I wrote the Fourier series as the sum of sine and cosine curves without phase shifts (as
seen in Equation 3.2). This is equivalent to including a phase shift inside each sine term, as
shown in Equation 2.8,

A sin( kx) + B cos( kx ) =

A 2 + B 2 sin( kx + cos −1 (

A
2

A + B2

))

(2.8)

where A and B are the amplitudes of the component wave functions, k is the angular
wavenumber, and x is a variable. This can be derived using the angle sum identity for sine. (The
inquisitive reader is encouraged to look into the derivation details.)
The wavelengths associated with each Fourier term represent the product of the domain
size, λx , and a term from the harmonic series. ( λx , λx /2, λx /3, λx /4,….). This forces each term to
divide evenly into λx and guarantees that the system is periodic. The maximum number of
Fourier terms that can be used to capture information found in the original dataset is the largest
integer less than half the number of data points. We always used exactly this maximum number.
Thus a system of 10 data points would be decomposed into four terms with wavelengths, λx , λx /2,

λx /3, and λx /4, as is shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Raw data is decomposed into Fourier components and then reassembled into a
topography function by summing the Fourier components

2.4.2.1 P OWER SPECTRA
Power spectra are used to characterize the frequencies (or wavelengths) present in a
dataset and to show their relative importance. Fourier decomposition can be used to determine
the amplitudes associated with each frequency. The power spectrum displays the frequency
(1/λ), wavenumber (2π/λ), or wavelength (λ) on the x-axis and one-fourth the square of the
amplitude associated with each frequency on the y-axis [Morrison, 1994]. (Note that when a term
of the Fourier series is written as Asin(kx)+Bcos(kx), then

A2 + B 2
is the complex amplitude,
2

the square of which corresponds to the power spectrum’s value at wavenumber k.)

2.4.3 FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD AND MODFLOW
Finite difference methods are used to numerically approximate differential equations.
This involves employing the classic definition of the derivative f’(x) = lim
c →0

f ( x + c) − f ( x)
. By
c

assuming this equation is exact for small values of c rather than only at the limit more
complicated equations can be solved with this approximation. This can also be scaled up to
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equations with higher order derivatives. I used finite difference methods to calculate the head
distribution throughout the subsurface based on the boundary head distribution along the stream
channel boundary described in Section 2.3 and suitable boundary conditions for the surrounding
subsurface (e.g., groundwater flow system). We used the USGS tool MODFLOW [Harbaugh et
al., 2000] to perform these calculations. MODFLOW solves the following partial differential
equation [McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988]:

∂ 
∂h  ∂ 
∂h  ∂ 
∂h 
∂h
K xx  +  K yy  +  K zz  + W = S1

∂x 
∂x  ∂y 
∂y  ∂z 
∂z 
∂t

(2.9)

where Kxx, Kyy, and Kzz represent the hydraulic conductivity values in each direction, for our
simulations Kxx = Kyy = Kzz, h represents the head, W the volumetric flux, and S1 the specific
storage of the porous media. We did not allow the system to vary with time, t, so dh/dt equaled
zero and the value of S1 is eliminated from the equation. Since we took the hydraulic
conductivities to be homogeneous and isotropic, MODFLOW was really just used to solve
Laplace’s equation for the complex domain geometry (stream channel morphology) and the
associated boundary head distribution.
Within MODFLOW the calculations are done relative to 3D cells in a predefined grid.
Each cell is connected to the six cells with which it shares a face. The flow into or out of that
cell relative to each neighbor is calculated using Darcy’s equation:
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Q = KA1

h1 − h0
r

(2.10)

Here Q is the volumetric fluid discharge from the neighbor into the cell, K is the hydraulic
conductivity in the direction of flow, A1 is the area of the shared side of the cell, r is the distance
between the centers of the cells, h1 is the head associated with the neighboring cell, and h0 is the
cell in question’s head. The information about the flow entering each side of a cell is solved
using Equation 2.9 and 2.10 to roughly estimate head values. MODFLOW’s process is iterative
and after sufficient iterations the error is sufficiently reduced such that relatively precise head
values are found for each cell.
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Chapter 3 A MULTI-SCALE MODEL FOR INTEGRATING HYPORHEIC
EXCHANGE FROM RIPPLES TO MEANDERS
"AND LET WATER AND AIR BY THEIR MAGIC MAKE OURSELVES AS PURE AS THEY."
~LOUISA MAY ALCOTT (LITTLE WOMEN)

ABSTRACT
It is necessary to improve our understanding of the exchange of dissolved constituents between
surface and subsurface waters in river systems in order to better evaluate the fate of water-borne
contaminants and nutrients, and their effects on water quality and aquatic ecosystems. Here we
present a model that can predict hyporheic exchange at the bedform-to-reach-scale using readily
measurable system characteristics. The objective of this effort was to compare subsurface flow
induced at scales ranging from very small-scale bedforms up to much larger planform
geomorphic features such as meanders. In order to compare exchange consistently over this
range of scales, we employed a spectral scaling approach as the basis for a generalized analysis
of topography-induced stream-subsurface exchange. The spectral model involves a first-order
approximation for local flow-boundary interactions, but is fully three-dimensional and includes
the lateral hyporheic zone in addition to the flow directly beneath the streambed. The primary
model input parameters are stream velocity and slope, sediment permeability and porosity, and
detailed measurements of the stream channel topography. The primary outputs are the
distribution of water flux across the stream channel boundary, the resulting pore water flow
paths, and the subsurface residence time distribution. We tested the bedform-exchange
component of the model using a highly detailed two-dimensional dataset for exchange with
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ripples and dunes, and then applied the model to a three-dimensional meandering stream in a
laboratory flume. Having spatially explicit information allowed us to evaluate the contributions
of both gravitational- and current-driven hyporheic flow through various classes of stream
channel features including ripples, dunes, bars, and meanders. The model simulations indicate
that all scales of topography between ripples and meanders have a significant effect on porewater
flow fields and residence time distributions. Furthermore, complex interactions across the
spectrum of topographic features play an important role in controlling the net interfacial flux and
spatial distribution of hyporheic exchange. For example, shallow exchange induced by currentdriven interactions with small bedforms dominates the interfacial flux, but local porewater flows
are modified significantly by larger-scale surface-groundwater interactions. As a result,
simplified representations of the stream topography do not adequately characterize patterns and
rates of hyporheic exchange.1

1

Stonedahl, S. H., et al. (2010), A multiscale model for integrating hyporheic exchange from ripples to meanders,
Water Resources Research, 46(W12539), DOI: 10.1029/2009WR008865.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
Modeling solute transport in streams is critical to evaluating the transport of
contaminants, nutrients, and other water-borne constituents, and thus is inherent to the study of
ecosystems and water quality. There is a constant exchange of water between streams and the
subsurface, generally called hyporheic exchange [Williams and Hynes, 1974; Bencala and
Walters, 1983; Jones and Mulholland, 2000]. Stream-borne substances are carried with the water
into the subsurface, reside there for some time, and then return to the stream [Winter et al., 1998;
Harvey and Wagner, 2000; Packman and Bencala, 2000]. These stream-subsurface interactions
have been demonstrated to control the downstream transport of metals, radionuclides, and
arsenic, as well as the release of these substances from contaminated sediments [Benner et al.,
1995; Fuller and Harvey, 2000; McKnight et al., 2001; Medina et al., 2002].

Hyporheic

exchange also has a substantial impact on stream ecology, because it influences nutrient
availability and microbial processing of organic matter [Stream Solute Workshop, 1990; Triska
et al., 1993; Valett et al., 1996; Mulholland et al., 1997; Jones and Mulholland, 2000].
Hyporheic exchange results from pressure gradients over the stream channel boundary,
which occur over a wide range of scales of topography including meanders, pool-riffle
sequences, bars, and bedforms [Tonina and Buffington, 2009; Buffington and Tonina, 2009;
Cardenas, 2008; Wörman et al., 2007]. Many studies have focused on the exchange associated
with individual features, such as advective flow induced by stream flow over submerged
bedforms [Elliott and Brooks, 1997ab; Cardenas and Wilson, 2007; Thibodeaux and Boyle,
1987] or, on a larger scale, flow induced by elevation gradients around stream meanders
[Cardenas, 2009a; Boano, 2006, Harvey and Bencala, 1993]. The topographic spectrum of
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stream channel morphology normally shows fractal scaling [Wörman et al., 2007; Nikora et al.,
1997; Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2005], and should be expected to produce complex patterns of
hyporheic exchange [Wörman et al., 2007; Cardenas, 2008].

However, these multi-scale

interactions are not currently well understood.
Available models for hyporheic exchange have generally focused on either the use of
lumped empirical exchange coefficients to describe solute transport observed in the field, or
fundamental modeling of isolated exchange processes under simplified laboratory conditions
[Packman and Bencala, 2000; O’Connor and Harvey, 2008, Cardenas, 2008]. Recently, several
new process-physics-based models have been developed to describe pore water flows and
associated hyporheic exchange that are induced by particular morphological features and scales
of stream topography [Elliott and Brooks, 1997a; Packman and Brooks, 2001; Cardenas, 2009a,
Boano et al., 2009]. These prior studies suggest that local-scale exchange and porewater flow are
best simulated using detailed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models, but alternative
approaches are necessary for large systems with complex boundary shapes because it is difficult
and time consuming, if not impossible, to apply CFD models for the wide range of scales
commonly encountered in fluvial systems. Further, it has also recently been recognized that it is
not possible to reduce the hyporheic exchange problem to a summation of independent analyses
of numerous individual processes owing to the potential for strong interactions between flows
induced at different scales [Wörman et al., 2007; Cardenas, 2009b].
Here we provide an approximate approach suitable for assessing interactions of exchange
flows across scales.

We present a new three-dimensional model for topography-induced

exchange in river systems based on an approximate solution obtained using a spectral scaling
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approach [Wörman et al., 2006].
]. The model is intended to be applicable to low-gradient
low
(<5%)
systems with gradually varied flow, as occurs in most of the small agricultural streams
strea
in the
United States. The model predict
predicts hyporheic exchange in three dimensions at the bedform-tobedform
reach-scale based on readily measurable system characteristics
characteristics,, such as channel planform
morphology, bed morphology, sediment permeability, and average st
stream
ream flow conditions.
conditions The
primary advantage of this approximate method is that it represents three dimensional patterns of
exchange associated with multiple scales of fluvial topography spanning ripples, dunes, alternate
bars, and meanders, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1:: Hyporheic exchange associated with ripples, dunes, bars, and meanders. ReachReach
scale patterns of exchange reflect complex interactions between these features and larger-scale
larger
groundwater discharge/recharge.
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3.2. MODELING APPROACH
Our approach to modeling surface-subsurface interactions involves three essential steps:
calculating the head distribution on the stream channel boundary, calculating the subsurface flow
field, and evaluating the resulting interfacial fluxes, subsurface flow paths and residence time
distributions. A brief overview of the approach is provided here, and details follow in sections
3.2.1 – 3.2.3. The estimation of the head distribution along the entire stream bottom and
submerged portion of the banks is critical to the calculation of hyporheic fluxes and residence
times. This calculation is challenging because of the very wide variety of topographical features
that induce interfacial and porewater flows. In particular, a key challenge here was to estimate
the boundary head distribution along the stream channel without using CFD simulations, which
are generally not feasible for large, multi-scale problems. We developed a model that includes
gravitational head gradients associated with downstream elevation changes and an approximate
solution for velocity head gradients induced by the interaction of the stream flow with the
channel boundary. The gravitational component was obtained directly from the average gradient
of the stream over the study reach, obtained from water elevation measurements, and then head
fluctuations due to smaller topographical features within the stream channel were superimposed.
We approximated the head variation over submerged bedforms by generalizing an available twodimensional solution for advective porewater flow under dunes [Elliott and Brooks, 1997a]. We
implemented this solution in 3D by employing a Schwarz-Christoffel conformal mapping
procedure [Zarrati et al., 2005] to create a non-orthogonal coordinate system following the
curving stream channel. This method provides consistent results regardless of the orientation of
the stream, and was used to evaluate the effects of the gravitational head gradient on the three-
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dimensional stream topography as well as the distribution of velocity head associated with
submerged topographic features within the meandering channel. Effectively, the generalized
flow-boundary interaction model calculates the pressure distribution over bedforms relative to
the direction and magnitude of the local stream velocity. The interfacial head distribution over
the stream channel boundary was obtained simply as the sum of the gravitational and velocity
head components. This head distribution was then employed as a boundary condition in a finitedifference solution for subsurface water flow, allowing lateral (floodplain) exchange and broader
stream-groundwater interactions to be simulated along with the local exchange associated with
bedforms. The resulting subsurface flow field was then used to evaluate interfacial fluxes by
integrating the local porewater velocity over the bed surface. Hyporheic exchange flow paths and
residence time distributions were also obtained directly from the subsurface flow field by means
of a numerical particle tracking method.

3.2.1 REPRESENTATION OF CHANNEL TOPOGRAPHY
3.2.1.1 C ONFORMAL M APPING
The morphology of the meandering channel was transformed into an orthogonal domain
using Schwarz-Christoffel conformal mapping. Conformal mapping preserves local angles while
producing a one-to-one mapping between differently shaped domains. A polygonal
representation of the meandering stream was mapped onto a rectangle using the SC-Toolbox for
MATLAB [Driscoll, 1996]. This mapping onto a rectangle was found by combining the solution
for a bi-infinite strip with a Jacobi elliptic function. The calculation used a Gauss-Newton
method for numerically solving a system of nonlinear equations. The conformal mapping is
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illustrated in Figure 3.2. The longitudinal and transverse coordinates are defined as x and y, while
in the transformed domain these are ξ and η, respectively.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of Schwarz-Christoffel conformal mapping used to transform the
meandering stream with (x,y) coordinates into a rectangle with (ξ,η) coordinates.
The channel banks were calculated by selecting the grid points closest to where the
stream water surface intersected the three dimensional topography grid. The banks were used to
define a polygon, which was formatted into complex coordinates with the vertices listed counterclockwise. This polygon was then transformed into a rectangle using Driscoll’s algorithm.
Characterization of the system geometry was facilitated by the conformal mapping. We
calculated length of the stream by taking the inverse mapping of 1000 evenly-spaced points
along the centerline of the rectangle in the transformed domain. The sum of the distances
between these corresponding points (x,y) in the stream provides a good approximation of the
length of the stream:
N −1

N −1

i =1

i =1

S = ∑ ( xi − xi +1 ) 2 + ( y i − yi +1 ) 2 = ∑ ∆ξ

(3.1)
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where N is the number of points. The sinuosity of the channel was then determined as the ratio
of the stream length to the reach length. The width of the stream at each cross section was found
similarly to the length. For this calculation, we took the inverse conformal mapping of points
along each cross section in the transformed domain and summed the distances between them in
the real domain. These values were then averaged to find the mean width of the system. The
average depth and cross-sectional areas were also calculated similarly using the elevations at
each cross section in the real domain. Discharge was assumed to be constant throughout the
reach, and the cross-sectional areas were used to determine how the mean velocity varied as a
function of downstream distance.

3.2.1.2 F OURIER F ITTING
A Fourier fitting procedure was used for several purposes in the model: 1) to generate a
continuous function for topography in both the real and transformed domains, 2) as a means of
separating different scales of topography by wavelength in the Fourier series, and 3) as a means
of calculating the boundary head distribution from the topographic distribution and stream flow
conditions. A trigonometric polynomial finite Fourier series, P(x,y), having the form given in
Equation 3.2 was used to represent topography. The coefficients were calculated in MATLAB
using a three-dimensional extension of the trigonometric polynomial approximation method
[Fink and Matthews, 1999, Ch. 5].

P ( x, y ) =

ao
2

Mx My

+ ∑ ∑ (a jx j y cos( j x k x x ) cos( j y k y y ) + b jx j y sin( j x k x x) cos( j y k y y ) + ...
j x =1 j y =1
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Mx

c jx j y cos( j x k x x ) sin( j y k y y ) + d j x j y sin( j x k x x ) sin( j y k y y )) + ∑ (e j cos( j x k x x ) + f j sin( j x k x x )) + ...
j x =1

My

∑ (g

j

cos( j y k y y) + h j sin( j y k y y))

j y =1

(3.2)

The angular wavenumber for each of the terms was the product of an integer and the
wavenumber, k x or k y , where k x = 2π / λ x and k y = 2π / λ y .

λx is both the maximum

wavelength and size of the domain in the longitudinal direction and λy is the maximum
wavelength and size of the domain in the transverse direction. In Equation 2, the wavelength of
each term is an integer fraction of the maximum wavelength. By imposing these restrictions on
the selection of the angular wavenumbers used in the Fourier series, each of the resulting
wavelengths divides evenly into the domain size, causing the function to be periodic in both the
longitudinal and transverse directions. This periodicity is essential for the calculation of head
variation over small bedform topography (ripples and dunes), which would otherwise generate
unrealistic topography outside of the computational domain [Wörman et al., 2006].

This

condition also made it important to start and end the reach at similar locations relative to the
larger-scale channel topography, here the apexes of two meanders.

In real systems, the

topography outside of the study reach is generally unknown, so it is reasonable to assume
periodicity in the topography before and after the study reach. However, this assumption may be
inappropriate if stream characteristics show distinct trends in the longitudinal direction.
The accuracy of the fitting procedure depends on the number of wavelengths used to fit
the surface in each direction, Mx and My. Each additional wavelength improves the accuracy of
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the Fourier fit, but only up to the maximum accuracy set by the spatial resolution and quality of
the original topographic data. We set Mx and My to be one less than half of the number of data
points in each direction to comply with the Nyquist frequency cut-off, corresponding to the
maximum information content of the data set. Using frequencies greater than the Nyquist cut-off
does not provide any additional information and instead induces extraneous fluctuations in the
surface, which would yield spurious pore water flows. Unlike previous work [Wörman et al.,
2006], which used a limited number of terms in the Fourier series used to represent the surface
topography, we used all terms up to the Nyquist frequency cut-off, which used the maximum
information content of the datasets.

3.2.2 CALCULATION OF THE BOUNDARY HEAD DISTRIBUTION
It is necessary to calculate the head distribution over large and small topographic features
separately because flow-boundary interactions produce substantial head gradients over steep
features such as dunes, but not over larger and smoother features such as meanders. In general,
there is a variation of velocity head over any submerged shape, but particularly large pressure
gradients are produced wherever there is a flow separation and recirculation. This occurs
primarily at bedform crests [Thibodeaux and Boyle, 1987; Elliot and Brooks, 1997a; Cardenas,
et al. 2008; Cardenas 2008]. Thus, local variations in velocity head over bedforms represent
important local perturbations to the energy grade line of the stream. We used an approximate
criterion to separate the bed topography into two classes of features: large topography for which
only the mean energy grade line is used to calculate the boundary head distribution, and small
topography for which local variability in velocity head is included in the boundary head
distribution. We established the cutoff threshold based on the range of applicability of the
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gradually-varied flow equations. In order for the large-scale topography to comply with the
gradually varied flow equations, the slope must be less than 5% (Chaudhry, 1993), so the
threshold wavelength, λc , was chosen such that all features identified as large topography have
slope no greater than 5%. This scale separation provides a further advantage in that it also
prevents the generation of spurious head fluctuations over large morphological features with
amplitudes exceeding the mean flow depth, but over very long wavelengths. The procedures for
calculating the boundary head distribution over each of these scales of topographical features are
detailed below.

3.2.2.1 H EAD D ISTRIBUTION OVER L ARGE -S CALE T OPOGRAPHY
The head distribution over large-scale topographic features (λ > λc ) was obtained from
the energy grade line over the reach. It is difficult to measure the elevation of the free surface
precisely, which leads to large errors in the estimation of the hydraulic gradient over small
separation distances. Even for the relatively high-density laboratory datasets used here for the
initial model application, we found that the free surface measurements were only sufficient to
enable estimation of the mean longitudinal hydraulic slope of the flume. The constant slope was
applied in the transformed domain, which is equivalent to applying head values corresponding to
the slope to each cross-section in the real domain. To illustrate the results of this process, Figure
3.3 shows gravitational head contours within the stream boundary for one of our datasets. (The
method for calculating the head contours outside of the stream boundaries is discussed in Section
2.3.) Specifically, Figure 3.3 illustrates how the linear gradient in the transformed domain
follows the stream channel in the real domain.
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Figure 3.3: Gravitational head due to large scale features is held constant for each cross section
by applying it in the transformed coordinate system. Within the stream this shows cross-sections
cross
with uniform gravitational head values, which are roughly perpendicular to the banks. Outside
of the stream channel the head contours straighten back out and are perpendicular to the flume
walls by the time the edges are reached.

3.2.2.2 S MALL -S CALE T OPOGRAPHY
POGRAPHY H EAD D ISTRIBUTION
Stream flow over small-scale
scale topographic features produces regular perturbations in the
boundary head distribution that generate important components of the subsurface flow
[Thibodeaux
Thibodeaux and Boyle, 1987; Elliott and Brooks, 1997a; Cardenas, 2008]. The velocity head
perturbation over a ripple- or dune
dune-shaped
shaped feature is known to be approximately sinusoidal
[Elliott and Brooks, 1997ab].
ab]. We generalized this solution iin two dimensions by representing the
boundary head distribution, h1(xx), as a sine curve with a scaled amplitude shifted a quarter of a
wavelength from the topography function, t1(x):

t1 ( x ) =

H
sin(kx)
2

h1 ( x ) = hm sin k ( x +

(3.3)

λ
4

)

(3.4)
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where hm is the amplitude of the head distribution, H is the bedform height, k is the wavenumber,
λ is the wavelength, and x is the longitudinal direction. Using this approach, the boundary head
distribution is obtained as a Fourier series, where each term is obtained directly from the Fourier
series used to represent the streambed topography. Fehlman’s [1985] correlation was used to
estimate the amplitude of the dynamic head variation for each term:
 H / d

2 
 V   0.34
 
hm = 0.28
 2 g   H / d
 0.34






3/8





3/ 2

H / d ≤ 0.34
H / d ≥ 0.34

(3.5)

where hm is the amplitude of the head perturbation, V is the mean velocity of the overlying flow,
d is the mean flow depth, and g is the gravitational constant. This equation has been shown to
work well as an estimator of porewater flow paths and surface-subsurface exchange under twodimensional bedforms, i.e., regular dunes that span the width of the flow [Elliott and Brooks,
1997a], and is extended here to three-dimensional features. The conformal mapping described
above ensures that the sinusoidal head profile is aligned with the direction of the local stream
velocity, which varies throughout a three-dimensional stream channel.

In the transformed

domain, we Fourier-fit a scaled version of the topography and calculated the velocity head by
shifting each component of the Fourier series by one quarter of its wavelength in the negative ξ
direction, following Equation 4. This creates an approximate three-dimensional solution for the
boundary head distribution with a region of higher head on the upstream side of each bedform.
This model is quasi-three-dimensional because we generalized the 2D solution (Equations 3-5)
relative to the local channel planform morphology following the longitudinal conformal lines.
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We expect this approximation to be reasonable given the strongly two-dimensional nature of
river flows and dune morphology; however, cases with a high degree of cross-channel variability
and/or strongly three-dimensional bedforms may not be represented well.
Stream velocities, depths, and bedform sizes can be highly variable such that mean values
for the entire reach may not accurately represent the characteristics of a smaller channel segment.
From Equation 3.5, it can be seen that fluctuations in the stream depth and velocity associated
with slowly-varying large-scale topography affect the estimate of exchange resulting from localscale flow-boundary interactions. In addition, bedform morphology often varies significantly
within a reach. To account for this variability, we calculated continuous functions of d, V, and H
to scale the velocity head component of the boundary head distribution at each point of the
stream. The local stream depth d (ξ ) was first calculated as a moving average of the average
depth for each cross-section over a window size λc centered at ξ . The elevation perturbation
specifically associated with bedforms, ε (ξ ) , was then calculated by subtracting d (ξ ) from the
average depth for each cross section. In previous work, H has been found from the standard
deviation of local bed elevation measurements, σ H . Specifically, Elliott and Brooks [1997] used
H = 2σ H as an approximate average bedform height for exchange with a regular series of 2D
dunes. Here, we obtained σ H (ξ ) by taking the standard deviation of points in ε (ξ ) over a
window size λc centered at ξ . This extends the model to include slowly-varying channel
2π

morphology. For a perfectly sinusoidal topography, σ =

∫ [((H / 2) sin( x))

2

] / 2π dx = H / 2 2 ,

0

yielding 2 2σ = H . Further, for the triangular bedforms used by Elliott as test cases [Elliott and
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Brooks, 1997b], taking H = 2 2σ matches the measured heights of individual dunes within 3%.
Therefore we evaluated the bedform height used in Equation 5 as

2 2

σ H (ξ ) . The average

stream velocity, V (ξ ,η ) , varies in both the longitudinal and transverse directions. The mean
velocity for each cross section is simply the volumetric water flux. This was calculated in the
model by dividing the discharge (which was constant) by the local cross-sectional area (which
varied). We included a simple first-order correction to account for the transverse velocity profile
within each cross section by assuming that V is proportional to depth. This caused the maximum
velocity to occur in the thalweg and forced V = 0 at the edges of the channel, which was required
to provide a realistic representation of lateral exchange through the stream banks.

This

transverse variation in the stream velocity created greater fluctuations in velocity head in the
deeper portions of the channel relative to the surrounding shallow areas, leading to transverse
porewater velocity components.
The final scaling function for the velocity head perturbation over small topography
(bedforms) including spatial variability in velocity, depth, and amplitude is:
3/8

 V (ξ ,η ) 2   2 2σ H (ξ ) / d (ξ )  2 2σ (ξ ) / d (ξ ) ≤ 0.34
 
0.28
H

0.34

2
g



hm′ (ξ ,η ) =

2σ H (ξ )  2 2σ (ξ ) / d (ξ ) 3 / 2
H
 2 2σ H (ξ ) / d (ξ ) ≥ 0.34


0.34



(3.6)

After the topography is multiplied by hm′ (ξ ,η ) , the resulting Fourier series for the distribution of
velocity head over the stream channel resulting from flow-boundary interactions in the
transformed domain is:
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Fh (ξ ,η ) =
Mξ Mη

Ao
2

+ ∑∑ (A jξ jη cos( jξ kξ ξ +
jξ =1 jη =1

C jξ jη cos( jξ kξ ξ +

2π
2π
) cos( jη kηη ) + B j j sin( jξ kξ ξ +
) cos( jη kηη ) + ...
ξ
η
4 jξ kξ
4 jξ kξ

2π
2π
) sin( jη kηη ) + D j j sin( jξ kξ ξ +
) sin( jη kηη )) + ...
ξ η
4 jξ kξ
4 jξ kξ

Mξ

(3.7)

M

η
2π
2π
(E j cos( jξ kξ ξ +
) + Fj sin( jξ kξ ξ +
)) + ∑ (G j cos( jη kη y) + H j sin( jη kηη ))
∑
4 jξ kξ
4 jξ kξ
jξ =1
jη =1

where kξ and kη are the wavenumbers corresponding to the maximum wavelength in each
direction of the conformal domain, A, B, C, … H are the amplitudes of the Fourier series, and
Mξ and Mη are the number of terms used in each direction. The total head distribution over the
stream channel boundary in the real domain, h(x,y), is obtained as the sum of the velocity head
fluctuation induced by stream flow over small channel topography, obtained by the inverse
conformal mapping of Equation 7, and the gravitational head component associated with the
slope of the stream.

3.2.3 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION OF SUBSURFACE FLOW
MODFLOW [Harbaugh, et al, 2000] was used to calculate the three-dimensional
distribution of head and velocity in the subsurface.

For the initial application to flume

experiments, the entire sedimentary system was included in the computational domain, as shown
in Figure 3.4. The upstream and downstream boundaries were defined as constant heads, which
were set in the flume by the selected discharge, the flume geometry, and hydraulic controls at the
inlet and outlet. The flume bottom and walls defined no-flow boundaries.

The surface-

subsurface interface was used as a constant head boundary after the boundary head distribution
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was calculated as described in Section 2.2, above. In the three-dimensional case additional steps
were required to calculate the free surface outside of the stream channel.
Pore fluid flow was calculated from the three-dimensional subsurface head distribution
using Darcy’s law, q s = − K∇h1 , where qs is the specific discharge, K is the hydraulic
conductivity, ∇ is the del operator, and h1 is the head distribution. We used a constant K because
the sediments used in flume experiments were essentially homogeneous. The seepage velocity or
pore velocity, q p , was calculated from the specific discharge using the porosity, θ , q p =

qs

θ

.

The interfacial boundary flux, qint = nˆ ⋅ q s , was calculated based on the local value of the Darcy
velocity and the unit-normal to the surface, n̂ . Measurements of surface topography were fit
with a discrete Fourier transform in order to create a differentiable function, which allowed us to
easily calculate the normal vector at any point on the streambed surface.
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Figure 3.4: Boundary conditions of the modeling domain for the finite difference calculation.
The bottom and walls of the flume are no flow boundaries. The upstream and downstream
boundaries are constant heads given by the values of the head in the surface layer. The surface
layer is found during an intermediate two-dimensional calculation and is held constant for the
three-dimensional calculation.
Hyporheic exchange flow paths and subsurface residence time distributions were
determined from the subsurface flow field by particle tracking. To evaluate exchange, 1000
particles were distributed over the streambed surface at locations randomly selected from a
probability distribution proportional to the boundary influx. Particle motion in the subsurface
was deterministic, as it was calculated based solely on the calculated seepage velocity
distribution. Dispersion was neglected because other studies have found this to have only a
small effect on residence times for the homogeneous sediments and scale of topography included
in this model [Elliott and Brooks, 1997ab; Salehin et al., 2004]. Particles were tracked through
the system using a constant distance step, DStep, and a variable time step. The selection of DStep is
delicate as smaller values yield more accurate results, but also substantially increase the amount
of time required to perform particle tracking. In each iteration the local seepage velocity was
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calculated from a linear interpolation of the head distribution at each particle location, and each
particle was then translated by the distance DStep in the direction of the seepage velocity. The
periodicity imposed on the model domain allowed us to track the fate of particles that reached
the downstream boundary simply by reintroducing them into the domain at the corresponding
location of the upstream boundary. The location of each particle was tracked relative to the
streambed surface at every step in the particle-tracking routine. The subsurface residence time
distribution was calculated simply by recording the amount of time that each tracked particle
took to return to the surface water. The resulting residence time distribution was flux-weighted
because the particles were introduced to the subsurface in proportion to the boundary flux.

3.3. MODEL TESTING AND APPLICATION
Two laboratory datasets are used here to illustrate the functionality of the approach and to
explore patterns and rates of hyporheic exchange over the bedform-to-reach scale. First, we
simulate exchange with a regular series of essentially two-dimensional dunes in a laboratory
flume. The topographic information for this case consists of finely spaced topographic data along
the center-line of the channel. Modeling this 2D case did not require a conformal mapping of the
head boundary condition, but it did use the head calculation from the Fourier decomposition,
interfacial flux calculation, and particle tracking procedure. This experiment also included
observations of solute exchange with the bed, which we compare against the model simulations
in order to evaluate the Fourier series exchange model for a spectrum of 2D topography.
Second, we simulate exchange in a naturally meandering channel generated in a relatively wide
flume. No measurements of solute transport are available for this second dataset, but it is
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included here because the highly detailed observations of 3D stream topography allow us to
investigate the interplay of exchange between bedforms and meanders.

3.3.1 EXCHANGE WITH DUNES AND RIPPLES
3.3.1.1 E XPERIMENTAL SET - UP
A recirculating flume, which allowed for sediment transport, was used for this
experiment. It was 12 m long, 26.5 cm wide, 25.4 cm deep. The flume contained high-purity
silica sand (Ottawa 3.0) with a geometric mean diameter of 480 microns. The sand had a porosity
of 0.33 and a hydraulic conductivity of 9 cm/min at an average bed depth was 10.5 cm. Bed
topography was generated naturally by sediment transport under a uniform overlying flow 9.8
cm deep and having a mean velocity of ~25 cm/s. This led to the formation of a series of dunes
and ripples that were nearly two-dimensional, generally spanning the width of the channel but
with some irregularity in the shape resulting from the relatively narrow flume. After the bed
topography was established, the stream discharge and slope were decreased until there was no
bed sediment transport, and then the solute injection experiment was performed under steady
uniform flow conditions. During the solute injection, the average stream depth was 9.8 cm, the
mean velocity was 16.7 cm/s, and the slope was 0.00022. Lithium was used as the conservative
tracer. A solution of lithium chloride was added to the flume to establish a uniform initial
concentration of C0 = 38.9 µM in the stream water. Surface-subsurface exchange caused the instream concentration to decrease over time owing to mixing (dilution) with tracer-free porewater.
The primary solute transport is thus a time-series of measurements of the in-stream lithium
concentration, obtained measuring Li+ concentrations by ICP-MS (Perkin-Elmer Elan 5000).
The initial concentration is used to normalize all of the later solute measurements.
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The bedform topography was characterized using a laser profiler (Keyence LD-1101),
which provided a series of high-resolution bed surface elevation measurements along the centerline of the flume. The laser profiling provides more detailed information on smaller-scale
topographical features, like ripples, than can be obtained by visual or acoustic measurements,
making this an excellent dataset for model application and testing. This device was mounted on
flume rails and driven by a stepper motor. Reflections due to the water surface were avoided by
mounting the laser in a waterproof box with a glass bottom, which was lowered into the stream.
Point elevation measurements were made every 9.1 mm and have a precision of ~10 µm. The
topography dataset consists of 588 evenly-spaced points, which spanned a distance of 5.33
meters.

3.3.1.2 S IMULATIONS AND RESULTS
We used the model described in Section 2 to predict porewater flow paths and solute
exchange in this experiment. The subsurface model domain consisted of a 1762 x 83 x 17 grid.
Particles were tracked through this system with a constant DStep = 10-5 m. The results were
compared with the measured solute concentration data. The calculated boundary head over the
two-dimensional topography and hyporheic exchange streamlines are shown in Figure 3.5a.
These results clearly demonstrate the correspondence between topography and head, as well as
the location of the maximum head upstream of the bedform crests. Calculated flow paths
qualitatively match flow patterns commonly observed in dye tracer experiments in flumes
(Elliott and Brooks 1997b). However, in contrast to previous models that use only a single
representative scale of topography, the streamlines can be seen to reflect the multiple scales of
topography found in this system.
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Figure 3.5:: (left) Predicted head (magenta), observed streambed topography (blue), and
simulated hyporheic exchange flow paths (black) for the two
two-dimensional
dimensional case. (right) Predicted
and measured normalized in-stream
stream tracer concentrations for this case.
We used the approach of Elliott and Brooks (1997ab) to predict the change in in-stream
in
concentration from the simulated boundary exchange flux and subsurface residence time
distribution. This involved numerically solving the following convolution integral:
C (t )
q
=1−
Co
d ′C 0

t

∫ R (τ )C (t − τ )dτ
0

(3.8)

where overbars indicate spatial average over the streambed, C(t) is the in-stream
stream concentration,
q is the spatially averaged interfacial flux, d ′ is the effective stream depth: the ratio between the
total volume of stream water and the surface area of the sediment bed, R (t ) is the flux-weighted
flux
cumulative residence time distribution, t is the time since the solute was added to the system, and

τ is the time at which solute entered the subsurface. The predicted and observed time-series
time
of
normalized in-stream
stream tracer concentrations are presented in Figure 3.5b. The predicted
pr
concentrations match the shape of the curve and reproduce the measured values with an average
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error of 2.0% and a maximum error of 3.2%. The interfacial flux can be calculated directly from
the initial slope of the C(t) curve, q = d ′(∆C (t ) / C 0 ∆t ) . The observed interfacial flux was
5.07E-6 m/s, whereas the flux predicted by the model was 6.24E-6 m/s, corresponding to an
error of 19%. These results show that the model provides a reasonable first-order approximation
for hyporheic exchange under complex streambed topography.

3.3.2 EXCHANGE WITH A MEANDERING CHANNEL
3.3.2.1 E XPERIMENTAL SET - UP
Our second test case was the slightly meandering stream shown in Figure 3.6. The
channel was formed naturally by sediment transport in the tilting bed flume of the St. Anthony
Falls Laboratory (SAFL), University of Minnesota. The flume, shown in Figure 3.6, was 14.6 m
long, 0.9 m wide and 0.6 m deep. The upstream end of the flume had a 1.9 m long by 0.9 m
wide head box, which provided smooth and uniform entry of water into the test section. The
main channel test section included a 12 m long sediment bed. The water depth and discharge in
the flume were controlled by a tailgate at the downstream end. Uniform flow was obtained by
adjusting the slope and tailgate height to match the average energy grade line for the imposed
discharge, bed sediments, and emergent bed morphology. The flume was continuously supplied
with river water during the formation of the channel. All experiments were performed with
Nelson Safety Grit sand (Nelson Quarry, Ontario, Canada) with d50 = 1.0 mm. The sediment had
a relatively narrow size distribution, with 90% having a diameter finer than 3 mm, 30% finer
than 0.8 mm and only 3% finer than 0.3 mm. The porosity, θ, of the sediment was measured and
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found to be 0.37. The hydraulic conductivity, K, was measured using a constant head
permeameter and found to be 0.11 cm/s.

Figure 3.6: Meandering channel in a tilting flume
The meandering channel was formed by cutting a straight trapezoidal channel of width =
35 cm and depth = 4 cm in the sediment bed, with half of a meander bend included at the
upstream end of the flume (following Olsen, 2003). Water was supplied at bank-full depth, a
velocity of 50 cm/s, and channel slope (Ss) of 0.007. Flow around the initial meander bend led to
the formation of a series of meanders. During this period of channel formation, sediments were
supplied at the upstream end of the flume by a sediment feeder (Accurate, model 580-353600A).
The meanders were allowed to grow until they approached the channel walls after approximately
4 hours, at which point the slope and discharge were reduced until sediment transport ceased,
leaving relict channel and bedform topography.
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The resulting meandering channel had four well-defined meander bends with an average
wavelength of 2.20 m and average amplitude of 0.08 m. The topography of the meandering
channel was measured with a sonar transit system mounted on a three-dimensional positioning
instrument carriage that traversed the length of the flume. The bed profile was measured along
16 longitudinal transects evenly spaced across the channel width, with 136 regularly spaced
elevation measurements along each transect. The average curvature of the stream was 0.43 m-1,
yielding an average radius of curvature of 2.3 m and a sinuosity of 1.01. The ratio of the radius
of curvature to the stream width was thus 5.7. Variations in depth were relatively small and
uniform within the meanders. Uniform stream flow through this meandering channel was
observed to have an energy grade-line slope of 0.0013, a mean depth of 3.8 cm, and a mean
velocity of 16 cm/s.
This channel morphology represents a case of incipient meandering. Much greater
sinuosity can be found in nature, but this laboratory-generated meandering channel is a useful
test case for initial application of the 3D exchange model because the stream morphology was
characterized in detail, the underlying sediments were homogeneous, and the hydraulic
conductivity, porosity, and stream flow conditions were known precisely. Unfortunately no
solute injection results are available for this case, but the high-quality observations of channel
topography, sediment properties, and stream flow still make this a useful dataset.

3.3.2.2 S IMULATIONS AND RESULTS
For the three-dimensional simulation, we modeled the entire sediment bed under and
around the four meanders, out to the channel walls. The side and bottom planes were defined as
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no-flow boundaries, corresponding to the side walls and bottom of the flume, respectively. The
top surface of the domain includes the meandering stream channel and extends to the flume
walls. Head values at the stream-subsurface interface were assigned according to the Fourier
model described in the previous section. The free surface outside of the stream was calculated
using a separate MODFLOW simulation on an unconfined two-dimensional grid, based on the
calculated head distribution within the stream channel and no-flow boundaries at the channel
walls. The resulting head surface was then used as the top boundary outside the stream channel
in the 3D MODFLOW simulation. Note that the heads inside and outside the stream channel
match exactly at the limit of the stream banks even when the velocity head is included within the
stream because V  0 along the line of contact.
We created a grid 17 layers deep with a higher density of layers near the surface in order
to better resolve shallow hyporheic exchange flow paths. The top layer was 0.0002 meters thick,
each subsequent layer increased in thickness by a factor of 1.5, and a thin bottom layer (0.002 m)
was included to improve the simulation of flow paths that approached this no-flow boundary.
The grid was composed of 676 x 96 x 17 cells and DStep = 0.001 m. We confirmed that this value
of DStep was sufficiently small so as not to affect the results. We represented the banks of the
meandering channel using a 272-point polygon. The topography dataset consists of a 136x16
orthogonal grid. The stream channel boundaries were defined from these measured values as
described in Section 2.2. The limited resolution of the topographic measurements caused the
initial estimates of the stream bank to be rough, so we smoothed the banks using a moving
average with a 26 cm window, thereby eliminating truly local edge anomalies.
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We ran multiple simulations of hyporheic exchange, including not only the full observed
system complexity, but also simplified representations of the system. We used smoothed and
idealized representations of the channel topography to evaluate how various scales of topography
affect boundary fluxes and subsurface residence time distributions. We also used reduced
formulations of the boundary head distribution to show how gravitational and velocity head
components interact to control patterns and rates of hyporheic exchange. The motivation for
examining several cases with varying levels of detail is to determine how much complexity is
required to capture the main effects when simulating hyporheic exchange processes.

3.3.2.2.1 E FFECT OF SCALES OF TOPOGRAPHY AND HEAD
The topography and boundary head components used in each test case are shown in
Figure 3.7. Three cases were based on the observed, naturally formed channel topography. The
Observed Full Complexity case (OF) is our best estimate of the surface-subsurface exchange in
the SAFL experiments, including the full topographic complexity and pore water flow induced
by both gravitational and velocity head components. The Observed Gravity Forcing Only case
(OG) includes the full topographic complexity, but only includes the gravitational head and mean
velocity head of the stream, and does not add the velocity head variation associated with stream
flow over bedforms. Comparison of the OF and OG cases allows us to evaluate the contribution
of the velocity head fluctuations. The Observed Meanders Only case (OM) is a filtered dataset
that includes only large-scale topography, and thus represents a smoothed version of the stream
without bedforms (dunes and ripples). For this channel morphology, the cut-off between small
and large topography required to satisfy the slope requirements of the gradually varied flow
equations was λc = 2W, where W is the mean width of the stream. Thus Case OM includes
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components of the observed topographic spectrum with longitudinal wavelengths λ(ξ) > 2W (80
cm).

Abbreviation
Topography

Boundary head

Observed
Full
Complexity

Observed
Gravity
Forcing Only

Observed Meanders
Only

Idealized Dunes &
Meanders

Idealized
Meanders Only

OF

OG

OM

ID

IM

Full topographic
spectrum

Smoothed
topographic spectrum
(λ > 2W)

Idealized Meander
and Bedform

Idealized
Meander

EGL only

Energy grade line only

EGL + Local
velocity head
fluctuation

EGL only

Full
topographic
spectrum
EGL +
Local
velocity
head
fluctuation

Table 3.1: Topography and boundary head components used in each of the five simulation cases.
EGL is an abbreviation for energy grade line.

Figure 3.7: Topography used in the cases described in Table 3.1
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The remaining two cases were idealized stream channels. The Idealized Meanders (IM)
Case was made up of a simple sinusoidal stream, where the centerline of the channel was a sine
curve having the same mean amplitude and wavelength as the actual channel, 0.078 m and 2.2 m,
respectively. This idealized geometry also had the same average width as the actual stream
channel and a parabolic bottom with the same mean depth.

In the Idealized Dunes and

Meanders case (ID), small-scale topography was superimposed on the meanders in the form of
idealized bedforms, represented as an additional sinusoidal variation in the downstream
direction. The bedform amplitude was scaled by the stream depth in order to insure that the
maximum amplitude occurred in the center of the stream and the amplitude approached zero at
_______

the banks. The mean amplitude was chosen to be H/2 = 0.0018 m, based on H = 2 2 σ H (ξ ) for
the topography observed in the naturally-formed stream channel. The idealized bedforms had a
constant wavelength λ = 0.25 m, yielding a regular series of features. We obtained this single
representative bedform frequency for the idealized morphology by integrating the power
spectrum observed in the meandering channel with respect to frequency and then selecting the
frequency that divided the area under the power spectrum function in half. Additionally, two
smaller wavelength values were used. The results from these cases were qualitatively similar to
the case presented in this paper and are included in the supplementary materials.
Figure 3.8a shows particle paths resulting from each case described in Table 3.1. Here
the effect of small topography is clearly shown through the larger number of shorter flow paths.
Specifically, in the Observed Full Complexity (OF) and Idealized Dunes & Meanders (ID) cases,
83% and 76% of the flow paths are less than two meters, while the other cases have no more than
20% of their flow paths meeting this criterion. Most of these short flow paths are driven by
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velocity head perturbations over the channel topography and enter the subsurface on the
upstream side of dunes or ripples. These shorter pathways are important because they contribute
the bulk of the exchange flow through the uppermost region of the bed. Models that neglect
small topography will miss numerous short flow paths, which together account for substantial
delivery of water to the subsurface. Such shallow, rapid exchange is particularly important for
stream ecology and biogeochemistry, as these flows are responsible for replenishing highly labile
and reactive solutes in the sediments, and therefore control spatial distributions of oxygen and
other compounds derived primarily from the overlying water column.
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Figure 3.8: a) Porewater flow paths and b) distribution of interfacial flux associated with each
case described in Table 3.1.. Case OF includes the full system complexity. The pattern of
exchange is much more complex for this case than for any other case. Case OG includes the full
topography,
y, but with only the gravitational head driving hyporheic flow. Cases OM and IM
have smoothed topography and clearly exhibit alternating patterns of influx and efflux at the
meander scale. OF and ID show that the head gradients associated with small topographical
topo
features overshadows the effect of meandering. The numerous short flow paths in OG, OF, and
ID occur due to small topography. Note that the color scales in b) vary for each of the cases,
cases
largely because the interfacial flux associated with case OF is significantly greater than that of
any other case.
The
he spatial distribution of interfacial flux for each case is shown in Figure 3.8b.
3.8b Positive
fluxes represent flow into the subsurface and the negative fluxes represent flow out of the
subsurface. Dunes and ripples pproduced significantly greater boundary exchange flux than did
d
meanders, as can be seen by the lack of the meander
meander-associated
associated alternating pattern of influx and
efflux in the Observed Full Complexity (OF) and the Idealized Dunes & Meanders
Meande (ID) cases.
In these cases, velocity head perturbations over bedforms dominated the overall hyporheic
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exchange flux. The other three simplified cases all show distinct patterns of hyporheic exchange
due to meanders. The maximum influx due to meanders occurred on the outer edges of the
upstream side of the meander.
The average interfacial flux into the stream was 1.2E-5 m/s (1.1 m/d) for (OF), 1.2E-7
m/s (1.0 E-2 m/d) for (OG), 9.4E-8 m/s (8.2E-3 m/d) for (OM), 1.5E-6 m/s (1.3 E-1 m/d) for
(ID), and 7.1E-8 m/s (6.2 E-3 m/d) for (IM). The interfacial flux associated with the Observed
Full Complexity (OF) case was between 8 and 170 times greater than the other cases. The
Idealized Dunes & Meanders (ID) case has the next highest interfacial flux. The selection of
shorter wavelengths for the ID case increases the interfacial flux. The fully natural complexity
OF case had 130x more flux than the Observed Meanders Only (OM) case, and the idealized ID
case had 21x more flux than the IM case. The fact that the interfacial flux is so much greater for
the OF and ID cases demonstrates that the complex natural fine-scale topography (dunes and
ripples) contributes significantly to the magnitude of interfacial flux and thus plays an important
role in hyporheic exchange. It is important to note, however, that our stream had weak meanders
and that larger meanders produce increased flux [Boano et al., 2006; Cardenas, 2009b]. The
amount of flux associated with the velocity head perturbation over small topography can be
evaluated by comparing case OG with case OM and case OF. The flux in case OG was only 1.2x
greater than case OM, while case OF was 106x greater than case OG, indicating that the velocity
head perturbation is much more important than the morphology of the small topography itself.
The velocity head is proportional to the square of the mean in-stream velocity, so this effect is
highly dependent on the stream flow conditions.
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Cumulative residence time distributions also varied greatly when velocity head
perturbations associated with the small topography were included, as shown in Figure 3.9. The
cumulative residence time distribution is the fraction of exchanged water that remains in the
subsurface, so it decreases monotonically as hyporheic flow re-enters the surface water. The
Observed Full Complexity (OF) case had a much broader subsurface residence time distribution
than any of the filtered or idealized cases, again illustrating that hyporheic exchange flows are
induced by a wide range of spatial scales of stream topography. In general, the time-scale of
hyporheic exchange increases with the size of the topographic feature that induces it, so limited
representations of the system, such as measuring only certain size classes of topography or
characterizing topography only in terms of an average, are misleading because they only capture
a narrow window of exchange timescales.

The relative effects of the dune/ripple vs. meander

scales can be seen by comparing the results of the idealized Meanders Only (IM) case, which
included only a single scale of topography (large meanders), to the results of idealized Dunes &
Meanders (ID) case, which included both large and small topography. Inclusion of the small
topography caused the median residence time for ID to be approximately 20 times smaller than
that for IM. The residence time distribution for the Observed Meanders Only (OM) case, which
was a smoothed version of the observed meanders containing only topographic features with λ>
2W, was much like the one for the IM case. This was expected given that this stream channel
was formed under highly controlled conditions, and the meandering was highly constrained by
the width of the flume. Natural meandering streams normally show a much greater diversity of
planform morphology, which will lead to broader distributions of subsurface flow paths and
residence time beyond the range of scales considered here. Nonetheless, even the limited spatial
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variability in the channel planform geometry here caused some lateral hyporheic flow paths to
extend over multiple meanders. This led to case OM having a long tail in the cumulative
residence time plot that was not present in the IM case. The Observed Gravity Forcing Only
(OG) case used the full observed topography without the local advective pumping associated
with velocity head fluctuations. This residence time distribution for this case shows two distinct
modes. The first and smaller decline in the cumulative plot corresponds to shorter porewater
flow paths associated with dunes. The second decline coincides with the meander-scale flow
paths. The meander-scale residence time is also found in both the OM and IM cases. The OG
case also displays a long tail that is not present in the idealized cases, which further emphasizes
that complex natural topographies produce extended subsurface storage.
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Figure 3.9: a) (top) Flux-weighted
weighted ccumulative residence time distribution for each of the cases
described in Table 3.1. b) (middle) Volumetric residence time distribution: fraction of water
remaining the bed normalized by volumetric exchange for the OF case. c) (bottom) Inset
showing the same results shown in b) with vertical axis selected to illustrate the differences
between cases OG, OM, and IM
IM. Case OF has the lowest residence time but the largest
exchanged volume remaining in the bed, illustrating the high rate of exchange associated with
small topographical features.
An alternative way to comp
compare
are the fate of exchanged water between cases is to consider
the cumulative residence time distribution based on the volume of exchanged fluid, rather than
the residence time distribution normalized by the exchange flux. In Figure 3.9b, we present the
volumetric
umetric cumulative residence time distributions normalized by that the volume exchanged in
case OF.. From Figure 3.9a, it can be seen that the Observed Full Complexity (OF)
OF) and Idealized
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Dunes & Meanders (ID) cases had a smaller fraction of long residence times (greater than 10
hours) than did the other three cases. However, the other cases did not actually produce a greater
volume of exchanged water with long residence times. In fact, Figure 3.9b shows that cases OF
and ID had so much more boundary exchange that they caused more water to remain in the
subsurface for longer than 10 hours than did the other three cases, despite the fact that they had a
smaller fraction of the exchanged water remain for this duration. The large increase in boundary
exchange for these cases is due to the inclusion of the velocity head perturbation associated with
bedforms. This process produces higher local variability than does the gravitational head, thus
producing greater head gradients over the bed surface and driving more porewater flow.
The return flux in cases Observed Gravity Forcing Only (OG) and Idealized Dunes &
Meanders Only (ID) occurred primarily over two distinct timescales, corresponding to the
porewater flows induced by the small topography and the large topography. This appears as bimodality in the residence time distributions. In case ID, bedforms also showed a significant
increase in short-duration exchange because of the bedform topography.

However, both

idealized cases (ID and IM) showed an earlier cut-off in the tails of their distributions relative to
the cases with naturally formed topography because of their regular periodic morphology. The
Observed Full Complexity (OF) case had significantly more water remaining in the subsurface
for long times than any of the other cases, demonstrating that interactions across the topographic
spectrum substantially extend subsurface residence times. This occurs, for example, through the
development of stagnation points because of the interaction of flows generated at different scales
[Wörman et al., 2007].
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Because the model explicitly constructs the residence time distribution from transport
along individual hyporheic flow paths, it is also possible to examine the spatial distribution of
residence time over the streambed surface. Figure 3.10 shows the amount of time water entering
the subsurface at different locations will spend in the subsurface. This result was obtained by
means of particle tracking, with the particles released uniformly over the bed surface on a 1.3 cm
by 1.0 cm grid. The simplified representations of topography yield not only regular patterns of
exchange, but also a limited window of exchange timescales. The naturally formed meanders
have patterns of exchange similar to the idealized case, but with a broader spectrum of residence
times. The superposition of bedforms on meanders affects the length of time water spends in the
subsurface. Small topography dominates patterns of exchange towards the center of the stream,
while meanders have a larger effect on the residence time of water that enters the subsurface
towards the edges the stream channel. Water that has a long subsurface residence time tends to
consistently enter the subsurface at specific locations relative to topography for all of the cases.
The flow paths with the longest residence times start just downstream of the apex of the
meanders. Much of the water that enters the subsurface at these locations travels an entire
meander length before reentering the stream.
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Figure 3.10: Spatial distribution of residence time for water exchanged at different locations on
the streambed. These results were obtained by determining the travel time along hyporheic
exchange flow paths originating at each point on the bed surface. Black areas correspond to
regions of negative interfacial flux (flow out of the subsurface, into the stream).

3.4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We presented here a novel three-dimensional model for surface-subsurface interactions in
low-gradient natural streams with gradually-varied flow over different scales of channel
morphology. We employed a spectral (Fourier series) approach to represent the complexity of
the channel topography. We modeled the head distribution over the stream channel boundary by
including the reach-scale head gradient plus an approximate quasi-three-dimensional solution for
the local variation of velocity head over bedforms. These simplifying assumptions were needed
to provide a tractable, efficient, and reasonably correct subsurface flow model based on the types
of data that are typically available for investigations of solute transport in rivers. The aim of this
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work was not to simulate the stream and subsurface flow in perfect detail, but rather to capture
the essence of multi-scale hyporheic exchange resulting from both stream channel planform
morphology and bed surface roughness. The primary advantage of this approach, in comparison
to previous models, is that it predicts three-dimensional patterns of exchange resulting from
multiple scales of fluvial topography spanning the range of ripples, dunes, alternate bars, and
meanders. When applied to a centerline bed profile over a dune-ripple field in a laboratory
flume, the maximum error between the model predictions and the observed stream concentration
was 3.2%. These results indicate that this model provides a suitable first-order approximation of
the boundary pressure distribution and porewater flow paths under dunes and ripples. Clearly this
approximation does not capture the full three-dimensional flow-boundary interactions in detail,
as computational fluid dynamics models do, but the approximate model is useful to investigate
the role of local flow-boundary interactions in rates and patterns of hyporheic exchange over a
wide range of spatial scales. The model assumptions are expected to be reasonable for lowgradient systems, where flow is fairly regular and uniform, but not for streams that have high
slopes, significant non-uniformities, or transverse flow components relative to the local
orientation of the channel.
Application of the model to the case of a naturally formed, weakly meandering stream in
a laboratory flume revealed the complexity of multi-scale, three-dimensional hyporheic
exchange. Regions of high flux were associated with both large- and small-scale features. The
corresponding hyporheic exchange flow paths ranged from short paths under ripples to much
longer paths spanning multiple meanders. Comparison of the exchange between the full observed
complexity of the meandering channel and smoothed morphology shows that the bedform-
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induced pumping process – resulting from local perturbations in the velocity head over smallscale topographical features such as ripples and dunes – plays a dominant role in driving
interfacial flux (Figure 3.8a) and in controlling porewater flow paths (Figure 3.8b) and shortterm components of the subsurface residence time distribution (Figure 3.9). Other researchers
have suggested this to be the case [e.g. Wörman et al., 2007; Boano et al., 2009], but the present
study is the first to confirm the dominance of small-scale features in meandering streams using a
unified, multi-scale modeling framework.
The model simulations also show that there are complex interactions in exchange induced
at various scales, so that simplifying the system to a small set of representative features greatly
affects the prediction of interfacial fluxes and residence time distributions (Figure 3.9). The
complex nature of the interactions between scales of topography deserves particular attention, as
it leads to important implications for estimating exchange in natural systems. The complexity of
interactions across scales means that the system cannot be easily decomposed, and scale
limitations associated with both spatial resolution and domain size should be considered so as not
to neglect relevant features. This is a reflection of the fractal nature of both fluvial topography
and surface-groundwater interactions. When it is necessary to separate a defined subset of
scales, such as a river reach, then it is extremely important to impose the correct boundary
conditions on the sub-domain, as the interactions due to features larger than the study reach are
very likely to impact exchange within the reach. This suggestion is consistent with the broader
findings of Wörman et al. [2007] and Cardenas [2008] for exchange associated with multiple
scales of topography in different types of hydrogeologic systems, but here we provide
compelling evidence based on our use of the new model to integrate interfacial flux and
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hyporheic exchange over naturally formed multi-scale features typically found in lowland rivers
(meanders and bedforms). This finding does not bode well for methods that attempt to model net
exchange by linear summation or averaging of processes occurring at many individual scales, as
that approach neglects the interactions between scales that appear to be highly prevalent in river
systems and important in controlling patterns and rates of hyporheic exchange.
It may still be possible to find a more direct method for simulating multi-scale exchange,
but this will be challenging. More accurate models of the in-stream velocity field and pore water
velocity field generally cannot be applied over the range of scales considered here, especially
when the coupling of fluid flow across the sediment-water interface is considered. Further, more
advanced models require much more detailed datasets on channel morphology, in-stream
velocity distributions, subsurface stratigraphy and heterogeneity, and surrounding groundwater
flow conditions. That type of effort is feasible at the current time, but is extremely difficult and
expensive, and thus is unlikely to be used in most field applications. A useful direction for
immediate progress on this problem is to further refine approximate multi-scale 3D models
similar to the one that we employ here in order to develop verified, generally applicable tools for
assessment of hyporheic exchange in all of the major types of streams and rivers, following a
classification scheme such as the ones recently promulgated by Montgomery and Buffington
[1997] and Parker [2004].
The extension of the model to natural streams having different morphologies and flow
conditions is a natural direction for future work. For field application, the method presented here
would need to be extended to additional scales of morphology and adapted to include more
complex forcing from groundwater, necessitating careful attention to subsurface boundary
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conditions. An important limitation here was that the size of the flume restricted the channel
morphology to be only weakly meandering, and also greatly restricted the lateral extent of the
meander-induced hyporheic flow paths. Thus, the size of the flume placed a sharp cut-off on the
maximum scale of fluvial topography and also on the maximum scale of subsurface flow paths
and residence times. The basic behavior found here is expected to extend across the entire
topographic spectrum found in rivers, but will be subject to natural scale cut-offs associated with
various types of channel formation processes [Jerolmack et al., 2004; Nikora et al., 1997] and the
underlying hydrogeologic structure [Marklund and Wörman, 2011; Salehin et al., 2004; Packman
et al., 2006; Cardenas et al., 2004; Sawyer and Cardenas, 2009]. Larger-scale groundwater flow
patterns are expected to influence rates and patterns of hyporheic exchange [Wörman et al.,
2007; Cardenas, 2008], so the model boundary conditions need to include the groundwater flow
field surrounding the stream of interest.
Current investigations of solute transport in rivers, particularly investigations focused on
stream ecology and biogeochemistry, typically do not obtain regular, high-density measurements
of channel morphology, essential hydrogeological properties such as permeability, or any
information on groundwater levels outside the stream channel. It is important to realize that the
ability to resolve multiple scales of hyporheic exchange depends directly on the effort put into
characterizing system morphology, sediment properties, and overall surface- and groundwater
flow conditions. Further, the occurrence of strong, complex interactions across scales also
implies that even local-scale exchange will be highly influenced by processes occurring at the
scale of the stream channel bars and meanders or even the regional groundwater flow field.
Thus, valid quantitative predictions of surface-subsurface solute transport, and effects on related
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biogeochemical processes (rates of oxygen consumption and cycling of nutrients and carbon, and
fate of contaminants) are likely to be much improved with additional effort in characterizing
channel geometry and flow variability, hydraulic conductivity, and interactions with groundwater
surrounding the stream.

3.5. SUPPLEMENT
The Idealized Dunes & Meanders (ID) case described in the primary text had a bedform
height:wavelength ratio of 0.01. This aspect ratio was selected based on the channel morphology
observed in the SAFL experiments, but is lower than commonly found in the field. Here we
present results from two additional ID cases with larger bedform aspect ratios. The dune height
was held constant and the wavelength was shortened to produce aspect ratios of 0.05 and 0.10.
The new cases had average interfacial fluxes of 4.4E-6 m/s (3.8x10-1 m/d) for H/λ = 0.05 and
7.3E-6 m/s (6.3x10-1 m/d) for the H/λ = 0.1 case as compared to the original ID case with H/λ =
0.01, which had 1.5x10-6 m/s (1.3x10-1 m/d). Flux increases here with aspect ratio because the
boundary head perturbation associated with bedforms occurs more frequently when the
wavelength is shorter, while the amplitude of the head perturbation is constant because the
bedform height was fixed. The largest flux, observed with the greatest aspect ratio and smallest
wavelength, is still just 60% of that found in the Observed Full Complexity (OF) case presented
in the main text. An even shorter wavelength would yield the same flux as the OF case, but it
would also have even shorter residence times and would thus not truly match the distribution of
residence times found in the OF case. These results support our conclusion that small (bedform)
topography typically produces much more hyporheic exchange than large (planform)
topography, but that interactions across scales substantially widen residence time distributions.
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Figure 3.11: a) (top) Flux-weighted cumulative residence time distribution for three Idealized
Dunes & Meanders cases and the Observed Full Complexity case. The ratio between twice the
amplitude and the wavelengths of the dunes used in the ID cases was varied from the original
0.01 to 0.05 and 0.10. The amplitude was held constant, while the wavelengths were adjusted.
All three of these ideal cases had steeper cumulative residence time plots that did the OF case.
b) (bottom) Volumetric residence time distribution: fraction of water remaining the bed
normalized by volumetric exchange for the OF case. ID 0.10 came the closest to matching Case
OF, but the flux is still too small and the shape is not correct. An even larger ratio would have
yielded even smaller residence times, which would have increased the discrepancy seen in a).
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Chapter 4 MULTI-SCALE MODELING OF GROUNDWATER-SURFACE
WATER INTERACTIONS: TESTING THE LIMITS OF PREDICTABILITY IN
AN AGRICULTURAL STREAM
“VON ALLEN HÖHEN STRÖMTEN DIE VOLLEN FRÜHLINGSBÄCHE INS TAL HERAB. (FROM EVERY
HEIGHT THE FULL FRESH STREAMS OF SPRING WERE FLOWING DOWN INTO THE VALLEY.)”
~JOHANNA SPYRI (HEIDI)

ABSTRACT
Flow between surface and subsurface waters is a critical determinant of stream
biogeochemistry and water quality. Carbon, nutrients, and contaminants in streamflow are
exchanged with subsurface water in the hyporheic zone, which has high biological activity that
can transform or consume many substances. Our objective was to improve our capability to
predict stream-subsurface water exchange based on easily measured physical variables. We
compared the predictions of an extended version of the physically-based, multi-scale model of
groundwater-surface water interactions presented in Stonedahl et al. (2010) with Transient
Storage Model (TSM) interpretations of field data from Sugar Creek, IN, a small agricultural
stream. In addition to injecting a conservative solute tracer, we also measured stream velocity
and depth cross-sections, as well as stream topography at the ripple/dune and bar/meander scales,
and the porosity and hydraulic conductivity of the streambed sediments.

The physical

measurements were used to parameterize the multi-scale model including the effect of
groundwater discharge and its interactions with hyporheic exchange fluxes, rates, and timescales.
The multi-scale model predicted longer time-scales of subsurface storage than were detected by
empirical modeling of solute tracer data using the TSM. We attribute this discrepancy to, first,
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loss of tracer signal due to uncertainty in low level concentrations relative to the background
concentration of the bromide tracer, which also has associated uncertainty. Second is the
inability of the multi-scale model to resolve the fastest component of surface-subsurface
exchange in and around the streambed surface (around streambed roughness elements and within
the first few grain diameters of the bed) relative to storage-exchange occurring in zones of flow
separation in the surface water. Nonetheless the multi-scale model offers a significant advantage
over the stream tracer experiments and inverse modeling approach using the TSM because it
provides a physically based simulation that 1) detects longer timescales of exchange than are
observable by the tracer approach, and 2) provides the opportunity for further analysis to explore
controlling factors. For example, we found that small scale topographic features are more
important than larger ones in setting up the forces that drive hyporheic fluxes. We also used the
model to determine how groundwater discharge interacts with specific scales of topography in
controlling hyporheic exchange.

Under low streamflow conditions, the high fluxes of

groundwater from the surrounding groundwater system into the stream are large enough in this
ditched stream to restrict both the rate and spatial extent of hyporheic exchange under low-flow
conditions. Our model simulations indicate that hyporheic exchange varies nonlinearly with bed
roughness and ground water discharge. The complexity revealed by our modeling supports the
need for further measurement and modeling at multiple scales to reveal the general relationships
governing surface-subsurface water exchange. These observations and simulations illustrate that
rates and patterns of hyporheic exchange are not controlled by discrete processes and instead are
strongly influenced by hydrologic interactions over a wide range of spatial scales.2

2

This chapter with minor alterations will be submitted for publication as a journal paper.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
Surface water continually exchanges with groundwater in lotic systems, and the zone of
mixing is referred to as the hyporheic zone. This zone represents a biologically rich transition
area that influences the fate of a variety of water-borne substances, including carbon, nutrients,
and pollutants. Hyporheic exchange is typically considered to include water that moves from the
stream into the subsurface and then returns to the stream [Williams and Hynes, 1974; Harvey and
Bencala, 1993; Winter et al., 1998; Packman and Bencala, 2000]. Modeling hyporheic exchange
in natural systems is critical to predicting contaminant transport and deposition [Benner et al.,
1995; Fuller and Harvey, 2000; McKnight et al., 2001; Medina et al., 2002], nutrient depletion
and availability [Stream Solute Workshop, 1990; Triska et al., 1993; Valett et al., 1996;
Mulholland et al., 1997; Jones and Mulholland, 2000], and downstream changes in water quality.
Tracer experiments are often used to characterize transport in individual stream reaches
through direct measurements of solute concentrations downstream of an injection site [Bencala
and Walters, 1983; Stream Solute Workshop, 1990; Harvey and Wagner, 2000]. However, a lack
of general, process-based theory makes it very difficult to transfer tracer injection results to other
locations or even to different flow conditions in the same channel [Salehin et al., 2003; Harvey et
al., 2003; O’Connor et al., 2010]. Several models, and notably the Transient Storage Model
(TSM), interpret hyporheic exchange based on inverse modeling of observed tracer data
[Bencala and Walters, 1983; Choi et al., 2000; O’Connor et al., 2010, Boano et al., 2007b].
Inverse modeling is constrained by the formulation assumed for storage, e.g., an exponential
residence time function in the TSM, cannot identify the locations of exchange or storage, and
poorly approximates the behavior of natural streams that have complex topography [Beven and
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Binley, 1992; Harvey et al., 1996]. We seek to predict solute transport in streams and hyporheic
exchange using physically based modeling of flow that incorporates the stream planform, a
topographically diverse streambed, and groundwater inflow.
Surface-groundwater interactions are induced at many spatial scales [Wörman et al.,
2007; Cardenas, 2008]. We consider here scales of stream topography ranging from small
bedforms that scale with the stream depth (dunes and ripples) to larger features that scale with
the river width (bars) and valley width (meanders) [Thibodeaux and Boyle, 1987; Elliott and
Brooks, 1997; Boano et al., 2009; Cardenas et al., 2009b; Harvey and Bencala, 1993; Wondzell
and Swanson, 1996; Storey et al., 2003]. These flows are embedded with larger-scale
groundwater flow regimes that interact with hyporheic flow paths, and affect hyporheic
residence times [Tóth, 1964; Boano et al., 2009; Cardenas and Wilson, 2006; Cardenas, 2009a;
Harvey et al. 1996; Wörman et al., 2007]. Simplified theoretical analysis and simulations have
suggested that groundwater upwelling is the dominant factor controlling the depth of hyporheic
exchange [Boano et al., 2009] and that both gaining and losing streams have smaller hyporheic
zones and shorter residence times compared with streams without groundwater discharge
[Cardenas, 2009a]. There is also significant evidence that more groundwater discharges into the
stream near the banks than at the center, leading to localization of hyporheic exchange [Boano et
al., 2009; Storey et al., 2003]. However, this behavior has not been analyzed in detail in natural
streams, and in particular little is known about the rates and patterns of exchange that result from
interactions across an array of complex fluvial topography.
There has long been interest in partitioning fluid flow and solute transport between
different surface and hyporheic flow paths because alternative pathways subject water-borne
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constitutions to considerably different biogeochemical conditions. For example, Wondzell and
Swanson (1996), Wroblicky et al. (1998), and Harvey et al. (1996) simultaneously conducted instream solute injections and subsurface sampling which showed that exchange through the bed
and gravel bars within the channel is much faster than exchange laterally though alluvial flow
paths in the streambank. These tracer-based measurements are time-consuming, expensive, and
difficult to generalize for different streams or even different flows in the same stream [Salehin et
al., 2003; Harvey et al., 2003; O’Connor et al., 2010]. Conversely, hyporheic flow has been
modeled using a physically-based approach, typically due to an individual or periodic
topographic feature [Elliott and Brooks, 1997a; Packman and Brooks, 2001; Cardenas, 2009a,
Boano et al., 2009]. These models are useful for determining the effects of individual features,
but do not capture the full complexity found in these systems. Other work has focused on
estimating empirical exchange coefficients based on physical principles [Packman and Bencala,
2000; O’Connor and Harvey, 2008], but these correlations are based largely on laboratory data
and also neglect the diverse topographic features and interactions across scales found in natural
rivers. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models provide an appealing choice for simulating
hyporheic exchange in detail, but the scale and scope of these simulations are substantially
limited by the large size and complex boundaries present in fluvial systems, as well as the
inherent difficulties in simulating highly turbulent interactions with porous materials. This
approach has been successfully used to simulate flow-boundary interactions at the bedform scale
(Cardenas and Wilson, 2007), but not at the reach scale. A predictive modeling approach that is
physically-based, three-dimensional, and computationally efficient is highly desirable. For the
reasons noted above, it is not feasible to develop a model for multi-scale hyporheic exchange that
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is purely process based, but an approximate model would still be extremely useful to allow
independent estimation of first-order controls provided by streamflow conditions, channel
morphology, and sediment hydrogeology, as well as contributions from different types of
hyporheic flow paths [Wörman et al., 2007; Cardenas, 2009b; Stonedahl et al., 2010].
Here we adapt the three-dimensional multi-scale model that we previously tested for
flume experiments in Stonedahl et al. (2010) to simulate hyporheic flow for the field conditions
at Sugar Creek. This model is fully predictive for hyporheic flow and accounts for exchange
timescales that encompass flow through small bedforms up to meanders. It simulates threedimensional exchange including both the flow directly beneath the streambed and the hyporheic
zone located to the side of the stream. The model was previously used to simulate flow over and
through 2D and 3D laboratory-generated stream topography, and the simulations presented here
represent the first application to a natural system. We use the model here to identify hyporheic
exchange flow paths, evaluate the interaction between flows induced at different scales, and
characterize the patterns and rates of exchange that influence in-stream solute dynamics. We also
compare the results of these simulations with estimates of solute flux and storage obtained from
the commonly used TSM-based inverse modeling of observed tracer injection data, and then
evaluate the range of processes that are adequately captured using each method. Finally, we
exploit the predictive capability of our multi-scale model to investigate the effects of changing
groundwater levels surrounding the stream on rates and patterns of hyporheic exchange. A better
understanding of the interactions across scales supports better predictions of interfacial flux,
subsurface flow, residence time distributions, and downstream solute transport.
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4.2. METHODS
4.2.1 SOLUTE TRACER EXPERIMENT AND PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS IN AN
AGRICULTURAL STREAM

4.2.1.1 F IELD SITE DESCRIPTION
We observed solute transport in Sugar Creek: a small stream near Kentland, IN that has
been ditched and straightened to promote drainage from adjacent agricultural fields. This stream
was studied previously as a part of the USGS Hypoxia Program Study [Tobias et al., 2009;
Tobias et al., 2007; Böhlke et al., 2004 and 2009; Smith et al., 2006], the major focus of which
was understanding the processing of nitrogen in small agricultural streams. Our investigation
directly supports these studies by characterizing interfacial transport of solutes and the timescales
of storage in the shallow subsurface, where key reactions such as denitrification occur. The study
reach is shown in Figure 4.1, illustrating that it is a stream of intermediate complexity. Mass
wasting of blocks of sediments from the banks into the channel at its edges has contributed to a
widely spaced pool and riffle morphology (with occasional step features). The stream has cut
downward through gravel and pebble glacial sediments, while mass movement from banks into
the channel has introduced a component of fine sand in the channel, creating a streambed of
mixed grain sizes. The stream is underlain by a discontinuous layer of clay, which produces an
essentially impermeable boundary at approximately 0.3 meters beneath the stream channel.
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Figure 4.1 Sugar
ugar Creek, a straighten
straightened and ditched agricultural
ural stream in Northwest Indiana. a)
Site overview. b) Map of study reach indicating channel cross
cross-section
section and observation locations.

2.1.2 SITE CHARACTERIZATION
HARACTERIZATION
We measured the stream geometry and velocity distributions on multiple cross-sections,
and also surveyed local streambed topography at selected locations. In addition we also
measured water surface slope, stream discharge, net groundwater discharge, and streambed
sediment hydraulic conductivity and porosity.
The stream planform
anform was mapped using 13 oblique digital photographs taken from the
top of the bank. Each photograph contained a surveyor’s rod laid horizontally along the stream,
which we used to rectify the sequence of images into a continuous map of the reach. The stream
s
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width was also measured at multiple cross-sections that had been flagged to be observable in
photographs. Observation locations are shown in Figure 4.1.

We measured water surface

elevations to calculate the valley slope of the water surface, Sv. These measurements were made
relative to a mounted surveying level at 14 points near the center of the stream to 0.001 m
precision. Then we calculated the average valley slope of the water surface, 9.7x10-4, from these
measurements.
We measured stream velocity and depth on 12 cross-sections, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Cross-sections had tighter spacing around the flow constriction formed by a bank slump near the
middle of the reach. Velocities and depths were measured on a 0.5 or 1.0 ft spacing, depending
on the stream width. Stream depths and planform were later used to characterize bar topography.
At each location that depth was measured, the mean stream velocity was estimated by measuring
the local velocity at 6/10ths of the depth using a Sontek FlowTracker Handheld ADV (Acoustic
Doppler Velocimeter). The average volumetric discharge from the ten cross-sections was 0.04
m3/s.
We also measured the roughness of the streambed. The mixed grain sizes ranging from
sand to cobbles prevented formation of highly regular ripples or dunes, and instead the bed had a
variety of centimeter-scale roughness features. This scale of topography is not typically
considered in field observations of hyporheic exchange, but is important because a large fraction
of hyporheic fluxes are associated with small geomorphic features [Wörman et al., 2007;
Stonedahl et al., 2010]. This topography was surveyed on four 2-m long transects using a Leica
Disto Pro-a laser rangefinder mounted to slide across a level bar, which was in turn mounted on
two surveying tripods. For each transect, bed elevations were measured at 5-centimeter intervals
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over a 2-m distance. The rangefinder uses a red LED light source, requiring shallow water and
good visibility for observation of bed surface topography.

Fish, surface waves and other

reflections interfere with the measurements. To reduce these adverse effects, we mounted the
rangefinder within a partially submerged clear plastic cylinder. The cylinder minimized
interference by reducing the depth of water and smoothing the water interface. We constructed
the cylinder bottom with an inclined face to shed bubbles and suspended objects around the
measurement location. Elevation measurements were calibrated by floating a piece of paper on
the water under the rangefinder. Measurements were made in triplicate.
We collected nine cores to characterize the bed sediment size distribution and porosity.
Cores were obtained using plastic cylinders having 0.048 m nominal i.d. and ranging between
0.1 and 0.3 m in length. Cores were extruded and sectioned in the field, and dried and weighed in
the laboratory. Grain size ranged from 0.062 to 41 mm with an average median grain size in
cores of 3.2 mm, an average d10 of 0.43 mm, and an average porosity of 0.43. Coring revealed a
dense layer of clay approximately 0.28 meters below the stream.

To determine sediment

hydraulic conductivity, K, we performed several field permeameter tests using large (30 cm
diameter) cylinders that had been sharpened on one end and pushed into the sediment to a depth
of 0.1 meters. A constant head test was conducted by pumping stream water continuously into
the cylinders and monitoring the head until it stabilized [Reynolds et al., 2002; Landon et al,
2001; Hvorslev, 1951]. The average of several repeated tests in the two cylinders was 0.063 ±
0.01 cm/s. Based on these observations, we used 0.06 cm/s, as a constant value of hydraulic
conductivity in our multi-scale model simulations.
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4.2.1.3 S OLUTE TRACER INJECTION
A 177 liter solution of potassium bromide (KBr) in filtered streamwater was prepared on
the site in a large plastic container. The injection solution had a bromide concentration of 151
g/L, and we injected this at a rate of 0.155 L/min into the stream for a period of 19 hours
beginning at 6:00 PM on September, 12, 2004. Stream water samples were collected for tracer
analysis on planned intervals beginning just prior to the tracer injection and lasting for 50 hours.
All water sampling was undertaken at endpoints of the experimental reach, at a spacing of 52 m.
The stream appeared to be well mixed at these locations. Near the times when tracer
concentrations changed rapidly (i.e. when the injection started and when it stopped) the samples
were collected by hand on a 30-second sampling schedule. The frequency of hand sampling was
relaxed over time until it eventually matched the 30-minute sampling schedule that had been
preset for automatic water samplers. Unfiltered subsamples from each well mixed sample were
transferred into prelabeled 20-ml plastic vials and stored at ambient temperature. In addition, a
5-L carboy of streamwater was collected upstream of the injection site for analysis of the
bromide background concentration in Sugar Creek. At the conclusion of the experiment, the
carboy and approximately 300 individual samples were transported to the laboratory for analysis
of bromide concentration using ion chromatography. Aliquots of each sample were individually
filtered when they were prepared for analysis. Our setup had a detection limit for bromide of
0.01 mg/L in the natural water samples from this Midwestern agricultural stream. The solute
tracer experiment provided the data needed to estimate streamflow discharge based on dilution
gaging at the endpoints of the experimental reach. From these data the average net groundwater
discharge to the stream reach was calculated by difference. Expressed here as a volumetric
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discharge of groundwater per unit length of stream, Qgw/m, groundwater discharge was 1.1·10-5
m2/s.

4.2.2 MODELING APPROACH
We used two very different modeling approaches to analyze solute transport in Sugar
Creek: inverse modeling of solute tracer data using the Transient Storage Model (TSM) (section
4.2.2.1), and our physically based Multi-scale model (section 4.2.2.2). The TSM is one of the
most widely used approaches to characterize transport conditions in a stream where a tracer
injection has been conducted but where few physical measurements have been made. Our Multiscale model predicts hyporheic exchange based on independent measurements of channel
geometry, stream velocity, and streambed hydraulic conductivity. In order to compare the results
of the Multi-scale model with tracer observations, we also used the Continuous Time Random
Walk (CTRW) approach to predict downstream tracer breakthrough curves from the boundary
exchange and subsurface residence time distribution that were predicted by the Multi-scale
model.

4.2.2.1 R EACH - SCALE TRACER MODELING USING THE TSM
The TSM was used to estimate parameters that characterize advection and longitudinal
dispersion, groundwater inflow, and the exchange of water that occurs between the active
channel and various types of in-channel and subsurface storage zones. Storage is defined
operationally as the result from water being exchanged from the active channel into slowly
moving or recirculating zones either in surface water (e.g. side pools or eddies) or the hyporheic
zone, where the net downstream water movement in very slow compared to the mean stream
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velocity. In the TSM, storage is characterized as a “black box” and described by a parameter
that estimates the spatial extent of a hypothetical well-mixed storage zone, As, and a mass
transfer coefficient for exchange with this zone, α. Note that the assumption of mass-transfer
with a well-mixed storage zone requires that the residence time distribution is exponential, so
1/α is also a first-order exchange timescale. For our modeling, we used an extended version of
the TSM, the OTIS-2stor model, which includes two different (but still exponentially distributed)
distributions of water residence times (Choi et al.,2000 and Harvey et al., 2005).

This

formulation of the TSM is similar to those presented by Briggs et al. (2009) and Neilson et al.
(2010). The governing equations of the OTIS-2stor model are
∂C
Q ∂C 1 ∂ 
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 ADL
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(C L − C ) + α1 (CS1 − C ) + α 2 (CS 2 − C )

(4.1)

dC S 1
A
= α1
(C − C S1 )
dt
AS 1

(4.2)

dCS 2
A
= α2
(C − CS 2 )
dt
AS 2

(4.3)

where t is time (s) and x is downstream distance (m); C, CL, CS1, and CS2 are the solute
concentration (mg/L) in the main channel, lateral inflow, storage zone 1, and storage zone 2
respectively; Q is the volumetric flow rate (m3/s); A, AS1 and AS2 are the cross-sectional area (m2)
in the main flow zone, storage zone 1, and storage zone 2 respectively; DL is the longitudinal
dispersion coefficient (m2/s); qLin and qLout are lateral inflow and outflow rates ((m3/s)/m)
respectively; α1 and α2 are storage zone exchange coefficients (1/s). OTIS-2stor is similar to
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formulations of the TSM by Briggs et al. (2009) and Neilson et al. (2010). To solve the
governing equations, we used the USGS numerical code OTIS-P [Runkel, 1998] extended for
two storage zones. Our approach to parameter estimation follows standard techniques that begin
with direct calculation from tracer data of the volumetric flow rate of surface water in the
channel (Q) and inflow and outflow fluxes (qLin ) estimated using measurements of 1) injection
pumping rate, 2) Br concentration in the injection solution barrel, 3) background concentration of
Br tracer, and 4) concentrations of Br in surface water during the injection at a downstream
monitoring location. All other parameters were estimated using the non-linear least squares
optimization procedure of OTIS-P [Runkel, 1998]. The optimized parameters included the
geometric properties A, AS1, and AS2, the in-stream dispersion coefficient DL,, and the exchange
coefficients α1 and α2.
Typically transient storage modeling shows that not all parts of the water column
participate in downstream advection due to the existence of zones with stagnant or very-slowly
flowing water, which are simulated as storage zones. The best-fit cross-sectional area A is
therefore typically smaller than measured stream cross-sections. We refer to the modeled zone
where downstream advection occurs at or near the mean stream velocity as the active channel, in
order to distinguish it from the total cross-sectional area that includes surface water storage
zones. The longitudinal dispersion parameter, DL, characterizes the relatively fast components of
mixing that arise due to velocity variations in the main flow zone.

Longitudinal mixing

processes that achieve equilibrium (i.e. wherein the tracer experiences the full range of
longitudinal velocities in one pass through the experimental reach) are characterized by the
longitudinal dispersion parameter. Slower mixing processes that do not achieve equilibrium
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during the experiment are characterized as storage processes. Formally, the optimization seeks to
separate symmetric (Gaussian) components of mixing as dispersion and asymmetric (anomalous)
components of mixing as storage, but these are not truly independent. The storage parameters α
and As characterize the exchange coefficient and size of the storage region. The storage area
divided by the exchange flux (i.e., As/αA) is the mean of an exponential distribution of storage
residence times for that storage zone. While not fundamental, parameters produced by TSM
modeling can be directly compared with results from more physically based modeling (e.g.
O’Connor et al., 2010).

4. 2.2.2 M ULTI- SCALE MODEL OF GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER
INTERACTIONS

The Stonedahl et al. (2010) model employs a spectral scaling based approach as the basis
for analyzing topography-induced exchange between surface and subsurface water streams. We
calculate the head at the stream channel boundaries as a function of the stream channel
topography using an extension of the two-dimensional bedform model presented by Elliot and
Brooks (1997). First, the stream channel is straightened using a conformal mapping in order to
roughly align stream flow with the longitudinal axis of the orthogonal domain, and then the
straightened three-dimensional topography is scaled according to local system characteristics and
decomposed using Fourier analysis into spectral components. The resulting head distribution
over the stream channel surface is then used as a boundary condition to calculate the subsurface
flow field using a finite difference approach. The general theory underlying this approach is
presented in greater detail in the Stonedahl et al. (2010), wherein the model was used to simulate
hyporheic exchange within a meandering channel created in a laboratory flume. Given the
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importance of groundwater inflow in natural streams, here we extend the model to account for
larger-scale surface-groundwater interactions by imposing boundary conditions that create
gaining or losing conditions over the reach of interest.

4.2.2.2.1 G ENERATION OF THE TOPOGRAPHIC SURFACE
Topographic information on Sugar Creek was collected using several methods, as
described above, requiring synthesis of the data to characterize the channel geometry throughout
the study reach. We combined the stream planform measurements with data obtained from
cross-sections and fine-topography transects. We used the planform determined by photography
and depth profiles along cross-section to generate a function for the stream planform topography,
as shown in Figure 4.1. We then transformed the channel outline into a rectilinear space with a
Schwarz-Christoffel conformal mapping [Driscoll, 1996; Stonedahl et al., 2010]. Within this
transformed space, stream cross-sections are all parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
banks. The raw data for each cross-section were interpolated using the piecewise cubic Hermite
interpolation (Matlab interp1 function) and placed in this rectilinear space according to its
downstream distance, as shown in Figure 4.2. Then we used the interpolation function again to
determine points in between the cross-sections in the transformed domain. Figure 4.2 shows the
resulting channel bathymetry in both the orthogonal space (ξ, η) and transformed back onto
natural coordinates (x, y).
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Figure 4.2 Steps used to generate map of channel bathymetry and large
large-scale
scale topography from
local observations.
We characterized smaller
smaller-scale topography using data from the four fine--resolution
topographic transects. In order to generalize the limited observations of fine topography from the
four longitudinal transects to the full domain, we constructed a synthetic 2D streambed elevation
profile by randomly assigning the elevation profile of one of the observed transects to all areas
where topography was not measured. In other words, the small topography of the reach consists
of a random tiling of the four fine
fine-resolution transect datasets. We then fit a 2-D
D Fourier series
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to the synthetic 2D elevation profile and converted this to 3D over the entire streambed by
scaling each elevation according to its distance from the stream banks:

TS 3 (ξ ,η ) = TS 2 (ξ ) ⋅

S ⋅ ξ − TL (ξ ,η )
d

(4. 4)

where TS 3 (ξ ,η ) is the 3D elevation distribution for small topography in the orthogonal space,

TS 2 (ξ ) is the 2D elevation profile for small topography, TL (ξ ,η ) is the large-scale stream
bathymetry in the orthogonal space (shown in Figure 4.2), d is the average depth of the stream
calculated from the 4 transects, Ss is the channel slope, η is the distance across the stream within
the conformal domain, and ξ is the distance downstream within the conformal domain (so S s ⋅ ξ
is the surface water level). The complete topography function of the stream, T ( x , y ) , was
calculated by superimposing TS 3 (ξ ,η ) onto TL (ξ ,η ) and transforming the result back into the real
domain.

4.2.2.2.2 C ALCULATION OF HEAD DISTRIBUTION OVER THE STREAM CHANNEL
BOUNDARY

Head variations associated with the large-scale stream bathymetry (Figure 4.4) and small
bed surface topography were calculated separately. First, the gravitational head was applied on
the entire streambed surface using the equation S s ⋅ ξ in the orthogonal domain, as in Equation
4. Velocity head perturbations due to flow over small topography were calculated using the
method presented in Stonedahl et al. (2010). The velocity head distribution over the bed surface
was calculated by multiplying the elevation of small topography at each point, TS 3 (ξ ,η ) , by the
scaling factor hm′ (ξ ,η ) :
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(4. 5)

where V (ξ , η ) is the stream velocity, which varies in both the longitudinal and transverse
directions within the channel, g is the gravitational constant, σ H (ξ ) is the standard deviation of
bed surface elevation in each cross section, defined as σ H (ξ ) = σ T d (ξ ) / d , where d and σ T are
the mean and standard deviation of depth in the four small topography transects, respectively,
and d (ξ ) is the mean stream depth at each cross-section, excluding banks (operationally, d (ξ )
was taken as the mean depth of the middle half of the stream at each location, ξ). The mean
velocity for each cross-section is the ratio of the volumetric water flux through each crosssection to the cross-sectional area. The average volumetric water flux was calculated to be 0.04
m3/s. We assumed that the volumetric flux increased at a constant rate equal to the groundwater
discharge per stream length, with the average value occurring halfway down the reach. As
described in Stonedahl et al., 2010, we scaled the velocity of each cross-section with depth such
that the maximum velocity follows the thalweg and the velocity reaches 0 at the banks. Then the
orthogonal grid, TS′3 (ξ ,η ) , where TS′3 (ξ ,η ) = hm′ (ξ ,η ) *TS 3 (ξ ,η ) was fit with a Fourier function
and each wavelength in the ξ direction is shifted by a quarter of a wavelength upstream to
produce a function for head in the conformal domain, H (ξ ,η ) . This ¼ wavelength shift
produces higher head on the upstream sides of bedforms, as observed for a single bedform by
Fehlman (1985).
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4.2.2.2.3 T HREE - DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION OF SUBSURFACE FLOW
Porewater flow was simulated using the finite difference model, MODFLOW 2000
[Harbaugh et al., 2000], as described in Stonedahl et al. [2010]. The domain of the groundwater
flow simulation is shown in Figure 4.3. The top boundary was taken as the stream bathymetry
inside of the stream channel and the phreatic surface outside of the stream channel. The lateral,
downstream, and bottom boundaries were planes. The upstream, downstream, stream channel,
and lateral boundaries were applied with constant-head boundary conditions, while the bottom
boundary was applied with a no-flux boundary condition to simulate the effect of the subsurface
clay layer. The bottom boundary had a slope equal to the water surface and was located 0.28 m
below the deepest part of the stream. The domain width was eight times the maximum stream
width. Simulations with a domain width of six times the stream width yielded a negligible
difference in results, thus assuring that the domain width was sufficiently large enough to avoid
lateral boundary effects.
The groundwater system was simulated with a constant longitudinal head gradient equal
to the stream valley slope Sv. For each imposed groundwater inflow, the phreatic surface
between the lateral boundaries of the simulation domain and the stream channel was calculated
using a 2D MODFLOW simulation for an unconfined aquifer based on the distribution of head
along the stream channel boundaries from the spectral model and the appropriate groundwater
levels along the domain boundaries. The resulting head distribution was then used to construct an
equivalent 3D groundwater domain for each case, so that the interaction of groundwater and
hyporheic exchange flows could be simulated in 3D. In order to investigate interactions between
groundwater discharge and hyporheic flow, we imposed higher groundwater levels at the lateral
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boundaries of the simulation domain to control the discharge of groundwater to the stream.
Simulations were first performed with the boundary head set to match the observed groundwater
discharge to the stream, and then the extent of groundwater inflow was varied to examine
interactions between groundwater discharge and hyporheic exchange.
The computer memory needed to simulate 3D groundwater flow with the resolution used
to characterize small topographic features in the stream was significantly larger than
MODFLOW’s 2GB size limitation. In order to circumvent this limitation, we first calculated the
3D head distribution throughout the domain on a coarse grid, and then ran multiple simulations
along the stream using a fine grid with the coarse grid values imposed as boundary conditions.
For the three-dimensional simulation, the coarse grid had dimensions of 1001 x 584 x 17
(longitudinal x lateral x vertical) nodes with a horizontal spacing of 0.0625 meters. The fine grid
had dimensions of 5001 x 576 x 17 nodes with a horizontal spacing of 0.0125 meters. Both grids
had a higher density of layers near the surface in order to better resolve shallow hyporheic
exchange flow paths. The top layer was 0.0002 meters thick, the bottom layer was 0.002 meters
thick, and the intermediate layers increased in thickness by a factor of 1.5.
The velocity field was calculated from the head distribution using Darcy’s law,

q s = − K∇h1 ( x, y, z) , where qs is the specific discharge and K is the hydraulic conductivity. In
spite of variations in the sediment at Sugar Creek, we treated the permeability as homogeneous
as no data were available to evaluate the spatial structure of permeability. Flux across the stream
channel boundary, qint , was calculated as qint = nˆ ⋅ qs , where qs is the local value of the Darcy
velocity and n̂ is the unit-normal to the surface, which was obtained from the topography
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function. The Darcy velocity was converted into the seepage or pore-water velocity, q p , using
qp =

qs

θ

,where θ is the porosity. A particle-tracking routine was used to determine subsurface

flow paths and residence times from the simulated pore-water velocity fields, as described in
Stonedahl et al. (2010). The initial particle placement weighted by the interfacial boundary flux,
and the particle tracking calculation was performed with constant distance step of 0.001 meters.

Figure 4.3 Modeling domain for the calculation of subsurface flow

4.2.2.3 CTRW MODEL FOR GENERATING BREAKTHROUGH CURVES FROM
BOUNDARY EXCHANGE FLUXES AND RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

We used a Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) formulation [Boano et al., 2007] to
convert the multi-scale model predictions of hyporheic flow into solute breakthrough curves that
can be directly compared with the solute tracer data. The CTRW is a stochastic model that can
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encompass a wide range of timescales. Here it is used essentially as a generalized form of the
TSM. Compared with the TSM, the CTRW has greater flexibility for modeling a broad range of
water residence time distributions, not just exponential distributions. The evolution of the instream tracer concentration is given by:
(,)
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where M is a memory function that depends only on the residence time distribution, U and K are
the in-stream velocity and dispersion coefficient, respectively, corresponding to the first and
second moments of the jump distribution governing fluid motion in the stream. Any formulation
can be used for the memory function, allowing the CTRW model to represent a wide array of instream and subsurface transport processes. Here we used the memory function described by:
˜ () =  ˉ

˜ ()
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(4.7)

where ~ indicates the Laplace transformed expression, u is the Laplace variable, t , is the mean
time spent in the channel (x/U where x=reach length and U = average velocity), and Ψ is the
lumped residence time distribution describing the travel times downstream for the entire domain:
˜ () = ˜ [ + ! − ! "˜ () + !# + !# "˜# ()]

(4.8)

where Ψo is the RTD in the active channel, described by a Gaussian with mean x/U and variance
2Kt, φ1 the RTD for in-stream anomalous transport, Λ1 is the exchange rate between the active
channel and in-stream storage zones, φ2 is the RTD in the hyporheic zone and Λ2 is the exchange
rate between the main channel and the hyporheic zone. The CTRW reproduces the TSM when
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exponential residence time distributions are used to represent surface and/or subsurface storage.
In the case of exponential φ1 and φ2, this is equivalent to the TSM 2-STOR model presented in
4.2.2.1, with Λ1 = α1 and Λ2 = α2 and mean of the exponential RTD corresponding to AS/A.
The calculation procedure involves first obtaining a solution for a unit reach length and
unit pulse input with the Dirichlet condition applied on the upstream boundary and the Neuman
condition on the downstream boundary. This provides the Green's function solution, which is
then convolved with the observed, normalized concentration-time history at the upstream
boundary to obtain the breakthrough curve at the downstream end of the study reach. The inverse
Laplace transform was performed using De Hoog’s algorithm [De Hoog et al., 1982]. We
performed the calculation using a modified form of the CTRW toolbox [Cortis and Berkowitz,
2005]. We expanded this software package to include two storage zones and to use arbitrary
RTDs. The latter was necessary to incorporate the RTDs predicted by the multi-scale model. As
a quality control, we replicated the results of the OTIS 2-STOR model using two exponential
storage zones and found virtually indistinguishable results.
We used the CTRW model in two ways. First, we used it for forward simulations
(predictions) of solute transport along the study reach using the multi-scale model predictions of
Λ2 and φ2. In this case, we obtained the parameter Λ2 (the hyporheic exchange rate) as the
boundary exchange flux predicted by the spectral model normalized by the stream depth (as in
Boano et al, 2007). The parameter, φ2, the hyporheic residence time distribution, was taken
directly as the Laplace transform of the RTD predicted by the spectral model. Second, we added
an additional fast exponential exchange process with the parameters Λ1 and φ1 taken from TSM
fits.
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4.3. RESULTS
In this section we compare the measured results of the solute tracer experiment with a
priori predictions of the multi-scale model and the inversely estimated simulations of the TSM
(4.3.1). Using the spectral model, we partition the contribution of small and large topographic
features to total hyporheic flow and evaluate the sensitivity of hyporheic fluxes and residence
times to variations in sediment conditions and groundwater discharge (4.3.2).

4.3.1 COMPARISON OF THE SPECTRAL MODEL AND TSM MODEL TO SOLUTE DATA
Unlike most modeling approaches for hyporheic exchange, which fit solute data in order
to separate the hyporheic component, the multi-scale model calculations of hyporheic exchange
are entirely predictive, i.e., they are independent of the solute tracer dataset.

Hyporheic

residence time distributions obtained from the multi-scale model were converted into solute
concentration breakthrough curves using the CTRW model (section 4.2.2.3), which were
compared against the measured tracer injection results and the more commonly used Transient
Storage Model (section 4.2.2.1). The questions we addressed were whether hyporheic flow is
predictable based on measured physical parameters using the multi-scale model and whether the
predictions differ substantially from the usual description of solute storage in streams produced
by model fitting using the TSM.
Figure 4.4a shows the measured and predicted solute transport within the stream. The tail
of elevated tracer concentration following passage of the main pulse reflects solute that is
transported through the stream reach much more slowly than the mean. The multi-scale model
prediction captures the tail of the BTC reasonably well but does not account for the breakthrough
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behavior immediately after the injection stops. Thus, it appears that the multi-scale model is
adequately predicting relatively long hyporheic residence times (>2 hours), but underestimates
relatively rapid exchange and storage processes (<2 hours). The multi-scale model does not
include in-stream transport or very shallow exchange on the scale of the bed sediment grain size
due to model and topographical resolution constraints. Therefore, we attribute the missing fast
exchange process to anomalous dispersion in the main stream channel, short advective porewater
flow paths, and turbulent exchange with the uppermost part of the stream bed, all of which have
been shown to strongly influence solute transport [Higashino and Stefan, 2008; Salehin et al.,
2004; Valentine and Wood, 1977]. To simulate the effects of anomalous dispersion in the active
channel and shallow, non-Darcy hyporheic exchange, we added a fast exponentially distributed
storage factor (denoted EXP) to the CTRW model to represent fast storage-exchange, equivalent
to the faster of two storage zones modeled by the TSM. The parameters of this exponential
storage zone were derived by fitting to the solute data or equivalently taken from OTIS 2-STOR
fit so while the hyporheic residence time predictions of the multi-scale model are truly a priori,
the fast exponential portion of the breakthrough curve is not. Including this fast exponential
store allowed the combined multi-scale/CTRW model to represent the entire observed tail of the
breakthrough curve, as shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Breakthrough curves showing extended tails of solute tracer concentrations
measured at the downstream sampling site after the shut off of the tracer injection. Shown in
comparison are the solute tracer data, a priori multi-scale model simulations (with and without
an exponential store to account for fast storage-exchange), and the transient storage model
(Otis-2Stor). Note that the tracer injection lasted 19 hours and was shut off at that time. The top
panel shows measured solute concentrations are denoted by cyan circles with errors bars
showing the 95% confidence bands (twice the standard deviation). The multi-scale model
prediction is shown by a black line. The magenta line indicates results of CTRW simulations
including the spectral model predictions and an additional fast exponential exchange process fit
to the early-time tailing data. The bottom panel shows an expanded view of the comparison
between solute data, a priori predictions of the multi-scale model, and the inversely estimated
results of an OTIS-2Stor TSM. The multi-scale model predicts longer timescale storage
compared with the TSM model, but at late times both models produce simulations that fall within
the uncertainty bounds of the solute tracer data.
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OTIS-2Stor provided a reasonable simulation of the solute tracer data (Figure 4.4b) by
allowing for fast exchange in one storage zone and slower exchange in a second storage zone.
However, these results are obtained by fitting and cannot be explicitly linked to specific regions
of the stream or subsurface. The multi-scale model simulation that included a fast exponential
storage term in addition to the slow exchange predicted from measured characteristics had a
similar overall form to the TSM simulation. The major difference was that the TSM simulation
reached the tracer background concentration much more quickly than did the multi-scale model
simulation, which predicted a much more extended tail. However, it is important to note that the
uncertainty in the background concentration of the bromide tracer is larger than the difference
between the simulations, especially after 27 hours.

This difference between simulations

highlights the limitation of the whole-stream tracer injection approach, which is insensitive to
long-timescale storage processes, as well as the inherent limitation in TSM’s exponential
residence time distribution, which cannot represent extremely long residence times. As a result,
the in-stream data do not provide the capability of evaluating the reliability of the multi-scale
model’s simulation of long residence times of storage. The a priori prediction of the multi-scale
model could potentially be tested with a tracer having a much greater dynamic range for instream observations or with long-term direct observations of the retention and wash-out of tracer
from the subsurface [Jonsson et al., 2003].
Figure 4.5 shows cumulative residence time distributions associated with the longertimescale (presumed hyporheic) component of storage for both types of simulations. To isolate
the hyporheic component, the multi-scale model simulation was compared with expected
performance of the slower storage zone identified from the OTIS-2Stor simulation (labeled as
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OTIS-2Stor2). The top panel of Figure 4.5 shows normalized cumulative residence time
distributions for those components of storage and illustrates that the multi-scale model predicts a
significantly broader range of exchange timescales than does the OTIS-2Stor model. The bottom
panel illustrates the residence time distribution in terms of relative volume of hyporheic water
that remains in the subsurface after a given time. The difference in the residence time
distributions results in part from the different modeling procedures, i.e. the tracer-based inverse
estimation procedure used for OTIS-2Stor compared with the a priori predictions of the multiscale model based on independent physical measurements. The differences between the TSM
and Spectral residence times are a result of the limited range of time scales captured by each
model. The TSM approach is restricted by its exponential residence time formulation and the
limited resolution of the tracer data, while the multi-scale model predicts much longer residence
times, but its ability to predict short time scales is restricted by the spatial resolution of
observations of channel topography.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of residence time distributions predicted by the multi
multi-scale
scale model and
inferred from the Transient Storage Model. T
The slower residence time distribution
ion of the TSM,
labeled OTIS-2Stor2 and shown in a red dashed line, represents the second (longer timescale)
storage component associated with the TSM.

4.3.2 EXPLORATION OF CONTROLS ON HYPOR
HYPORHEIC FLOW USING THE SPECTRAL
MODEL

Many characteristics of natural streams affect patterns and rates of hyporheic exchange.
One advantage of having a predictive modeling framework like the multi
multi-scale
scale model is that we
can vary stream physical characteristics to evaluate the relative importance of the different
controls. In this section we specifically consider the effect
effects of the surrounding groundwater
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level, streambed hydraulic conductivity, and the presence or absence of small-scale channel
topography (ripples and dunes) superimposed upon larger scale bars and meanders. For these
simulations we used a hydraulic conductivity of 0.01 cm/s.

4.3.2.1 I NTERACTIONS BETWEEN STREAMBED TOPOGRAPHY AND
GROUNDWATER LEVELS

Figure 4.6 shows the spatial distribution of fluxes into and out of the sediment with both
the full range of topography and only the large scale topography. Inclusion of small topography
clearly has a large impact on the hyporheic exchange patterns. Complex, fine-scale patterns of
interfacial flux are produced by the small topography, and this flux dominates the exchange
produced by larger-scale features like the planform morphology of the channel. In the
simulations with only large topography and no groundwater discharge, the planform morphology
dominates exchange and the regions of inward and outward flux are significantly less fragmented
than those observed with the small topography. The full range of topography clearly shows an
increased flux both into and out of the sediments at the narrowest sections of the stream, i.e., the
areas of flow constriction where velocities are greatest. This is expected because drag over
grains and bedforms, and thus the driving force for hyporheic flow, varies with the square of the
mean stream velocity [Elliott and Brooks, 1997a].
Groundwater discharge substantially reduced hyporheic exchange flux. Groundwater
influx practically eliminated exchange fluxes into the subsurface near the edges of the stream. In
the simulation with the full range of topography, hyporheic exchange still occurred in a thin strip
throughout the entire length of the reach as a result of high head gradients induced by small
topographic features. Conversely, in the simulation with only large topography, groundwater
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inputs restricted hyporheic exchange fluxes to only the wider sections of the stream, where
groundwater inflows were distributed over a wider area. Overall, groundwater discharge
substantially reduced the area of the streambed where hyporheic exchange flow into the
subsurface occurs.

In the simulation with large topography and groundwater discharge,

hyporheic flow paths originate in only 11.0% of the streambed, and 90% of the exchange flow
occurs in only 1.7% of the streambed.

Figure 4.6: Multi-scale model results showing interfacial flux into and out of the subsurface for
different scales of topography shown both with and without groundwater discharge
Streambed topography has a major influence on hyporheic fluxes, as do groundwater
fluxes. A comparison of the “full” and “large” topography simulations without groundwater
discharge demonstrated that the interfacial flux was 20 times greater for the full topography
simulation. Thus, ripple and dune scale features tend to dominate hyporheic exchange in the
absence of substantial groundwater flows, a finding consistent with [Stonedahl et al, 2010]. The
simulations with groundwater showed its importance in opposing hyporheic fluxes. In particular,
the “full” topography simulation without groundwater discharge yielded an interfacial flux of 5 x
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10-7 m/s flux into the subsurface, while its counterpart simulation with groundwater discharge
yielded only 1.4x 10-7 m/s, indicating a 73% decrease in the hyporheic flux with groundwater
discharge occurring. The large topography simulations were even more sensitive to groundwater
discharge. For example, the large topography simulation without groundwater discharge had an
average flux into the subsurface of 2.56x10-8 m/s, while the simulation with groundwater
discharge had a flux of 1.07x10-9 m/s flux into the subsurface, which represents a 96% decrease
in the volume of water entering the subsurface with groundwater discharge. Finally, interactions
between the scale of topographic features and groundwater discharge are particularly important.
As groundwater discharge increases the presence of small scale topographic features become
even more important, yielding a flux that was 127x greater for the full topography simulation
with groundwater as compared with the large topography simulation with groundwater.
Figure 4.7 shows that small topographic features skew the residence time distributions of
hyporheic fluxes toward shorter residence times, as we found previously for laboratory-generated
meandering channel topography (Stonedahl et al., 2010). The present study shows that
groundwater discharge not only has the effect of suppressing hyporheic exchange fluxes, but also
decreases the residence times associated with hyporheic flow. The median residence time for
hyporheic flow paths for the “full topography” simulation was approximately nine times smaller
with groundwater discharge. The decrease in residence times for hyporheic flow was even more
pronounced for the “large topography” simulation, with the simulation with groundwater
discharge having a median hyporheic residence time that was approximately 63 times smaller
than its counterpart simulation without groundwater discharge. Another feature shown in Figure
4.7 is threshold behavior of residence times for the large topography simulation. The distinct
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drop off in the cumulative distribution function for the large topography with groundwater
discharge simulation is due to the effect that groundwater discharge had in substantially reducing
the locations of flux into the subsurface. Ninety percent of the simulated particles added for
particle tracking recharged an area comprising only 1.7% of the streambed for that simulation.
Thus, with so many of the particle paths entering hyporheic flow paths at similar locations it is
not surprising that they have such similar residence times.

Figure 4.7: Flux-weighted cumulative residence time distributions with (solid) and without
(dashed) small topography without groundwater input (blue) and with groundwater levels
observed during solute injection (black).

4.3.2.2 S ENSITIVITY TO GROUNDWATER DISCHARGE
The amount of hyporheic exchange occurring in a stream depends in part on the
surrounding groundwater levels. This dependency was quantified using multiple multi-scale
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model simulations with different groundwater levels. These simulations were performed with the
full complexity of topography for Sugar Creek, a stream discharge of 0.03 (m3/s)/m, and a
hydraulic conductivity of 0.01 cm/s. Figure 4.8 shows the same negative relationship between
groundwater discharge and hyporheic exchange noted by others [Boano et al., 2007; Cardenas
and Wilson, 2007; Harvey et al., 1996] except it also defines the form as a roughly hyperbolic
relationship. The cause of the relationship is the shared pressure distribution driving all
subsurface flow. Hyporheic fluxes decrease when the forces opposing hyporheic flow (i.e.
higher surrounding groundwater levels) are increased. Our simulations also show how the area
on the streambed that contributes to hyporheic flow is decreased by greater hydraulic heads in
the surrounding aquifer.

Figure 4.8: Simulated hyporheic exchange flux as a function of groundwater input. Hyporheic
exchange decreased due to the increased groundwater discharge into the streams, as this
confined the regions of flux into the subsurface.
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The sensitivity of hyporheic exchange to groundwater discharge can be seen in Figure
4.9. The shape of the cumulative residence time distribution curves are relatively consistent with
groundwater discharge. Only the simulation without groundwater discharge (Qgw/m = 0) has
hyporheic residence times that are substantially longer than the other simulations. As is shown
in Figure 4.8, significant hyporheic exchange occurs through meanders located at the edge of the
stream when groundwater discharge is low, and this water travels relatively longer distances
before returning to the stream compared with simulations where higher groundwater discharge
restricts hyporheic flow near the banks. Figure 4.9 suggests that even a small amount of
groundwater discharge displaces hyporheic flow paths towards the center of the stream and
eliminates lateral travel paths through meanders, which have the longest residence times.

Figure 4.9: Flux-weighted cumulative residence time distribution for each of the groundwater
sensitivity cases where labels delineate the volumetric flux into the stream per meter (m3/s)/m.
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4.4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the first application of our three-dimensional, predictive, multi-scale
model for hyporheic exchange [Stonedahl et al., 2010] to a natural system.

The a priori

predictions of the multi-scale model were compared with results of a solute tracer experiment
and with interpretations based on the commonly used Transient Storage Model. In addition to
extending the model to incorporate groundwater discharge, we developed procedures that use
field stream surveys and flow measurements to calculate the boundary head distribution and
streambed fluxes associated with hyporheic and groundwater flows. The results highlight both
the independent effects stream morphology and groundwater discharge and interactions between
them on hyporheic flow.
Used alone, stream tracer experiments and TSM modeling have limited transferability
beyond the specific conditions encountered during the experiment, but when they are used in
conjunction with the multi-scale model, it is possible to gain further insight into the processes
that control streambed fluxes and subsurface residence times. Storage and exchange processes
occur over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales in streams [Stonedahl et al., 2010; Choi et
al.
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quantifies relatively fast exchange processes that occur in the stream itself and in shallow
hyporheic flow paths [O'Connor et al., 2010; Harvey and Wagner, 2000]. This is due largely to
the form of the TSM, with its exponentially distributed residence time distributions for storage.
Such limitations have long been recognized (e.g. Harvey et al., 1996) and are partially
compensated for by models that build in multiple storage zones [Briggs et al., 2009; Neilson et
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al., 2010] that are similar to the model used here, i.e. OTIS-2stor [Choi et al, 200; Harvey et al.,
2005]. Use of multiple, exponentially distributed storage zones helps broaden storage timescales
and increase the goodness of fit of stream tracer data, especially on the extended tails of the
distribution. However, being an inverse model which requires fitting to tracer data, the TSM has
the added disadvantage in relying on the stream tracer data itself as a reliable measure of storage.
Here we found that for bromide, considered one of the more reliable anionic tracers used in
surface water, there remains even under fairly ideal circumstances considerable uncertainty in
the lower values of solute concentration on the tail as well as in the background concentration
itself. Uncertainty in the background concentration alone is enough to substantially limit the
resolution of stream tracers to detect long timescale storage processes. Some improvement may
be possible with conservative tracers such as tritium (see Jonsson et al. 2003) or perhaps sulfur
hexafluoride gas, which has orders of magnitude in its dynamic range of detection. Rhodamine
dye has orders of magnitude in its dynamic range but suffers from being reactive in many types
of sediment due to sorption.
The multi-scale model, which operates independently of the tracer data and uses physical
measurements to determine parameters, predicts hyporheic exchange occurring on much longer
time scales than were resolved by TSM. Conversely, we found that the subsurface residence
times predicted by our multi-scale model have a limitation in resolving the very fast exchange.
These short residence times may primarily be associated with in-stream mixing, which we did
not attempt to model, but could also reflect a limitation of the model in its ability to portray fast
hyporheic flow through the uppermost region of the streambed.

The resolution of our

topography survey was 5 cm in the horizontal and several mm vertically, which may not have
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been sufficient to capture the smallest and shallowest scales of hyporheic flow. A variety of
processes have been shown to induce shallow and fast hyporheic exchange, including turbulent
diffusion and shallow advection induced by sediment clustering and other grain-scale
phenomena [Higashino and Stefan, 2008; O’Connor and Harvey, 2008; Packman et al., 2004].
The addition of an exponential term representing these short residence times greatly improved
the comparison between the observations and predictions, but no method currently exists to
independently predict near-boundary mixing and grain-scale exchange, and so this fast
exponential term is no longer independent of the solute data. This suggests that the prediction of
solute breakthrough curves requires more information than is collected from a typical survey of
subsurface conditions. Thus, additional effort should be expended to characterize both relatively
slow surface-water mixing processes (see for example O’Connor et al., 2010) and fast hyporheic
mixing processes (e.g. Harvey and Fuller, 1998). Accurate prediction of fast, near-surface
hyporheic exchange is important because many biological processes exhibit very high rates just
at and around the streambed surface, where photosynthesis supports strong algal activity and
stimulates aerobic bacterial metabolism. It is also extremely important to separate surface and
subsurface mixing processes that have similar transport timescales because transformation and
uptake rates of most chemically and biologically active solutes differ tremendously between the
water column and underlying sediments [Arnon et al., 2007; Jones and Mulholland, 2000; Dahm
et al., 1996].
Dune- and ripple-scale topography is frequently not measured or considered in solute
transport studies, especially if the focus of these studies is biological or ecological. This is
problematic because these features tremendously impact current-driven hyporheic exchange that
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often dominates surface-subsurface water exchange (Stonedahl et al., 2010; Boano et al., 2007;
Cardenas and Wilson, 2007). In this study we found that dune- and ripple-scale topography
significantly increased the interfacial flux and proportion of short residence times simulated for
Sugar Creek.

We also found that including small topographic features both increased the

interfacial flux into the subsurface and decreased the median residence times by an order of
magnitude in the absence of groundwater discharge, and by two orders of magnitude in the
presence of groundwater discharge.
The multi-scale model also demonstrated that groundwater discharge significantly
impacts both rates and patterns of hyporheic exchange (Figures 6, 7, and 8). Our simulations
indicated that the average hyporheic flux in Sugar Creek decreased approximately by a factor of
four relative under the measured groundwater discharge (1.1x10-5 (m3/s)/m) relative to the case
with no groundwater discharge. Similar decreases in interfacial flux with groundwater inflow
have been observed both in the field (Harvey et al., 1996) and in prior model simulations
[Cardenas et al., 2007 and Boano et al., 2009]. Our simulations also suggest that hyporheic
exchange is very sensitive to small groundwater discharge, but there is a threshold above which
hyporheic fluxes are relatively insensitive to further changes in groundwater discharge. In the
case of Sugar Creek, we found that hyporheic exchange rates became less sensitive to
groundwater inputs when the ratio of groundwater input to the hyporheic exchange flux without
groundwater was greater than two. Specifically at Qgw/Qhyporheic = 2, a further doubling of the
groundwater discharge only decreased hyporheic exchange flux by 15%. Although there is no
reason to believe this threshold will be universal, similar behavior should be found in many types
of streams.
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The high sensitivity of hyporheic flow patterns and rates to low levels of groundwater
discharge makes it extremely important to characterize groundwater discharge in all field solute
transport studies. These findings pose a challenge for field observation since considerably
different methods must be used to characterize groundwater flow, surface water flow, stream
morphology, and hyporheic exchange. We obtained our estimates of groundwater inflow from
tracer dilution during the solute injection, but this does not provide information on patterns of
groundwater inputs to the stream channel. More extensive measurement of groundwater involves
inserting piezometers in and around the stream [Wroblicky et al., 1998]. This method would not
have worked well at Sugar Creek because the banks are very steep and the groundwater level is
several meters below the ground surface. Even at field sites well suited for piezometers, large
numbers of measurements are generally needed to adequately characterize the groundwater flow
field. As a result, groundwater levels around streams are frequently poorly characterized, and
most studies of hyporheic exchange neglect groundwater discharge entirely.

The results

presented here indicate that more effort should be made to characterize groundwater inflow, as it
significantly affects both rates and patterns of hyporheic exchange. The extreme sensitivity of
hyporheic exchange to low levels of groundwater discharge is particularly interesting, as this
indicates that groundwater inflows need to be characterized even when the stream is not
dramatically gaining or losing.
Finally, we highlight the benefits of using an ensemble of theoretical and empirical
methods to increase understanding of the processes that control hyporheic flow and improve
prediction. In the past hyporheic exchange has most commonly been inferred from stream tracer
experiments and inverse modeling, but there is increasing recognition that there are severe limits
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on those studies, particularly with regard to what they reveal about how hyporheic flow adjusts
with changing flow and/or geomorphic conditions in channels. Our study revealed the sensitivity
of hyporheic flow to various scales of topographic features in streams. We made first use of a
predictive, multi-scale model for groundwater surface water interactions to predict the interfacial
flux of water across the streambed and the hyporheic residence time distribution. We determined
the relative importance of topographic features and groundwater discharge in controlling
hyporheic flow in a stream representing the heavily manipulated channels of Midwestern
agricultural areas where knowledge of hyporheic flow is important to managing nitrogen export.
The trends revealed at Sugar Creek are a beginning toward characterizing how hyporheic
exchange varies across many different types of channels and how it varies with changing flow
conditions and different levels of groundwater discharge. This progress was made possible
through theoretical improvements in three-dimensional multi-scale modeling. The needed
physical measurements for modeling are relatively simple, a channel planform and streambed
topographic map, measurements of depth and velocity at representative locations in the stream,
an average hydraulic conductivity or conductivity distribution of the streambed, and a
groundwater discharge estimate. The multi-scale model calculates hyporheic and groundwater
fluxes using data collected a priori. This allows for sensitivity analyses and other calculations
that inverse models like the Transient Storage Model do not allow. Each approach has individual
strengths and weaknesses, and in fact a blend of the two approaches may prove to be the most
valuable in providing the needed insight into controlling processes while at the same time
providing answers at the relatively large spatial scales to make the results useful for answering
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interdisciplinary questions in hydroecology and hydrogeology, as well as proving useful results
for application by water managers.
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Chapter 5 NONLINEAR INTERACTIONS BETWEEN HYPORHEIC
EXCHANGE FLOWS PRODUCED BY MEANDERS, BARS, AND BEDFORMS
"THE

RIVER CONSTANTLY SHIFTS EATING AWAY AT ONE BANK OR THE OTHER."

~ELIZABETH PETERS (CHILDREN OF THE STORM)

ABSTRACT
Stream channel morphology from large meanders to ripple-scale bedforms drives
hyporheic exchange flow. It is difficult to model hyporheic flow over a wide range of scales,
and particularly challenging to model interactions over the spectrum of topography typically
found in rivers. As a result, many studies only characterize isolated exchange processes. In this
work, we simulated hyporheic flows induced by varying degrees of river meandering with and
without superimposed bars and bedforms. This allowed us to investigate interactions between
flows induced by meanders and smaller topographical features. Modeling both multi-scale and
single-feature systems allowed us to evaluate the contributions of disparate features and the
interactions between them. We found that bedforms typically contributed more to hyporheic
exchange than larger features, but that interactions between topographic scales produced
complex patterns of hyporheic exchange flows. The volume of water exchanged with the
subsurface and the distributions of residence times due to scales of topographic features did not
combine linearly.3

3

This chapter with minor alterations will be submitted for publication as a journal paper.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
Improving our ability to predict flow under streams is important because it has a
significant effect on solute transport and thus water quality and the fate of contaminants [Benner
et al., 1995; Fuller and Harvey, 2000; McKnight et al., 2001; Medina et al., 2002]. The region of
the subsurface that receives stream water is referred to as the hyporheic zone and the water
flowing in and out of this zone is termed hyporheic exchange [Bencala and Walters, 1983;
Williams and Hynes, 1974, Stream Solute Workshop, 1990; Winter et al., 1998; Harvey and
Wagner, 2000; Packman and Bencala, 2000]. The hyporheic zone has high biological activity,
which makes it an important region for uptake of nutrients and transformation of contaminants
[Triska et al., 1993; Valett et al., 1996; Mulholland et al., 1997; Jones and Mulholland, 2000]. In
order to properly design field measurements and estimate exchange rates, it is important to
understand the effects of stream topography on both interfacial fluxes and the hyporheic
residence times.
The sinuosity of stream channels significantly affects hyporheic exchange both by
affecting the quantity of water entering the subsurface and subsurface residence times [Boano et
al., 2006; Peterson and Sickbert, 2006; Cardenas, 2009].

Head gradients and associated

interfacial flux increase with sinuosity [Revelli et al., 2008; Cardenas, 2009]. Bars and bedforms
have also been shown to induce hyporheic exchange through pressure variations induced by
surface water flowing over these features [Chapter 4; Boano et al., 2007; Elliot and Brooks,
1997; Marzadri et al. 2006; Tonina and Buffington, 2007], but only a few studies have modeled
sinuous systems with superimposed bars and bedforms [Stonedahl et al., 2010; Cardenas and
Wilson 2004]. Thus, while ripples, dunes, bars, and meanders are all known to induce exchange,
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little is known about the relative contributions to hyporheic exchange of each of these scales of
topography.
The primary goal of this study is to illustrate that there are nonlinear interactions across
scales of topography affecting interfacial flux and hyporheic exchange flow paths. In some
situations, a single scale may dominate patterns and magnitudes of hyporheic flow, but
interactions across scales are not easily predicted. We assess the relative contributions of
meanders, bars, and bedforms through application of the model presented in Stonedahl et al.
(2010).

The model combines a spectral scaling approach for analysis of bedform-induced

stream-subsurface exchange with a finite difference approach for lateral flowpaths associated
with planform morphology. We use this predictive tool to simulate exchange associated with
bedforms, bars, and meanders on five different single-thread stream planforms.

5.2. METHODS
5.2.1 MODEL
The model we employ here is a three-dimensional multi-scale model, which uses a
spectral scaling approach to analyze topography-induced exchange between surface and
subsurface water streams. We use the stream channel topography and characteristics of the
sediment and flow system to calculate the head at the stream channel boundaries. There are
several steps involved in calculating the channel boundary head. A conformal mapping is used
to transform the stream channel into an orthogonal domain. The spectral components of the
scaled topography are then found using Fourier analysis and transformed into a head distribution
based on an extension of the two-dimensional bedform-induced exchange model of Elliot and
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Brooks [1997]. A finite difference approach is then applied to calculate subsurface flow using
the head distribution along the stream channel as a boundary condition. This approach is
presented in detail in Stonedahl et al. (2010), where we applied the model to laboratory flume
datasets. We also previously applied the model to hyporheic exchange and solute transport in a
small agricultural stream [Chapter 4].

5.2.1.1 C ALCULATION OF THE STREAM CHANNEL BOUNDARY HEAD
DISTRIBUTION

The head distributions due to large and small topography were calculated independently.
We classified small topography as features for which flow-boundary interactions are expected to
be important (bars and bedforms) and large topography as features for which only gravitational
head gradients are important (meanders). Gravitational head gradients were calculated by
imposing a constant channel slope, SS, in the conformal domain. This corresponds to a constant
downstream slope along the stream. Head due to flow over small scale features like bars and
bedforms was calculated using the method presented in Stonedahl et al. (2010). Specifically, the
elevation at each point in an orthogonal grid of small topography, TS 3 (ξ ,η ) , was multiplied by
the scaling factor for the head variation over the boundary, hm′ (ξ ,η ) :

 V (ξ , η ) 2   2


0.28
 
 2 g  
hm′ (ξ , η ) =

2σ T
 2



2σ T / D) 


0.34

2σ T / D 

0.34 

3/8

2 2σ T / D ≤ 0.34

(5.1)

3/ 2

2 2σ T / D ≥ 0.34

where ξ and η are the downstream and transverse coordinates in the transformed domain, g is
the gravitational constant, D is the maximum stream depth, σ T is the standard deviation of the
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bed surface elevation, and V (ξ , η ) is the velocity, which varies proportionally to the depth of the
large topography such that the maximum velocity follows the thalweg and reaches 0 at the banks.
We imposed a constant mean stream velocity in all simulations. Head distributions over
bedforms were measured by Fehlman (1985), and the head was observed to be shifted relative to
the topography by one-quarter wavelength upstream. Following this finding, the orthogonal grid
defined by hm′ (ξ ,η ) * TS 3 (ξ ,η ) was fit with a Fourier function and each wavelength in the ξ
direction was shifted upstream by a quarter of a wavelength in order to calculate the head
distribution within the conformal domain.

5.2.1.2 T HREE - DIMENSIONAL SUBSURFACE FLOW SIMULATION
Subsurface flow was simulated using MODFLOW 2000 [Harbaugh, et al, 2000]. A threedimensional grid of the subsurface was created, boundary conditions were defined, and then the
subsurface head distribution, h1(x,y,z), was calculated using this finite difference model. The
lateral span of the stream was twice the amplitude plus the stream width. The width of the
domain was seven times this lateral span, and the stream was centered laterally within the
domain as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The distance from the stream to the lateral system boundaries
was large enough to have a negligible effect on hyporheic flow. An impermeable bottom
boundary was imposed parallel to the stream channel and 0.8 widths beneath the deepest part of
the stream. This impermeable bottom boundary did not significantly affect interfacial flux. The
upstream and downstream boundaries were set with constant heads to impose the desired head
gradient over the system, and the head distribution along the lateral boundaries was set with a
constant valley slope, SV, between the upstream and downstream boundary conditions. The top
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boundary follows the stream channel bathymetry with the head distribution along the stream
bank assigned according to the model calculations in section 5.2.1.1. The top surface outside of
the stream channel was obtained by an intermediate 2D finite difference calculation based on the
heads imposed on the domain boundary and stream channel boundary.

Figure 5.1: Model domain and boundary conditions used in the finite difference calculation
The ability to resolve the system was limited by numerical constraints on the grid size.
MODFLOW has a 2GB size limit, which was not large enough for us to characterize the desired
range of topography. We circumvented this constraint by using two grids. The first was a coarse
grid of the entire system with 401 x 2753 x 17 nodes and a horizontal spacing of no more than
0.04 stream widths. Then we reran a finer grid over a subdomain containing the stream using
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head values from the coarse grid as boundary conditions. The fine grid had dimensions of 401 x
1201 x 17 with a horizontal spacing of no more than 0.02 widths. The vertical spacing on both
grids was the same. We used a higher vertical resolution near the surface to better resolve
interfacial fluxes and shallow hyporheic exchange flow paths. The thickness of the top layer was
0.0002 widths and the bottom was 0.002 widths, with each intermediate layer 1.5 times thicker
than the layer above it.
Velocity fields were calculated directly from the head distribution. We calculated the
specific discharge, q s , using Darcy’s law, q s = − K∇h1 ( x, y, z) , where K is the hydraulic
conductivity and ∇h1 is the head gradient. We treated both the hydraulic conductivity, K , and
the porosity as homogeneous properties. The interfacial flux of water across the stream channel
boundary was calculated as qint = nˆ ⋅ qs , where the unit-normal to the surface, n̂ , was obtained
from the topography function. Water propagation through the subsurface was calculated using
the seepage or pore-water velocity, q p =

qs

θ

, where θ is the porosity. We determined subsurface

flow paths and residence time distributions from these pore-water velocity fields by particle
tracking using a constant distance step of 0.001 widths, as described in Stonedahl et al. (2010).

5.2.2 PARAMETER SELECTION
Stream flow, bathymetry, and the hydrogeologic properties of the underlying sediments
control the flux into and flow through the hyporheic zone. Many different types of stream
morphology and sediment structure occur in nature. We chose to model small low-gradient
alluvial streams because these streams are extremely common and are primary pathways for
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transmission of nutrient rich agricultural run-off. Considerable – likely most – nutrient removal
within the river network occurs in the hyporheic zone of low-order streams [Böhlke et al., 2004;
Alexander et al., 2000; Alexander et al., 2007]. Sinuosity is of particular interest with regards to
these streams as many have been ditched and straightened to increase drainage efficiency, and
this has the unintended consequence of reducing interfacial flux and time spent within the
hyporheic zone. We selected flow and sediment parameters that closely mirror conditions found
in these streams.

5.2.2.1 T OPOGRAPHY GENERATION
5.2.2.1.1 M EANDERING PLANFORM
We generated a meandering planform morphology by connecting arcs of circles, as
illustrated in Figure 5.2. For the sake of simplicity we created an equiwidth channel. The
channel planform was created by placing points a distance of half the width from the centerline
in both directions. Angles (ϕ) of 0o, 45o, 90o, 180o, and 270o were used to create channels with
five different planforms with sinuosities varying between 1 and 3.33 (shown in Table 5.1 and
Figure 5.3).
The radius of curvature of small streams, which is also the radius of our circles, has been
reported to be between 1.1 and 4.7 stream widths [Leopold and Langbein, 1966; Rinaldi and
Johnson, 1997; Williams, 1986; Knighton, 1998]. As a representative value, we chose to make
our radius twice the width of the stream. This value allowed the wavelengths to vary from 0
(straight case) to 8 widths, and the amplitudes from 0 to 3.4 widths. Fully developed streams are
reported to have wavelengths of 6.28 to 10 times their widths [Hey (1976); Leopold and
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Wolman, 1960]. Our wavelengths ranged from 1 to 8, encompassing the range of straight to
highly meandering streams.

Figure 5.2: Procedure for generation of meander-scale stream channel morphology.
Table 5.1: Channel geometries used in simulations
Arc angle: ϕ (degrees)
Sinuosity: S
Wavelength: λ (widths)
Amplitude: A (widths)

0
1
N/A
0

45

90

180

270

1.026
3.061
0.152

1.110
5.657
0.586

1.571
8
2

3.332
5.657
3.414

The thalweg of a natural stream oscillates from side to side as the stream bends,
approaching the bank on the outside edge of each meander. In order to include this asymmetry
in our simulated stream, we defined cross sections at each meander peak using piecewise
parabolas given in Equation 5.1 and illustrated in the right panel of Figure 5.2 at points a & c.
The deepest point where the two parabolas meet was taken as a distance of 0.2 from the outer
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bank following stream geometries described by Leopold, 1994; Knighton, 1984, and Petts, 1983.
The stream channel was constructed from the meander peak cross sections using the method
described in Stonedahl et al. (2010). This involved transforming the cross sections into their
corresponding positions in a straightened domain with a Schwarz-Christoffel conformal
mapping, applying a piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation, and inverting the transformation to
recover the original planform morphology. This procedure produced symmetric cross sections at
the inflection points, as shown in the cross-section b) in the right panel of Figure 5.2. For the
completely straight case a symmetrical parabola was used with the same maximum depth as the
asymmetrical cases, which results in each case having the same cross-sectional area. The mean
depth to width ratio was selected to be 0.04 to match the geometries reported by Leopold and
Maddock (1953) for 18 small streams.

 d max
2
x≤s
 2 ( x − s ) − d max
s


 d
max

( x − s) 2 − d max x > s
2
 (W − s)

Figure 5.3: Stream planforms used in the simulations.

(5.1)
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5.2.2.1.2 B EDFORMS & BARS
In natural systems it has been found that bar and bedform topography follow -3 power
law distributions of the form:
S ( K x ) = αK x−3

(5 .2)

where S is the wavenumber spectrum, Kx is the wavenumber, and α is a constant that varies with
the system [Hino, 1968; Nikora and Hicks, 1997]. We represented the topography with a twodimensional Fourier series whose amplitude-to-wavelength ratio followed this relationship. In
order to create the 2D Fourier series, we used wavelengths that varied harmonically between
π/70 and π (a common factor of all of the meander lengths). Wavelengths between π/70 and π/16
were used to characterize bedform-scale topography. We scaled the amplitudes by choosing a
standard deviation of 0.0072 for the bedforms, which translates to a ratio of approximately 0.17
between amplitude and maximum depth as is suggested by Rubin and McCulloch (1979) and
used in Elliott and Brooks (1997). After the amplitudes were set, a random phase shift was
selected for each term of the Fourier series. This allowed for more natural topography shapes,
while still maintaining the -3 power law distribution for the topography (Figure 5.4a). Additional
steps were required to create a reasonable three-dimensional bathymetry. For the bedform
topography, the 2D function was applied in the conformal domain and the amplitudes of each
point were scaled relative to stream depth. This caused the bedform heights to decrease as they
reached the edge of the stream and to be larger in deeper regions of the stream. The resulting
stable bedform topography and power spectrum are shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: a) Longitudinal profiles of 2D bars (black) and bedforms (blue). B) Wavenumber
spectrum of meanders, bars, and bedforms.
We also generated a 2D Fourier series for bar forms, following the procedure above. For
the bars the wavelengths varied between π/15 and π/3 with a standard deviation of 0.011, which
translates to a ratio of approximately 0.25 between the bar amplitude and the maximum stream
depth. We chose this value in order to qualitatively match the power spectrum for sand-bed
rivers presented in Nikora et al. (1997). The average slope for the bedform topography was
0.320, which is 3.81 times larger than the average slope of the bars, 0.084. The final twodimensional topography and the associated power spectrum is shown in Figure 5.4.
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The 2D bar function, like that of the bedforms, needed to be adapted for the 3D stream
morphology. This was again done in the conformal domain with the topographic function being
scaled with the stream depth. Bars, however, do not span the river bottom as bedforms do, but
are instead frequently localized near the edges [Marzadri et al., 2006; Parker, 1976]. Therefore
we confined the bars to the outer 30% of the stream, with the following transverse variation in
elevation,
2π
1 1
 2 + 2 cos( 0.3 η )

B (η ) = 0

2π
 12 + 12 cos(
(1 − η ))
0. 3


η ≤ 0.3
0.3 ≤ η ≤ 0.7
η ≥ 0.7

(5.3)

where B (η ) is the lateral bar function. B (η ) was scaled by the ratio of the depth of the meander
topography at point (ξ ,η ) to the maximum depth. Then the product of the scaled B (η ) and the
2D longitudinal bar function at ξ were superimposed onto the meander scale topography in
order to create the topography cases with bars. The resultant 3D topography for all of the cases
is shown in Figure 5.5 for the 90 planform.

Figure 5.5: Streambed Topographies used in the simulations
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2.2.2 FLOW AND SEDIMENT PARAMETERS
The mean stream velocity was taken as 0.003 widths/second based on the observations of
small streams presented in Leopold and Maddock (1953). Hydraulic conductivity values for
clean sand range from 10-2 m/s to 10-5 m/s [Freeze and Cherry, 1979]. Based on this we chose a
nondimensionalized hydraulic conductivity value of 5x10-5 widths/s, which fits the above range
for streams from 0.2 meters to 200 meters.
The channel slope was fixed at 0.001 because this falls at the intersection of the slopes
predicted for pool-riffle and dune-ripple streams [Schumm, 2005; Montgomery and Buffington,
1997]. The valley slope was then calculated from the channel slope for each planform. We
chose a porosity of 0.35, which is a common value for sandy sediments. For each of the five
planforms shown in Figure 5.3 (ϕ = 0, 45, 90, 180, and 270) we ran simulations with four types
of topography: Meanders only, Bedforms & Meanders, Bars & Meanders, and Bedforms, Bars,
& Meanders, as are shown in Figure 5.5.

5.3. RESULTS
The average interfacial flux into the subsurface was calculated for each of the 20 cases.
These values are shown in Table 5.2. There is a trend towards more flux as more scales of
topography are included in the model. Bars, however, added less flux than bedforms. This table
also shows that there is a general trend towards larger flux with increased sinuosity. The
ordering of the Bedforms & Meanders 45 and 90 cases is the only exception to this trend.
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Table 5.2: Average directly modeled interfacial flux values into the subsurface (widths/second)
Planform # (sinuosity)
Topography
Meanders
Bedforms & Meanders
Bars & Meanders
Bedforms, Bars, & Meanders

0 (1.00)

45 (1.03)

90 (1.11)

0
-8
4.67x10
-9
3.04x10
-8
4.73x10

3.06x10
-8
4.93x10
-8
1.03x10
-8
5.25x10

-9

6.83x10
-8
4.74x10
-8
1.26x10
-8
4.97x10

-9

180 (1.57)
-8

1.73x10
-8
5.30x10
-8
2.10x10
-8
5.44x10

270 (3.33)
-8

8.76x10
-7
1.10x10
-8
8.90x10
-7
1.11x10

Patterns of interfacial flux for all five planforms with four different topographies are
shown in Figure 5.6. Meanders produce smooth periodic patterns of influx. The regions of
outflux (black) are an almost symmetrical reflection of the regions of influx. Increased sinuosity
results in larger interfacial fluxes, particularly on the downstream side of meanders, in all of the
topographies, but this effect is most pronounced in the case with meanders only. Bedforms
typically dominate flux when they are present. The pattern and rate of interfacial flux are most
affected by the bedforms in channels with low sinuosity. Bedforms increased the interfacial flux
between 25.6% (270 case) and 1268% (45 case). Bars substantially contribute to local patterns of
flux, but have significantly less effect on systems with larger sinuosity – note that the results
closely resemble the meanders-only case for large sinuosity values. Without bedforms, bars
increased the interfacial flux by 1.6% (270 case) to 184.5% (45 case). Bars add little exchange
when bedforms are also present: as can be seen in the Bedforms, Bars, & Meanders case, the
interfacial flux only increased by between 1.3% to 6.4% with the inclusion of bars relative to
Bedforms & Meanders.
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Figure 5.6: distribution of interfacial flux (flux into the subsurface) associated with each case
described in Table 5.2.
We calculated power spectra for the patterns of exchange shown in Figure 5.6 as the
average of the 1D power spectra associated with 25 longitudinal transects. The y-axis displays
the square of the complex amplitude associated with each wavenumber [Morrison, 1994]. These
interfacial flux power spectra demonstrate similar structure to the original topographic spectra, as
expected. In Figure 5.7 the light gray vertical lines delineate the divisions between wavenumbers
associated with each scale of the topography. All four topographies reveal their planform
meandering structure in a peak at Kx = 1 (λ =2π), the periodic channel length of the 90 planform.
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The Bars & Meanders case (black) and the Bedforms, Bars, & Meanders case (green) have
higher spectral power in intermediate portion of the spectrum due to the inclusion of bar features.
The power spectrum associated with Bedforms & Meanders show that bedforms contribute also
to longer wavelength flux fluctuations as is shown by the difference between this case and the
Meanders case in the wavenumber region associated with bars. This is presumably due to
interaction between multiple bedforms or between bedforms and meanders. On the right the
power spectrum of fluxes associated with the two topographies containing bedforms clearly
dominate the other cases, which decay to white noise at these higher frequencies. These results
demonstrate the close relationship between topography and the head distribution, as well as the
magnitude of the connection. It also emphasizes the relative importance of each scale of feature
in the resulting patterns. For instance in spite of the bars’ low flux values and negligible impact
on the visual patterns of exchange in the Bedforms, Bars, & Meanders case (Figure 5.6), the
spectra (Figure 5.7) show quantitatively that the bars significantly impact interfacial flux
patterns.
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Figure 5.7: Wavenumber spectra associated with the interfacial flux distribution for each
topography type (90 case)
Cumulative residence time distributions for each case are shown in Figure 5.8. These
results are normalized by the average flux found in the 270 case. This normalization does not
take into account differences in the planforms, such as the increased area for exchange in the
higher sinuosity cases. It is clear that each scale of topography affects residence times in similar
ways across planforms. The strong interfacial flux associated with bedforms produces shorter
residence times than larger bar and meander features, leading to a strong return flux between 104
and 106 seconds. The timescale of bedform-induced subsurface flow occurs both with and
without bars. The inclusion of bars is less significant as the residence time distributions for all
Bedforms & Meanders cases (blue) are very similar to those for all Bedforms, Bars, & Meanders
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cases (green). The shape of the residence time distribution for Bars & Meanders (black) is also
similar to the one for more prominent Bedforms & Meanders case (blue) although the first dip is
very small in the more sinuous cases. The residence time distributions for Bars & Meanders drop
off at the timescale associated with flowpaths induced by the bar features, which is in between
that of the bedforms and the meanders.
The common timescale of exchange associated with meander-induced flowpaths is
reflected in all four of the sinuous planforms in spite of the presence of other features. The
differences between timescales are reflective of the varying flowpath lengths and head gradients
associated with each planform. Comparing differences between the five planforms, bedforms
contribute less to the 270 distribution than they do in the other four cases, because there is
significantly more flux into the subsurface in the 270 case as compared to the other four cases
(Figure 5.6). This results from the steep gradient between adjacent meanders occurring in this
case. This behavior is also reflected in the residence time distributions, as the 180 and 270
morphologies show steeper drops (more return flux) at timescales of 4x105 to 107 and 1.1x107 to
3.6x107 respectively, which is associated with narrowly focused hyporheic exchange at the sharp
meander necks.
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Figure 5.8: Cumulative residence time distributions for each meandering case scaled by the
average flux into the subsurface (widths/second) for each case divided by the flux for the 270
Bedforms, Bars, & Meanders case.

5.3.1 DIRECT MULTI-SCALE PREDICTIONS VS. SUMMATIONS FROM ISOLATED
SCALES OF TOPOGRAPHY

Here we compare interfacial fluxes and cumulative residence time distributions generated
by direct multi-scale simulations and summations based on simulations of isolated component
topographies. The results are presented in Figure 5.9. If the interfacial flux and hyporheic
exchange flows associated with each scale of topography are linearly superimposable, then the
directly modeled multi-scale fluxes should equate the summation of the fluxes from each
component of topography, but this was not the case. The summation of fluxes from individual
component topographies most closely matched the direct multi-scale simulations when one scale
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of topography dominates the interfacial flux. Progressively larger discrepancies occurred when
multiple topographic components produced similar fluxes. For the Bedforms & Meanders as well
as the Bedforms, Bars, & Meanders the best predictions occur at low ϕ values due to the
dominance of bedform-scale topography. For the Bars and Meanders, the higher ϕ values yield
better predictions because the meanders dominate.

Figure 5.9: The average flux into the subsurface for the modeled Bedforms, Bars, & Meanders
topography compared with predictions calculated as the sum of the exchange due to each
topographical feature.
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The discrepancy between the multi-scale model simulations and the predictions made
from each isolated scale of topography demonstrates the nonlinearity of the flux due each scale
of topography (Figure 5.9). This nonlinearity may stem from a variety of factors, since the
interactions between scales are complex. The first explanation for nonlinearity stems from the
varying impact of flux due to small topographic features (bars and bedforms), depending on their
placement relative to the large topographic features (meanders). Specifically, the impact of
adding small topography is greater in regions of low flux because it creates flux (both influx and
efflux) where there was little before, whereas in areas of high flux it locally increases and
decreases the flux with little impact on the average hyporheic flux in that region. Note that
average hyporheic flux is calculated as the mean of the absolute values of the flux, because the
simple average of both positive and negative flux is approximately zero (assuming no
groundwater input) and fails to quantify the amount of flux that contributes to exchange. In
mathematical terms, this source of nonlinearity is because the reported value for the system is the
absolute value, but for any local flux values Xsmall and Xlarge, |Xsmall|+|Xlarge| > |Xsmall+Xlarge|
whenever Xsmall and Xlarge are nonzero numbers with opposite signs. This explanation could
account for why the combined scales of topography have lower average flux than predicted from
the separate scales. However, a second source of nonlinearity may result in either increases or
decreases in average flux. Imagine a system that consists only of large topography, and consider
a small region along the stream-subsurface interface – at each point, the local flux value is the
component of the velocity vector in the direction of the surface normal. Now, picture the
addition of small topographic features in this region. The change in the surface topography
affects the velocity field, which is determined by the head function, which is calculated from the
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topography, and is strongly influenced by the topography in the upstream direction. However,
the change in surface topography simultaneously affects the surface normal at each point. Thus,
at a local level, the flux values do not correspond to a linear summation of the flux due to each
scale of feature. Because of these (and other) issues of nonlinearity, averaging flux values at
separate scales discards the spatially explicit information that is needed for correctly predicting
flux values for systems composed of multiple scales.
We also compare cumulative residence time distributions generated by the direct and
summation methods. We evaluated the residence times for each isolated feature independently
and then combined these results into predictions that we compared against the residence time
distribution we obtained directly for the multi-scale system. To do this, we generated fluxweighted residence time distributions from component fluxes and residence time distributions for
each isolated type of topography according to:

 q ( R (τ )) + qBar0 ( RBar0 (τ )) + qMφ ( RMφ (τ )) 

RφSummation (τ ) =  Bed0 Bed0

qBed0 + qBar0 + qM 270



(5.4)

where τ is time, q corresponds to the average flux into the subsurface, is R is the normalized
residence time distributions for each case with subscripts Bed for bedforms, Bar for bars, and M
for meanders followed by the planform number, φ.
In Figure 5.9 we compare the directly modeled multi-scale Bedforms, Bars, & Meanders
cumulative residence time results (dashed) to those predicted by summation of isolated scales of
topography with equation 4 (solid). In Figure 5.10 there is only a little discrepancy between the
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directly modeled and summation predictions 45 (black) and 90 (green) cases. This is because
hyporheic exchange is dominated by bedforms in each of these cases, resulting in similar
predictions. In general the residence times increase with sinuosity because both the flux into the
longer meander-induced flow paths and the lengths of these paths increase with sinuosity. This
second condition is not true for the 270 case because it bends back on itself reducing the distance
between meanders. This reduced the residence times through this portion of the system by both
increasing the subsurface velocity and reducing the length of the meander-induced hyporheic
flow paths.

Figure 5.10: shows the cumulative residence time distributions associated with both the multiscale direct simulations (dashed) and the summations based on isolated scale simulations
(solid).
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5.4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented the results of simulations of hyporheic exchange in five
equiwidth meandering planforms having sinuosity ranging from 1 to 3.33 with and without
superimposed bars and bedforms. The simulations were run using the multi-scale model
presented in Chapter 4, which predicts subsurface flow from the channel topography, as well as
stream and sediment parameters. This model provided unique capability to simulate hyporheic
flow conditions on systems with varying sinuosities and local topographies, which allowed us to
evaluate the effects of sinuosity on hyporheic flow, consider how this varied when smaller
topographic forms were present in the system, and to predict hyporheic flow associated with
isolated classes of topography.
We found that exchange flux increased with sinuosity regardless of the presence of bars
and bedforms. This trend is consistent with the findings of Boano et al. (2006) and Revelli et al.
(2008). It is important to note that channel slope was held constant in these simulations, and that
this finding would be less pronounced when comparing systems with constant valley slopes, in
which case the channel slope would decrease with increasing sinuosity. We chose to hold the
channel slope constant because the primary goal of this paper was to investigate the effects of
topography, so we wanted the local slope to be the same for each case. The average interfacial
flux due to meandering was significantly smaller than that induced by bedforms until the
sinuosity reached 3.33. This emphasizes the importance of bedforms and other relatively small
topographic features in inducing hyporheic exchange relative to larger-scale channel morphology
in lowland rivers.
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We also found that there was not a direct relationship between sinuosity and residence
times. Generally residence times increased with sinuosity because of the increased head
gradients and thus increased flow through long meander-induced flow paths. The interfacial flux
also increased with increasing sinuosity, however the residence times associated with the 270
case (sinuosity 3.33) were shorter than those associated with the 180 case (sinuosity 1.57)
because the distance between the meander peaks decreased. The decrease in distance was
accompanied by an increase in head gradient in that region which further decreased the residence
times associated with flow through these regions.
We found that bedforms have a more significant influence on both the cumulative
residence times and the interfacial flux when the sinuosity is small. In fact bedforms dominated
both the interfacial flux and the cumulative residence time distributions for all but the most
sinuous case (sinuosity 3.33), and even for this case they had a significant impact.

The

interfacial flux resulting from each scale of topography is clearly delineated on the interfacial
flux spectrum with bedforms contributing the largest values. We found that the bar scale
topography did not significantly affect hyporheic flow. This is not to say that larger bar features
will not be significant, particularly those coming close to or reaching the surface, but considering
the bars modeled here were larger than the bedforms this finding is somewhat unexpected. We
believe the reason the bars were not as significant as bedforms can be explained by the
differences in their morphology. First the bars did not span the channel as the bedforms did, so
they had less area. Further, bars were restricted to the outer 30% of the stream, where the
velocity is substantially lower than the average cross-sectional stream velocity. Finally, while
the bars were taller than dunes, their wavelengths were proportionally even bigger, which
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resulted in significantly lower slopes in bars. The average bedform slope was 3.8 times larger
than the average bar slope, as can be seen clearly in Figure 5.4a. The lower bar slope produced a
significantly lower boundary head gradient, which produced smaller interfacial flux distributions
relative to bedforms.
Most importantly, this study showed that there is a nonlinear relationship between
exchange induced by different scales of topography. We compared hyporheic flux and residence
time distributions simulated for a particular degree of topographic complexity with those
obtained by summing results from individual component topographies.

The discrepancy

between the interfacial flux for the summations and direct simulations was between 1.7% and
35.2%. The best flux predictions occurred where one scale significantly dominated interfacial
flux, as in the low sinuosity cases with bedforms. This finding shows that neglecting a scale of
topography or modeling each scale of topography as an isolated system can be justified only in
systems where single scales of features dominate hyporheic exchange, which suggests that
simple single scale models could be used to determine the degree of dominance in multi-scale
systems as a way of predicting the need for the more complicated models.
Multi-scale interactions were also apparent in the wide range of times reflected in the
residence time distributions while those associated with individual features are generally much
narrower. Distinct timescales of exchange were associated with bedforms, bars, and meanders,
but the residence times that occurred for the multi-scale cases were not precisely predictable
from the fluxes associated with each isolated scale. The nonlinearity of the combination is shown
in the discrepancies between the direct and the summation methodologies (Figure 5.10). The
multi-scale interactions are also shown in the interfacial flux spectrum, which while showing a
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strong correlation between the wavelengths of each scale of feature and the wavelengths in the
flux spectrum, also showed flux with larger wavelengths produced by the combination of smaller
scales of topography.
Many studies of solute transport in rivers focus on reach-scale behavior and neglect to
characterize bedform-scale topography, which we have found to dominate exchange in many
systems. In fact our results suggest that planform features can often be neglected in lowsinuosity streams, but that small features are essential to characterizing hyporheic exchange.
Careful consideration of the system is essential before choosing to neglect a topographical scale.
Isolated simulations can be used to determine the dominant scales of topography, but multi-scale
models are essential when significant interfacial flux is induced by multiple scales of
topography.
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Chapter 6 CONCLUSIONS
"THEN

THE STREAM - SOMETHING MUST BE DONE WITH THE STREAM; BUT

I

COULD NOT

QUITE DETERMINE WHAT."

~JANE AUSTEN (MANSFIELD PARK)

The primary contribution of this dissertation is the development of a novel multi-scale
hyporheic exchange model, which can calculate hyporheic flow paths and exchange rates a
priori based on readily measurable system characteristics.

This model was developed to

investigate the effects of multiple scales of topography on rates and patterns of hyporheic
exchange.

Model inputs include system topography, mean surface water velocity, mean

hydraulic conductivity, mean porosity, system slope, and groundwater level.

The model

calculates interfacial flux distributions, hyporheic flow paths, and residence time distributions.
The model was presented in detail in chapter 3 and extended in chapter 4 to include groundwater
discharge and be applicable to a sparse topography dataset. It was applied to two flume datasets
(chapter 3), one small agricultural stream (chapter 4), and a variety of idealized stream
morphologies with varying degrees of sinuosity (chapter 5).

Findings from each of these

applications improve our understanding of complex hyporheic processes.
A consistent finding from all three of these studies is that the in-stream channel
topography (bedform, ripple, and dune scale topography) strongly affects hyporheic exchange.
These often overlooked features dominated exchange in the SAFL flume experiment (chapter 3)
and Sugar Creek (chapter 4). Furthermore, the hyporheic exchange resulting from artificially
generated topographies (chapter 5) was also dominated by bedforms in all but the 270 degree
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planform (sinuosity 3.33) and even there the small topography played a significant role. The
inclusion of smaller than meander scales of topography increased the interfacial flux by a factor
of 128 for SAFL, between 20 and 127 for Sugar Creek, and between 1.3 and 15 for the four
idealized meandering planforms. The relative contribution of small topography to hyporheic
exchange is an important finding on its own, but it also prompts the question of what specific
features or attributes of small topography are responsible for generating this exchange. To
investigate this, we simplified the small topography to a single sine curve with a representative
wavelength and amplitude (chapter 3) and found that this could not adequately capture the
hyporheic exchange found in the more complex, naturally formed topography. The complexity
in exchange thus arises from the interaction between multiple sizes of features. These findings
show that field studies should pay close attention to characterizing ripple and dune scale features
and incorporating these features into modeling efforts, which will generally require the use of a
multi-scale model.
Another important contribution centers around the effect of groundwater discharge on
hyporheic exchange.

We incorporated groundwater levels into the modeling framework in

chapter 4. We also evaluated exchange in Sugar Creek at a variety of groundwater levels
(including no net groundwater discharge). We found that groundwater discharge significantly
influenced hyporheic exchange. More specifically, groundwater discharge inhibited exchange
near the stream banks, thus restricting exchange to the middle of the stream. This essentially
eliminated hyporheic exchange through larger lateral flow paths (e.g. across meanders). We also
found that increased groundwater levels reduced hyporheic exchange flux, i.e., water flow into
the subsurface, but this effect was far from linear.

Small groundwater discharge had a
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disproportionately large effect on the interfacial flux. Larger increases in groundwater flux
further reduced hyporheic exchange flux in a nonlinear manner as is shown in Figure 4.8. This
finding emphasizes that it is essential to include groundwater discharge when modeling
hyporheic exchange, but it might not be necessary to measure groundwater discharge precisely.
We note that the work presented here was restricted to streams that were consistently gaining
across the study reach. In natural systems, streams often both gain and lose water (experiencing
net in-flow (groundwater discharge) and out-flow (groundwater recharge) in different regions of
the stream), leading to even more complex dynamics of hyporheic exchange. Due to large scale
complex interactions accurately characterizing the boundary conditions for a system of any scale
is critical for understanding even small scale behavior due to the deeply intertwined complex
nature of these systems.

The work that we have done strongly suggests that careful

measurements of groundwater and modeling are needed in systems where the groundwater level
is near to the stream water level.
One of the real advantages of a spatially explicit three-dimensional multi-scale exchange
model is the ability to perform simulations as theoretical experiments. In this work we focused
mainly on the effects of varying sinuosity, groundwater inflow, and the presence of bedforms.
To perform similar experiments in the field would cost millions of dollars (requiring multiple
field sites at streams of varying sinuosity), and flume-based lab experiments would also be costly
and difficult to perform. While computational models are a step removed from the empirical
systems they are designed to study, they provide an efficient and convenient mechanism for
exploring variables not easily manipulated in the laboratory or field, and shed insight into key
governing factors. We confirmed that hyporheic exchange increases with channel sinuosity, but
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that bedforms typically produced much higher interfacial fluxes. Significant flux into the
subsurface occurs on the downstream edges of meanders and these flow paths are both the
longest and the slowest. This trend was suppressed and sometimes eliminated by groundwater
discharge, particularly for streams with low sinuosity.
Unfortunately, given current technology, it is extremely difficult to measure the
distribution of residence times or average rates of hyporheic exchange accurately in situ. Both
the quality and quantity of data collected in field experiments are often poor, which makes direct
comparison with modeled results challenging. We transformed hyporheic residence times into
surface water concentration data using a CTRW model in order to compare our model results
with measured solute concentrations from a tracer experiment. Model simulations compared
favorably with the empirical dataset for longer exchange time scales, but not for short exchange
time scales, indicating that the tracer data characterized shorter exchange times than those
captured by our model. We believe much of the discrepancy is explained by the large variation
of water velocities in the surface water, which are not a part of the hyporheic zone (and thus not
included in our model). Water in the main channel moves very quickly near the center of the
stream, but near the sediment interface and near the banks the velocity patterns are slower. In
particular, at Sugar creek we observed stagnant regions by the sides of the main channel where
velocity readings were undetectable by our ADV. The deceleration producing these regions was
frequently the result of dense vegetation, but also occurred in shallow side pools off of the main
channel. It is also important to mention that the model does not capture the complete range of
hyporheic time scales. The fastest hyporheic exchange processes are not captured by the model,
such as turbulent mixing and very shallow advective flow paths at the grain scale (either around
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individual grains or clusters of grains). A combination of these small scale delays and the
surface water delays explains the discrepancy between the model’s predictions and that of the
solute data. This finding emphasizes that predictions of solute transport would be more accurate
with more consideration paid to characterizing surface water flow, than we considered in this
study.
In chapter 5, we used separate simulations of bedform- and meander-driven exchange to
predict hyporheic exchange independently of the multi-scale simulations. These predictions only
simulated multi-scale exchange well when one scale of topography dominated the exchange flux.
When multiple scales contributed significantly to the interfacial flux, the error between the multiscale predictions and the summation of isolated scale predictions was as great as 33%. This
demonstrates the nonlinearity of the interactions between scales of topography. While multiscale models are not required for every system, isolated predictions of individual scales cannot
always be linearly superimposed.
There is still much that can be done with the model beyond the simulations presented
here. Further sensitivity analysis of each of the model parameters could improve our ability to
focus resources on the most important measurements in the field. Natural systems are generally
heterogeneous, while the simulations performed here assumed that the subsurface was
homogeneous. It would be more realistic to allow hydraulic conductivity to vary within the
system, but neglecting this heterogeneity is justified because surface topography has a much
larger impact on subsurface flow than variations in hydraulic conductivity. The model could
also be extended and then applied to streams with a braided morphology in order to consider
exchange between branches. The current reach-scale model could also serve as a building block
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for investigating solute transport in river networks. One of the primary motivations for studying
hyporheic exchange is the large amount of biological activity found in the hyporheic zone. Thus
a natural direction to go with this model is to couple it with models of nutrient dynamics or other
solute reactions in order to predict spatial distributions of transformation of stream-derived
materials and resulting downstream concentrations of solutes of interest.
In conclusion, I developed a novel multi-scale model, which can be used to quantify
hyporheic exchange in straight and meandering systems, with and without groundwater
discharge, and including a variety of scales of topography. This model predicts hyporheic
exchange a priori on the basis of system bathymetry and other easily measured system
characteristics. The model was used to investigate the effect that bedform, bar, and meander
scales of topography had on hyporheic exchange, compare its predictions to the transient storage
model and solute tracer data, and explore the effect of groundwater discharge, planform
sinuosity, and hydraulic conductivity on hyporheic exchange. These explorations showed that
small topography had a large impact on hyporheic exchange, groundwater discharge could
significantly alter hyporheic flow paths, and the interactions between scales of topography were
nonlinear. These findings affect both design of field studies and future modeling efforts. This
work represents a small step to improving prediction of solute fluxes in rivers, which is
important for problems such as widespread nutrient contamination of large rivers, which
contributes to coastal hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico and elsewhere.
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APPENDIX A. VISUALIZATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH
"THEIR

VERY ESSENCE HAD MINGLED WITH THE RUNNING WATERS OF THE STREAM."

~DAPHNE DU MAURIER (REBECCA)

An important part of the academic process is reaching out and making information
accessible to younger students, academics from different disciplines, and the general public. As
part of this effort I developed two interactive modeling interfaces using a program called
NetLogo [U. Wilensky, 1999], which is developed by the Center for Connected Learning and
Computer-Based Modeling here at Northwestern.

Both interfaces use the same velocity

equations. There are two components to the velocity. The first is due to the bedforms themselves
and was primarily derived by A.H. Elliot (1997a) for a single sinusoidal head distribution. It was
then modified by Wörman et al (2006) to include a sand depth boundary. The second portion
comes from the slope of the system, Ss. The gravitational head (due to slope) imposes a velocity
2

field in the direction of the sloped system, which is proportional to S s / 1 + S s . The sum of
these velocity components are shown in Equations A.1 and A.2.

u=

Kkhm sin(kx )(e ky + e k ( −2 Bd − y ) )

v=−

θ

+

Kkhm cos(kx)(e ky − e k ( −2 Bd − y ) )

θ

Ss

K

θ 1 + Ss2
+

K

Ss

Equation A.1

2

θ 1+ Ss2

Equation A.2

Here u is the longitudinal velocity, v is the vertical velocity, K is the hydraulic conductivity, k is
the wavenumber, θ is the porosity, hm is the amplitude of the head distribution, Bd is the no-flow
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boundary depth, and Ss is the system slope. The advantages of this implementation is that the
interactive framework allows the user to watch water particles move throughout the system and
allows the user to vary parameters and observe the effects. These models have been used as part
of CEE labs as well as Career Day for Girls, school group tours, and Communiversity Day
outreach demonstrations.
Both interfaces allow the user to vary the wavelength and twice the amplitude of the
bedforms (Lambda and BedformHeight). The variable sediment properties include the depth of
the sand (BedDepth), the hydraulic conductivity (Hydr_Cond), and the porosity (Porosity).
Surface water is characterized by the mean velocity (U), water depth (Depth), and slope of the
system (slope). Many of these parameters are shown in Figure A.1. Specifically for the first
interface the user controls the number of water particles released into the system. These particles
are released in a flux weighted manner at the water/sediment interface. The particles then follow
the equations throughout the system. If show-paths? is “on” the water particles leave a trail of
blue showing where they have been as is the case in Figure A.2. When a particle exits the
hyporheic zone the number of particles in the system decreases if re-drop? is “off”. The
cumulative residence time distribution for the particles in the simulation is shown by plotting the
ratio of the number of particles remaining to the initial number as a function of time. If re-drop?
is “on” the particles are replaced in a flux weighted manner for every particle, which exits the
systems, and the cumulative plot does not work.
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Figure A.1 Definitions of some of the parameters controlled by the user
In the second interface (Figure A.3) particles are placed in the subsurface (sand) by the
user. The particles move in the same manner as those in the first interface, but change colors at
up to 6 times. This is useful for comparing the model to flume observations. In the flume dye is
placed into the sediments, the dye is traced at various times and then the observed dye
movements can be compared with those predicted by this model.
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Figure A.2 Interface for the first Netlogo Model. In this version particles are released in a flux
weighted manner.

Figure A.3 Interface for the second NetLogo Model. In this version the user places particles in
the subsurface with the mouse and then the particles travel throughout the system.
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Using Equations A.1 and A.2, I performed a qualitative comparison of the model to dye, which is
shown in Figure A.4.

Figure A.4 the top portions of the panels show simulations and the bottom photographs. The first
panel shows the initial dye placement in a bedform. The second panel shows the dye after 34.2
minutes.
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APPENDIX B. OVERVIEW OF THE MULTI-SCALE MODEL

Figure B.1 Flow chart demonstrating how routines in the model fit together.
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B.1 PSEUDO-CODE
The following pseudo-code does not give every detail of the code, but does
provide a general outline of many of the subroutines, which should improve
the reader’s understanding of the model.

Conformal Mapping
%calculates the conformal mapping from a polygon of the banks to a rectangle
%uses T.A. Driscoll’s conformal mapping code
Inputs:
polygon: outline of stream
set CM = conformal mapping of polygon onto rectangle (corners of rectangle
are specified points on the polygon)
set invCM = the inverse of CM
Output:
CM: conformal mapping (Any point within the polygon can be mapped into the
conformal domain using CM)
invCM: inverse conformal mapping (Any point within the conformal domain can
be mapped into the polygon of the stream using CM)

ELEVATION
%calculates the channel
%outside of polygon

boundary

within

the

banks

and

phreatic

surface

Inputs:
Surfacegrid: An evenly spaced topography grid
X: x-coordinate
Y: y-coordinate
set Z = Interpolation of Surfacegrid to evaluate elevation at point (X,Y)
Output:
Z: elevation at (X,Y)

2D_HEAD
%calculates the top layer of head values
Inputs:
X: x-coordinates of grids
Y: y-coordinates of grids
polygon: outline of stream
maximumconformalX: maximum X value that polygon was mapped to
Xnumber: number of grid points in X direction (conformal domain)
Ynumber: number of grid points in Y direction (conformal domain)
banky1: the left bank
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banky2: the right bank
Q_m: amount flowing in from one side of the stream
Qmean: average Q (Volumetric flux through a cross section)
Centerlength: length of stream in real coordinates
%creates Ibound, constant inside stream channel and along boundaries
for ii goes from 1 to length(X)
for jj goes from 1 to length(Y)
set P = (X(ii),Y(jj))
if P is inside polygon
set Ibound(ii,jj) = 1 %constant
elseif ii equals 1 or ii equals length(X)
set Ibound(ii,jj) = 1 %constant
elseif jj equals 1 or ii equals length(Y)
set Ibound(ii,jj) = 1 %constant
else
set Ibound(ii,jj) = -1 %variable
end
end
end
%calculating the head within the stream channel is the most complicated and
%original portion of the model
%create a grid of topography in conformal domain and scale it locally
set Xconf=0:maximumconformalX/(Xnumber-1):maximumconformalX
set Yconf=-pi/2:pi/(Ynumber-1):pi/2
for ii goes from 1 to length(Xconf)
for jj goes from 1 to length(Yconf)
set Confgridlargetopo(ii,jj)=ELEVATION(invCM(Xconf(ii),Yconf(jj)) for
largetopo dataset
set Confgridalltopo(ii,jj)=ELEVATION(invCM(Xconf(ii),Yconf(jj))
end
end
%calculate depths_x(ii)
for ii goes from 1 to length(Xconf)
set depths_x(ii)= Average of the middle half of Confgridlargetopo
(from –pi/4 to pi/4)
end
for ii goes from 1 to length(Xconf)
set depths_xsmall(ii)= Average of the middle half of Confgridalltopo
(from –pi/4 to pi/4)
end
%calculate stdH(ii)
set smalltopo = depths_xsmall-depths_x
for ii goes from 1 to length(Xconf)
set stdH(ii) = std (smalltopo) over a window the size of twice the stream
width when scaled to match the nonconformal domain
end
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%calculate U2(ii,jj)
Xconfcentered=Xconf-mean(Xconf);
for ii goes from 1 to length(Xconf)
Q(ii)=Qmean+(Xconfcentered(ii)/max(XCan))*CenterLength*2*Q_m;
end
%RealWidth is the width of each conformal cross section in the real domain.
(Points along the cross section are mapped to the real domain and the
distance between the points is summed together.
for ii goes from 1 to length(Xconf)
squaredepthsum=0;
yspacing(ii)=(RealWidth(ii)/(length(Yconf)-1));
for jj=1:length(Yconf)
squaredepthsum=squaredepthsum+(Confgridlargetopo(ii,jj))^2;
end
for jj=1:length(Yconf)
U2(ii,jj)=Q(ii)*(Confgridlargetopo(ii,jj))/(yspacing(ii)*squaredepthsum)
end
end
for ii goes from 1 to length(Xconf)
for jj goes from 1 to length(Yconf)
ratio=2*abs(stdH(ii)*2*sqrt(2)/depths_x(ii));
if ratio <.34
set hprime = (1/(stdH(ii)*sqrt(2))) * (.28*(U2(ii,jj)^2) / (2*grav))
* ((abs(sigH(ii)*2*sqrt(2)/depths_x(ii))/.34).^(3/8))
else
set hprime = (1/(stdH(ii)*sqrt(2))) * (.28*(U2(ii,jj)^2) / (2*grav))
* ((abs(stdH(ii)*2*sqrt(2)/depths_x(ii))/.34).^(3/2))
end
set Confgrid(ii,jj)= Confgridtopo(ii,jj)*hprime
end
end
%fourier fit the scaled grid
Calculate the Fourier coefficients associated with Confgrid
%shift the grid upstream
%Create a function called EvaluateShifted, which has the same amplitudes as
%the fourier series, but changes all X-direction sines into cosines and X%direction cosines into -sines
%transform this back into the real domain
%assign head values to the remaining boundaries of the system
set ho equal to height of water
set hl equal to the water level at the boundaries
(h0=hl when there is no groundwater discharge)
set L1 = banky1(1)-min(Y);
set L2 = banky1(length(banky1))-min(Y);
set L3 = max(Y)-banky2(1);
set L4 = max(Y)-banky2(length(banky2));
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for ii goes from 1 to length(X)
for jj goes from 1 to length(Y)
set P = (X(ii),Y(jj))
if P is inside polygon
set Head2D(ii,jj)=EvaluateShifted(CM(X(ii),Y(jj)))
elseif ii=1
if jj<floor(length(Y)/2)
set Head2D(length(1,jj)=sqrt((ho^2)+((Y(jj)-banky1(1))/L1)*((ho^2)
-(hl^2)))-ho
else
set Head2D(1,jj)=sqrt((ho^2)-((Y(jj)-banky2(1))/L3)*((ho^2)
-(hl^2)))-ho
end
elseif ii=length(X)
if dy<floor(length(Y)/2)
set Head2D(length(X),jj)=sqrt((ho^2)+((Y(jj)-banky1(length(banky1)))
/L2) * ((ho^2)-(hl^2)))-ho
else
set Head2D(length(X),jj)=sqrt((ho^2)-((Y(jj)-banky2(length(banky2)))
/L4) * ((ho^2)-(hl^2)))-ho
end
elseif jj=1
set Head2D(ii,1) = hl-ho
elseif jj=length(Y)
set Head2D(ii,length(Y)) = h1-ho
else
Head2D(ii,jj)=0;
end
end
end
%adds slope to the system
for ii goes from 1 to length(X)
set Head2D(ii,:)=Head2D(ii,:)+valleyslope*(X(ii)-min(X))
end
X, Y, constant_head_grid, and Ibound are all fed into MODFLOW along with
hydraulic conductivity.
MODFLOW solves Laplace’s equation on a 2D grid,
which fills in the grid of head values outside of the stream channel, Head2D.
Output:
Head2D: 2D grid of head values at surface

3D_HEAD
%calculates a 3D grid of head values
Inputs:
Head2D: a regularly spaced grid of head values
Topography2D: a regularly spaced grid of the channel topography
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X: x-coordinates of grids
Y: y-coordinates of grids
polygon: outline of stream
numberoflayers: number of layers
depth: maximum depth
Boundary: distance from deepest point down to the boundary of the system
valleyslope: slope of system
%the top layer of topography outside of the stream is set equal to the head
%values outside of the stream, the topography is fed in as the upper and
%lower bounds for each cell, so there is one more row than there are layers.
for ii goes from 1 to length(X)
for jj goes from 1 to length(Y)
set P = (X(ii),Y(jj))
if P is inside polygon
set surface(ii,jj)= valleyslope*(X(ii)-min(X))+
Topography2D(ii,jj);
else
set surface(ii,jj)= Head2D(ii,jj)
end
set bottom(ii,jj)= valleyslope*(X(ii)-min(X))-(Boundary+depth)
end
end
set
set
set
set

Topography3D(:,:,1) = surface+0.0001;
Topography3D(:,:,2) = surface-0.0001;
Topography3D(:,:,numberoflayers) = bottom+0.001;
Topography3D(:,:,numberoflayers+1) = bottom-0.001;

for ii=1:length(X)
for jj=1:length(Y)
for dlayer=3:numberoflayers-1
set scalar = (-(1.5^(dlayer-2))+1)/(-(1.5^(numberoflayers-2))+1);
set Topo3D(ii,jj,dlayer) = (scalar) *
Topo3D(ii,jj,numberoflayers) + (1-scalar) * Topo3D(ii,jj,2);
end
end
end
%next calculate head values for constant cells
set constant_head_grid(:,:,1) = Head2D
for ii=1:length(X)
for jj=1:length(Y)
for kk=2:numberoflayers
constant_head_grid(ii,jj,kk) = valleyslope * (X(ii)-min(X))
end
end
end
%next calculate Ibounds, 0 means no flow, -1 means constant, 1 means variable
%the following Ibound values are used on all but the top and bottom cells.
%the top row is all -1’s and the bottom row is all 0’s
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for ii goes from 1 to length(X)
for jj goes from 1 to length(Y)
if jj goes from 1 to length(Y)
set Ibound(ii,jj)=-1
elseif jj==1
set Ibound(ii,jj)=-1
elseif ii==length(X)
set Ibound(ii,jj)=-1
elseif ii==1
set Ibound(ii,jj)=-1
else
set Ibound(ii,jj)=1
end
end
end
X, Y, Topo3D, constant_head_grid, and Ibounds are all fed into MODFLOW along
with hydraulic conductivity.
MODFLOW solves Laplace’s equation for the
system and produces a grid of head values, Head.
Output:
Head: 3D grid of head values

VELOCITY
%calculates the velocity at a given point in the subsurface (X,Y,Z)
Inputs:
Head: 3D grid of head values
K: hydraulic conductivity
porosity: porosity
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

HeadX1 = 3D interpolation of Head to evaluate head
HeadX2 = 3D interpolation of Head to evaluate head
UVW(1)=(K/porosity)* (HeadX1-HeadX2)/(2*delta)
HeadY1 = 3D interpolation of Head to evaluate head
HeadY2 = 3D interpolation of Head to evaluate head
UVW(2)=(K/porosity)* (HeadY1-HeadY2)/(2*delta)
HeadZ1 = 3D interpolation of Head to evaluate head
HeadZ2 = 3D interpolation of Head to evaluate head
UVW(3)=(K/porosity)* (HeadZ1-HeadZ2)/(2*delta)

Output:
UVW: UVW(1,2,3)= velocity in the X,Y,Z directions

INTERFACIAL FLUX
%calculates the interfacial flux at a given point
Inputs:
P: point(X,Y)

at point (X+delta,Y,Z)
at point (X-delta,Y,Z)
at point (X,Y+delta,Z)
at point (X,Y-delta,Z)
at point (X,Y,Z+delta)
at point (X,Y,Z-delta)
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delta: tiny number used for calculating gradient of topography
porosity: porosity of the sediments
set
set
set
set

X =
Y =
Z =
UVW

x-coordinate of P
y-coordinate of P
ELEVATION(X,Y)
= VELOCITY(X,Y,Z) * porosity

derzx=(ELEVATION(X+delta,Y)-ELEVATION(X-delta,Y))/(2 * delta)
derzy=(ELEVATION(X,Y+delta)-Z)/(2 * delta)
set weightterm = sqrt((derzx^2)+(derzy^2)+1)
set F=(((-U*derzx-V*derzy+W)/(weightterm)))*sqrt(1+derzx^2)*sqrt(1+derzy^2)
%flux with negative being into subsurface and positive out of subsurface
Outputs:
F: magnitude of interfacial flux and sign indicating efflux or influx

INTERFACIAL FLUX DISTRIBUTION
%calculates the interfacial flux distribution in two ways
%the spatial distribution is calculated on a grid (maximum and average were
taken from this method for Chapters 3 and 4)
%random locations are sampled to obtain a maximum and average flux value
(used in Chapter 5)
Inputs:
domain: size of system, min and max X and Y coordinates
%spatial distribution
set Xflux = min(X):stepsizeX:max(X)
set Yflux = min(Y):stepsizeY:max(Y)
for ii goes from 1 through the length(Xflux)
for jj goes from 1 through the length(Yflux)
set P = (Xflux(ii),Yflux(jj))
if P is within polygon
set Fluxplot(ii,jj)=INTERFACIAL_FLUX(P)
else
set Fluxplot(ii,jj)=0;
end
end
end
%random location flux distribution:
set fluxcount = 1
while fluxcount < total number of fluxes
set P = random point (X,Y) within domain
if P is within polygon
set Fluxlist(fluxcount) = FLUX(P) %Call FLUX procedure to
calculate flux at P
set fluxcount = fluxcount + 1
if Fluxlist(fluxcount) < 0
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set Fluxin = an array of Fluxin and Fluxlist(fluxcount)
end

end
end
set maxflux = min(Fluxin)
set averageflux = abs(sum(Fluxin)/length(Fluxlist))
Outputs:
Fluxplot: spatially distributed fluxes
maxflux: a negative value representing the largest amount of flux entering
the subsurface
averageflux: the average amount of flux entering the subsurface per area

PARTICLE TRACKING
% Flux weighted particles are tracked through the system
Inputs:
polygon: defined banks of stream
domain: size of system, min and max X and Y coordinates
fluxmax: 1.5 times the maximum flux value found after evaluating FLUX for a
detailed grid on input points within the system, assumed to be at
least as big as the maximum flux
diststep: The distance traveled in each particle tracking step
maxtime: Some large number of seconds when a after which you are no longer
interested in the tracked behavior (some small number of particles
get stuck and so there needs to be a stop time.)
% Select the starting location for a flux weighted particle based on
% rejection sampling
set ready = False
% when ready is true a particle has been selected for tracking
while ready = False
set P = random point (X,Y) within domain
if P is within polygon
set F = FLUX(P) %Call FLUX procedure to calculate flux at P
set R = random number between 0 and the 1.5 x fluxmax (fluxmax is
negative)
if F<R
set ready = True
end
end
end
% The particle selected above is tracked through the system using a constant
% distance step
set in-subsurface = True
set X = x-coordinate of P
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set
set
set
set

Y = y-coordinate of P
Z = z-coordinate of surface at P %Call ELEVATION procedure at P
totaltime = 0
count = 1

while in-subsurface = True and totaltime < maxtime
set count = count + 1
set UVW = VELOCITY(X,Y,Z)% where UVW is a vector containing the
%velocity in the each direction (X,Y,Z)
set speed = sqrt(UVW(1)^2 +UVW(2)^2+UVW(3)^2)
set timestep = diststep / speed
set totaltime = totaltime + timestep
set X(count) = X(count-1) + UVW(1)*timestep
set Y(count) = Y(count-1) + UVW(2)*timestep
set Z(count) = Z(count-1) + UVW(3)*timestep
if Z(count)> ELEVATION(X(count),Y(count))
set in-subsurface = False
end
end
Outputs:
totaltime: Residence time for particle
X,Y,Z: detailed flow paths for the particle

B.2 WHY DOES THE MODEL SCALE EACH WAVELENGTH BY THE SAME FRACTION?
We chose to scale each Fourier term by the same constant rather than treating twice the
amplitude of each term as H in the hm equation (Equation 2.2 or 3.6). Bedforms are not perfect
sine curves, so multiple Fourier terms are required to form a single feature. As a result using an
estimate of H for a region is a reasonable solution. We compared both methods in Figure B.1, on
the following rounded triangular bedform and found that using the individual amplitudes in the
hm equation induced oscillations into the head function, while the scaling everything by the same
constant created a nice smooth head function.
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Figure B.2 Illustrates the difference in head functions when the Fourier terms of the topography
function are scaled together rather than separately

B.3 WHY IS 2 2σ H A GOOD APPROXIMATION OF H (PEAK TO TROUGH DISTANCE)?
We chose 2 2σ H to approximate H. This is the exact solution for a sinusoidal curve. It is very
similar to 2 σ H , which was used by Elliott. An example topography and the standard deviation
associated with a window of twice the width of the system is shown in Figure B.2.
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Figure B.3 The standard deviation over a window equal to twice the width allows for variations
due to changes in the system. The inclusion of the 2 only marginally increases value used for
H, but it does make it closer to the peaks of this topography. ε (ξ ) represents the topography,
σ H (ξ ) the standard deviation, and 2σ H (ξ ) the value used for H/2 at each ξ .
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